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Research consists of seeing what everybody has seen, and thinking what nobody
has thought.
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Summary

The chemical industry has become increasingly competitive over the past
decades. Companies are required to adapt to changing market conditions and
meet stricter product specifications. While globalization has opened new mar-
kets for the chemical industry, it has also increased the competitor pool, giving
an advantage to companies with more efficient and highly integrated plants.

In this context, the main aim of this thesis is to demonstrate new con-
cepts and computational methods that exploit process flexibility to enhance
plant profitability under transient operating conditions. These methods ensure
that safety and product quality requirements are consistently met. This the-
sis makes contributions to the optimization and management of production in
plants ranging from small batch plants to large capacity continuous processes.

First, this thesis addresses the management of continuous processes, in
which similar products are mass produced. Continuous processes can achieve
the highest consistency and product quality by taking advantage of economies
of scale and reduced manufacturing costs and waste. However, in order to re-
main competitive in the market, plants are required to dynamically adapt their
processes to fit the continuously changing market and operating conditions.
The supervisory control system presented in this part of the thesis decreases
the system reaction time to incidences and re-optimizes the production in real
time if the opportunity for improved performance exists.

Next, this thesis addresses the management of semicontinuous processes,
which allow more customized and flexible operation. Semicontinuous processes
run with periodic start-ups and shutdowns to accommodate frequent product
transitions. This thesis proposes an optimization model that creates improved
production schedules by introducing a new concept of flexible manufacturing
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that allows production rate profiles to be programmed within each operation
campaign.

The major part of the research work of this thesis deals with the operational
management of batch processes, which are mainly used for the production of
high value-added chemicals. Batch processing offers the advantage of increased
flexibility in product variety, production volume, and the assortment of oper-
ations that can be processed by a particular piece of equipment. However, the
trade-off is that production scheduling is significantly complicated by the large
number of batches involved with different production paths. In order to avoid
the complexity of managing transfer operations, the assumption of negligible
transfer times is generally accepted in batch scheduling. Conversely, this thesis
highlights the critical role that transfer operations play in the synchronization
of tasks and in determining the feasibility of production schedules.

Continuing to focus on batch plant operation, this thesis demonstrates
that the use of the concept of flexible recipes enhances the operation batch
plants within an uncertain environment. Recipe flexibility is considered as an
additional opportunity for reactive scheduling as well as a proactive way to
reduce the risk of meeting unfavorable scenarios.

Finally, this thesis examines pipeless plants as an alternative to batch
plants. In the search for more competitive and effective ways of production,
flexibility of batch plants for producing a large number of products is limited
due to the need for equipment, piping and frequent cleaning tasks. Pipe-
less plants have enhanced flexibility over batch plants, because the material is
moved along its production path through moveable vessels. This part of the
thesis contributes to the optimization of the management of pipeless plants by
proposing an alternative formulation for solving short-term scheduling prob-
lems.

In summary, this thesis provides novel modeling approaches and solution
methods aimed at supporting the decision-making process in plant production
scheduling which exploit the existing flexibility in chemical processes. The
main advantages of each contribution are highlighted through case studies.
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Resumen

La industria química ha experimentado en las últimas décadas un aumento
en la competencia por la cual las empresas se ven obligadas a adaptarse a
un mercado cambiante y cada vez más exigente. Aunque la globalización ha
abierto nuevos mercados, ha incrementado también el número de competidores,
de tal manera que sólo las empresas que usen las plantas más integradas y
eficientes podrán mantenerse en el negocio.

En este contexto global, el principal propósito de esta tesis es desarro-
llar métodos que exploten la flexibilidad de los procesos, con el objetivo de
aumentar la eficiencia de las plantas y asegurar los requerimientos de seguridad
y calidad de los productos. Esta tesis contribuye a la optimización y a la gestión
de la producción desde pequeñas plantas que usen procesos discontinuos hasta
grandes plantas de procesado continuo.

En primer lugar, esta tesis trata la gestión de los procesos continuos en los
que suelen fabricar productos muy similares a gran escala. La gran ventaja
de los procesos continuos es que pueden conseguir mayor consistencia en la
calidad de los productos y que pueden aprovechar las economías de escala que
reducen los costes y residuos. Sin embargo, la industria química para manten-
erse competitiva necesita adaptar continuamente sus procesos a las condiciones
del mercado y de operación. El sistema de control supervisor presentado en
esta parte de la tesis disminuye el tiempo de reacción frente a incidentes en
los procesos continuos y re-optimiza la producción en tiempo real, si existe
posibilidad de mejora.

A continuación, esta tesis trata la gestión de los procesos semicontinuos
que permiten una operación más flexible y personalizada. Los procesos semi-
continuos operan con puestas en marcha y paradas periódicas para acomodar
las frecuentes transiciones entre diferentes productos. Esta tesis presenta un
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nuevo concepto de fabricación flexible que permite programar perfiles variables
de velocidad de producción dentro de cada campaña de producción.

La mayor parte del trabajo de investigación de esta tesis se dedica a la
planificación de la producción en los procesos discontinuos por lotes, utilizados
principalmente en la producción de productos químicos con alto valor añadido.
Estos procesos ofrecen varias ventajas respecto a los procesos continuos y semi-
continuos debido a la mayor flexibilidad para acomodar diversos productos,
diferentes capacidades de producción, y la posibilidad de realizar operaciones
completamente diferentes en los mismos equipos. Sin embargo, la obtención del
plan de producción óptimo se complica al aumentar la complejidad de la planta
y/o el número de lotes a planificar. La simplificación de considerar tiempos
de transferencia despreciables es generalmente aceptada en la literatura para
evitar la complejidad del manejo de las operaciones de transferencia. En cam-
bio, esta tesis pretende resaltar el papel crítico que juegan las operaciones de
transferencia en la sincronización de tareas, y en la consiguiente determinación
de planes de producción factibles.

Siguiendo con los procesos por lotes, esta tesis demuestra que el uso del
concepto de recetas flexibles mejora la operación de los procesos en ambi-
entes de producción con mucha incertidumbre. La flexibilidad de las receta se
considera como una oportunidad adicional, tanto para la planificación de la
producción reactiva como proactiva, reduciendo el riesgo de llegar a resultados
económicamente desfavorables.

Finalmente, esta tesis presenta las plantas discontinuas sin tuberías como
una alternativas a las plantas por lotes clásicas. En la búsqueda de formas más
competitivas y efectivas de producción, la flexibilidad para producir un elevado
número de productos en plantas por lotes es limitada debido a la necesidad
de equipos fijos conectados por tuberías y frecuentes tareas de limpieza. Las
plantas sin tuberías presentan una mayor flexibilidad ya que el material se
transfiere entre estaciones de procesamiento usando equipos que se mueven
dentro de la planta. El trabajo presentado en esta parte de la tesis contribuye
a la mejora en la gestión de este tipo de plantas proponiendo una formulación
alternativa a las encontradas en la literatura que resuelve el problema de la
planificación de la producción.

En resumen, esta tesis desarrolla nuevas estrategias de modelado y métodos
de resolución encaminados al soporte de la toma de decisiones que explotan
la flexibilidad intrínseca de los procesos químicos. Las principales ventajas
de cada una de las contribuciones de esta tesis se demuestran mediante su
aplicación a diferentes casos de estudio.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the main concepts underlying the studies carried out in this
thesis are introduced. An overview of the current challenges in the chemical
industry that motivate the development of this body of work is also included.

1.1 An overview of the Chemical Industry

The chemical industry is one of the European Union’s most international,
competitive and fruitful industries. In 2006, worldwide chemical sales were
estimated to be 1.6 billion euros, with the European Union leading exports
and imports making 31% of all sales (figure 1.1). In addition, as shown in
figure 1.2, five European companies are in the top ten of companies with most
increased revenues in 2006.

Germany is the largest European producer, followed by France, the United
Kingdom and Italy. Spain is the fifth European producer, accounting for ap-
proximately 7% of total production. The Spanish industry is made up of more
than 3.600 companies, with a net revenue of 38 million euros (10% of the GDP)
and more than 500.000 jobs. It is worth mentioning the important role played
by Catalonia which generates almost half of the national production.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Geographical breakdown of world chemical sales.

Figure 1.2: Revenues of the top ten chemical companies in 2006.

However, in spite of the continuous positive trend of European sales, global
sales are growing faster. The strongest competition comes from the Asian
countries, specifically Japan, China and India which have enormously increased
their sales over the latest years.

2
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1.1. An overview of the Chemical Industry

The sectors that the European chemical industry most heavily relies on are
basic chemicals followed by pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals and consumer
products. Basic chemicals cover petrochemicals, polymers and basic inorganics,
and represents almost 43% of the sales. Pharmaceuticals accounts for 28%
of the sales and specialty chemicals, which are auxiliaries for industry, dyes,
pigments, crop protection, paints and inks, for 19%. The remaining 10% of
production is directly sold to consumers as soaps, detergents, perfumes and
cosmetics.

In view of this overall scenario, the following trends have been identified as
the major issues that the current industry has to deal with.

Globalization of markets Advances in transportation and especially in
communication technology have led to greater global interaction in practically
every aspect of life. This globalization has opened new markets but at the
same time has resulted in growing worldwide competition. This has forced
companies to increase corporate internationalization and mergers to gain a
competitive advantage by reducing redundancies and increasing economies of
scale.

The nature of the products produced by richer countries has also changed,
because simpler chemicals can be produced at a lower cost in less developed
countries. For instance, the increasing competition from Eastern and Asian
countries to cheaply produce basic chemicals has caused a decrease in the Eu-
ropean production of basic chemicals from 61% in 1977 to 38% in 2007. The
European industry has responded to this growing competition in the market-
place by placing a greater focus on adapting products to meet the requirements
of the target market and on producing more specialty high-added value prod-
ucts.

Financial importance Capital markets have increased their expectations
for return on investment despite the cyclical behavior inherent in most chemi-
cal industries. Increased investor’s expectations are so demanding that it has
become very difficult to attain the economic targets based on traditional tech-
nologies. This is another fact which is pushing the industry to work towards
more efficient and leading technologies.

High customer expectations With higher education and globalization,
increased consumer sophistication has become an extra motivation for the de-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

velopment of new ideas, approaches and performances. Companies are also
forced to establish efficient processes to achieve consistent quality in order to
satisfy their customers.

Environmental concern Besides the obvious concern for the welfare of
the workers, protection of the environment is putting pressure on industry
to pollute less, recycle more and develop processes with close to zero waste.
Reduction of CO2 emissions ,which is the supposed main human contributor to
global warming, and waste water management were two of the most important
concerns at the end of the 20th century and will continue to be very important
issues in the 21st century.

1.2 Information management : a new Chemical En-
gineering paradigm

The aforementioned issues pose many new challenges to process industries in
today´s world. In order to remain competitive, chemical companies are obliged
to make efforts to increase the efficiency and flexibility of their plants to adapt
to the current production environment. The appearance of computers and
digital systems has provided chemical engineers a powerful tool to face these
challenges. Currently, digital systems provide a large a amount of information,
while computers offer the possibility to rapidly analyze this information to
guide the decision-making process for complex and even previously intractable
problems. As a result, information management has burgeoned as an important
area that opens up a set of opportunities not traditionally assigned to chemical
engineers.

This technological revolution is described by Roger Sargent in a very in-
teresting retrospective article (Sargent, 2005) in which he states that “with the
advent of the computer, the immediate task was to replace the many elegant
graphical solution procedures then in general use by numerical algorithms, and
engineers were faced with the need to understand available general numerical
techniques or develop new ones of their own”. Sargent emphasizes that the ap-
pearance of digital computers not only allowed engineers to make calculations
faster, but also was a tool for creating new approaches to problem solving.
The advent of computers had greater implications than just as a fast calcula-
tor. The solutions of rudimentary solvers of the last century were no longer
sufficient because of the new approaches to problem solving. No longer did
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1.3. Process Flexibility

the assumptions and problem simplifications taken 50 years ago need to be
made, because computers now could handle the complexity caused by the use
of more constraints. This fact opened new research fields for all engineering
disciplines. Again, a new paradigm had been added in the chemical engineer-
ing which allowed new problem approaches relying on an increased capacity
for information management.

The challenging task of developing new approaches for transforming in-
formation into knowledge was rapidly adopted by chemical engineering. This
gave birth to a new discipline called Process System Engineering (PSE) enti-
tled to develop new methods and tools that allow industry to meet its needs
(Grossmann, 2004). Pekny (2002) describes the different stages that process
system engineers must accomplish in order to deal with these tasks. First, a
comprehensive analysis of the problem is done in order to understand its es-
sential features. Second, a model is formulated, which captures the essential
features and provides a concise statement of the goal and system constraints.
Finally, an algorithmic tool for obtaining answers from the model is developed.
It is worth mentioning that computers have limited capacity, so problems de-
composition and generation of algorithms and procedures to deal with these
problems is necessary. Finally, these answers must be interpreted to determine
the range over which they are valid and how to implement them in practice.

1.3 Process Flexibility

The current situation in industry and the newly available technologies motivate
the type of problem solving methods laid out in this thesis. The goal is to
improve the operational management of chemical plants by exploiting their
flexibility to increase the efficiency. In this section, we review and analyze the
opportunities for enhancing the flexibility of the different types for processing
materials in the chemical industry.

1.3.1 Continuous processes

In the continuous processing mode, units are continuously fed and yield a
constant product flow. For mass production of similar products, continuous
processes can achieve higher consistent product quality, taking advantage of
the economies of scale and reducing manufacturing costs and waste. Processes
from the petrochemical industry are usually good examples of continuous pro-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

duction. From the fifties and sixties, continuous processes were scaled up to
capacities of millions of tons per year becoming a successful challenge for the
chemical engineering profession. This level of production made the chemical
industry one of the driving force of the worldwide economy and development.

An essential simplifying assumption in continuous processes is that the pro-
duction mode is steady state due to its relatively slow dynamics. This means
that at a given point in the system there is no change in process conditions
over time. However, invariable conditions over time are clearly unreal due
to the uncertain nature of the industrial environment which make operating
conditions actually change very often. The validity of this simplification is de-
termined depending on whether the focus is on the process design or operation.
Most probably, a steady state condition is a satisfactory assumption during the
synthesis and design of a process. However, in the operational management of
a continuous process, the appearance of unexpected events motivates frequent
transitions in the operating conditions that makes an steady state assumption
no longer valid. This uncertainty in the operation of continuous processes is
motivated by these two main reasons:

1. Internal disturbances, which are the physical drifting of the same process
operating conditions, such as the fouling of a heat exchanger, deactivation
of a catalyst in a reactor, temperature and flow-rate fluctuation of the
feed, etc.

2. External disturbances, which are changes in market demands, raw materials
supply and economic conditions that may result in the change of product
specifications and plant schedules.

Therefore, to be competitive in the market and keep reliable profit mar-
gins, plants are required to dynamically adapt their processes to fit changing
conditions. Although local controllers can guide their respective units to the
given set-point, they do not take into account the effect that they have on
other unit operations in the process and on the economics of the entire plant
operation.

Real time optimization (RTO) has attracted much attention because of
its capacity for improving the operating profit of plants beyond conventional
process control. Thus, RTO becomes an essential tool to take advantage of
the flexibility of continuous chemical processes when the opportunity exists for
further improvement of plant operation. Marlin and Hrymak (1997) provide
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1.3. Process Flexibility

an excellent survey of RTO systems and list a series of features and opportuni-
ties for a successful application which basically consists of the capacity of the
process to give a positive response to the following questions:

1. Does any degree of freedom exist for the optimization?
Adjustable optimization variables must exist after higher priority safety,
product quality and production rate objectives have been achieved. De-
cision variables that are not already adequately being optimized by other
applications must be available. In fact, process variables apparently
available for optimization may already be optimally set by advanced
process control or by the production planning.

2. Does profit significantly change as the value of the optimization variables
are changed?
This question implies the economic justification of a RTO system which
should be consciously assessed accounting also for future scenarios.

3. Are changes in unit operation and/or economics frequent?
RTO is only justified if disturbances occur frequently enough for real-time
adjustments to be required. Simple operating changes are insufficient rea-
sons to defend the implementation of a RTO system. These changes must
result in frequent changes in the optimum process operation. If changes
are sporadic or limited, periodic off-line open-loop optimization may be
satisfactory to reset the optimum strategy by manual implementation.

4. Is the process sufficiently complex?
The process must be complex enough, so that determining the proper
values for the optimization variables cannot be achieved by selecting
them from several operating procedures.

Under these premises, real-time optimization techniques have enjoyed sig-
nificant industrial interest in past years because of their capability to boost the
profitability of plants. The objective is to maintain the plant operation near
an economic optimum in the face of disturbances and other external/internal
changes. Selection of the correct set of operating conditions by an on-line op-
timization system is reported to be worth about 3-5% of the economic value
of a process (Cutler and Perry, 1983). Furthermore, the cost of engineering a
RTO system is more easily justified with large scale continuous plants when
cash flows are available.

Although the increasing demand of higher productions make continuous
processes appear to be the most efficient and productive way to produce scarce
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Chapter 1. Introduction

products, in the last years this has been changing. The tendency is now moving
from constructing huge continuous processes to smaller but more flexible and
diversified semicontinuous and batch plants, which are next analyzed.

1.3.2 Semicontinuous processes

In contrast to the more widespread and rigid continuous production mode
typical of mass production, semicontinuous processing offers a more customized
operation for very dynamic and uncertain environments.

Semicontinuous operations are characterized by their processing rate, run-
ning continuously with periodic start-ups and shutdowns for frequent product
transition. The processing times of semicontinuous processes are relatively
long periods of time called campaigns, each dedicated to the production of a
single product. Typical campaign lengths range from a few hours to several
days. The products from semicontinuous processes are often used as feedstocks
for downstream processes that produce more specialized final products (Papa-
georgiou and Pantelides, 1996). Most process plants in the chemical industry
combine continuous operations and batch processes in their product processing
routes thus working in semicontinuous mode.

The importance of semicontinuous and batch plants is that production is
more flexible and equipment can be more efficiently utilized for the simultane-
ous processing of medium size amounts of several products than in a continuous
facility.

1.3.3 Batch processes

In a batch process, materials are fed at the beginning and removed after the
processing finishes over a finite and relatively short period of time. In a multi-
stage plant, intermediate material undergoes a sequence of processing activities
using a series of pieces of equipment until the final product is obtained. Here
the production mode is considered dynamic because the composition of the
species in the batch equipment changes continuously over time.

Although batch processing has been traditionally associated with specialty
chemicals and products of high-added value, the demand patterns can be so
unpredictable that profitability may be only achieved taking full advantage
of the inherent flexibility of a batch plant. Therefore, in order to reduce the
risk of new investment, batch plants are preferred as an adequate and flexible
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1.3. Process Flexibility

answer to the variability in the supply of raw materials, the manufacturing of
diverse products and the instability of product demands.

Activities in batch plants must be coordinated to produce a large number
of products. Therefore, beside the management of the process conditions, the
scheduling of these operations is another key factor for ensuring optimal man-
agement of batch processes. Tasks, resources and recipes are the components
that must be considered in scheduling. A task is an operation which changes
the nature of materials and/or any other resources, such as transportation,
quality control, cleaning, changeovers, etc. Resources include the physical fa-
cilities used to execute specific manufacturing operations as well as any other
measurable entity employed or produced in manufacturing such as materials,
human labor, and utilities. A recipe specifies the sequences of tasks that must
be performed for manufacturing a given product. Thus, the scheduling problem
can be considered a decision making process which deals with the allocation
of a set of limited resources over time to manufacture one or more products
consisting of a series of tasks following a production recipe.

According to their purpose, batch processes are generally classified into
multiproduct and multipurpose processes. In multiproduct plants, each prod-
uct requires the same sequence of processing tasks because they all follows a
similar recipe. In multipurpose plants, each product may be manufactured by
a different sequence of processing tasks and there may be more than one way
to produce the same product. Flow patterns are not straight lines as in the
multiproduct case and some units may be used to perform non-consecutive
operations for the same product (backtracking). Multipurpose plants result
in more flexible operation, which can be optimized to decrease equipment idle
time to more efficiently utilize critical equipment units. Due to historic as-
sociation to the workshop problem in operation research, multiproduct and
multipurpose plants are also called flowshop and jobshop, respectively.

Because of the staged nature of both multiproduct and multipurpose plants,
a convenient intermediate storage policy turns out to be a key factor for the
flexible management and debottlenecking of batch plants. Proper storage tanks
allocated in strategic places of a plant can help to reduce idle times between
stages by storing intermediate materials and thus increasing equipment utiliza-
tion and productivity (Ku and Karimi, 1988). In this way, intermediate storage
can mitigate the material flow imbalance of feedstock materials and products
(Romero et al., 2004). Efficient management of storage resources must also
be carried out in order to reduce the capital investment and environmental
impact caused by more frequent cleaning. There exist five major categories of
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managing intermediate storage:

• Unlimited Intermediate Storage (UIS). This case is unrestricted because
the storage capacities are assumed to be unlimited. The best attainable
solution with the shortest production times is obtained using this policy,
so this case is considered the best case scenario upper limiting bound for
all other solutions.

• No Intermediate Storage (NIS). In this case, there are no storage tanks
available for intermediate materials, but the materials can be stored in-
side the processing unit, waiting to be transferred to the next unit once
it has been freed.

• Zero Wait (ZW). This policy restricts the NIS policy by avoiding the
alternative use of processing units as storage facilities for intermediate
materials. This policy is usually used in cases where the materials are
unstable products that must be transferred to the next processing unit
immediately after completion. This is the most restrictive policy and
constitutes a lower limiting bound.

• Finite Intermediate Storage (FIS). Here, limited storage capacity is avail-
able in terms of the number of storage units, their capacities and connec-
tions between processing units and tanks. Each storage unit can tem-
porarily hold any product (shared), some products (dedicated) or just
one product (exclusive).

• Common Intermediate Storage (CIS). This is a generalization of the FIS
policy in which intermediate storage is commonly used throughout the
whole process network.

Finally, it also very important to mention the important role of scheduling
in the management of uncertainty in batch processes. The most common
sources of uncertainty may be internal to the same process such as model
parameters, processing times and equipment availability, or external sources
such as amount of demand and/or due date and price/cost of product/raw
materials. A schedule generated by a deterministic model based on nominal
values of the parameters may be infeasible upon realization of the uncertain
parameters. Therefore, the flexibility of batch plants is a very potent tool
that can be used to deal with the uncertainty. Short-term uncertainties are
usually treated through reactive scheduling (rescheduling), while longer-term
uncertainties are usually addressed through stochastic optimization (proactive
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1.3. Process Flexibility

scheduling). A reactive scheduling strategy may be executed on-line and aims
to generate a feasible schedule as soon as possible to minimize deviations from
the schedule in progress in order to reduce the disruption in the production.
In contrast, the aim of a proactive scheduling strategy is to take into account
the process uncertainties in order to produce robust schedules that avoid the
consequences of unexpected events.

1.3.4 Pipeless plants

In looking for more competitive and effective ways of production, we may find
that the flexibility of batch plants for producing a large number of products is
limited due to the need for equipment, piping and frequent cleanings. Pipeless
plants are the quintessence of flexibility because material is moved through
moveable vessels transported by AGV (automated guided vehicles) between
processing stages. Therefore, they minimize wastes by reducing piping and
avoiding complex cleaning operations. Processing is usually carried out in the
same vessel used to transport the materials through a number of fixed stations.
This allows for multiple production tasks processed simultaneously increasing
the efficiency and shareability of all the process equipment and peripheral
facilities.

Pipeless plants were developed to increase the plant flexibility and scala-
bility. Niwa (1993) draws an analogy between a pipeless batch plant and a
chemical laboratory. In the laboratory, a beaker or flask is a “moveable vessel”,
and the laboratory’s stationary equipment consists of a number of “processing
station”, such as weighing balances, mixers and Bunsen burners. To synthesize
a product, the chemist generally uses a single flask, moving it to the appropri-
ate processing station to carry out a specific operation.

Pipeless batch plants are already in use to manufacture products such as
lubricant oils, inks and paints. Without the maze of the piping network, pipe-
less batch plants permit a wide range of products to be handled with frequent
changeover to meet market opportunities. Furthermore, the economical ben-
efits of pipeless plants are significant as the time in which new recipes or im-
proved recipes are ready for commercial production is greatly reduced. Using
pipeless plants allows faster market introduction of products and more flexible
production based on demand.

However, the use of pipeless plants is actually restricted to small produc-
tions because of the limited capacity of the vessels which need to be trans-
ported. In fact, the higher operational cost associated to pipeless plants is only
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justified by the introduction of new products in the market or to manufacture
products of high added value. Furthermore, the consideration of moveable ves-
sels and different lay-out configurations determine an additional complexity for
the scheduling problem of this type of plants.

1.4 Thesis outline

The general aim of this thesis is to prove that flexible production may be
exploited in plants ranging from small batch plants to large volume continuous
processes. This thesis work contributes to the development of new concepts,
methods and techniques to better describe and use the inherent batch process
flexibility in industrial practice.

After a detailed review of the state-of-the-art of the research in chapter 2,
this thesis examines different types of processes, analyzing their capacity for
flexible production following the scheme shown in figure 1.3. It is demonstrated
that flexibility can be exploited and monotonically increases from large-sized
continuous processes, passing through semicontinuous and batch processes,
until batch pipeless plants.

Figure 1.3: Thesis outline

Chapter 3 exploits the potential flexibility of continuous processes, present-
ing a supervisory control system able to give a fast and optimized response to
abnormal plant events.
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As a link between continuous and batch processes, Chapter 4 analyses the
production management of semicontinuous processes. The work of this chapter
proposes a new flexible concept of fabrication which considers production rate
transitions within a single campaign.

Next, Chapter 5 addresses the challenging modeling of batch scheduling,
incorporating a new approach for the synchronization of transfer activities.

Chapters 6 and 7 emphasize the role of process flexibility in the manage-
ment of uncertainty within a batch plant. Flexibility is described as the ability
of a system to operate under changing conditions or variations of uncertain
parameters. Chapter 6 proposes a rescheduling strategy to address the uncer-
tainty using flexible recipes with adjustable processing times. Alternatively,
Chapter 7 makes use of flexible recipes to address the uncertainty of batch pro-
cesses in a proactive way. This chapter also introduces the risk management
associated with the decision making process under uncertainty.

Chapter 8 introduces the scheduling of pipeless plants and gives a efficient
alternative for manufacturing small size amounts of chemicals of high added
value.

Finally, conclusions, remarks and future work are presented in Chapter 9.
Here, a summary of the results of this thesis is given, emphasizing the different
level of flexibility management that have been achieved.
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Chapter 2

State of the art and literature review

Flexibility can be defined as the ability of a system to keep its performance
under changing conditions. The first attempt to consider the potential flexibil-
ity in a process should be made at the design stage. The concept of flexibility
in a design has been recursively treated in the literature over the recent years.
As a result, a theory was developed that allowed abstract flexibility concepts
to appear during the design stage in order to be translated into mathemati-
cal terms. The aim was to obtain a process design able to maintain feasible
operation and economic profitability over a set of uncertain conditions.

Following this direction, Halemane and Grossmann (1983) developed a fea-
sibility test in order to ensure profitable operation even under the worst case
scenario conditions. The varying parameters were deterministically described
by an interval with lower and upper bounds. These authors suggested an
enumeration approach that identified the vertices of the uncertainty region as
the appropriate points to evaluate feasibility. Swaney and Grossmann (1985)
proposed a branch and bound method to calculate a flexibility index, which
is defined as the range in which uncertain parameters can be dealt with by a
specific design or operational plan. An important idea proposed in this work
was the combined consideration for the adjustment of design and control de-
cisions in order to minimize the uncertainty impact. However, a drawback
of this kind of approach is the number of optimization problems that must be
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solved which increases exponentially with the number of uncertain parameters.
Grossmann and Floudas (1987) reduced the calculation of the flexibility index
to a MINLP problem and applied the active constraint method to evaluate
the feasibility at non-vertex points. Pistikopoulos and Grossmann (1989a,b)
developed a method for the retrofitting problem under uncertainty and Pis-
tikopoulos and Ierapetritou (1995) formulated this problem as a two-stage
stochastic programming optimization. Straub and Grossmann (1993) rede-
fined the concept of flexibility as stochastic flexibility so that the uncertain
parameters are described by joint probability density functions. Ostrovsky
et al. (1997) developed bounding algorithms for the problem considered by
Halemane and Grossmann (1983). Floudas et al. (2001) evaluated the flex-
ibility index based on the principles of the deterministic global optimization
algorithm αBB, while Bansal et al. (2002) applied piece-linear approximations.
More recently, Ostrovsky and Volin (2006) tried to incorporate more opera-
tional data of the processes and Malcolm et al. (2007) took into consideration
the process dynamics to carry out the flexibility analysis.

In this thesis, the focus is on a later operational stage, once the design
of the plant is already fixed. Exploiting flexibility is a key feature for the
improvement of the operational management of processes, but it can be only
accomplished when the process design allows for it.

This chapter presents the state of the art and literature review of the oper-
ational management and optimization of chemical processes, which constitutes
the basis for the development of this thesis.

2.1 Optimization and flexible management of contin-
uous processes

For continuous processes, a Real Time Optimization (RTO) strategy can take
advantage of process flexibility to increase plant profitability by deciding the
optimum operating policy after safety and quality objectives have been satis-
fied.

Typically, RTO systems rely on a process model. However, when a good
process model is too difficult or expensive to obtain, direct-search methods
(Garcia and Morari, 1981; McFarlane and Bacon, 1989) are able to track the
optimum operating trajectory estimated from the gradient of plant data. Thus,
the direction that improves the plant performance is estimated and the plant
is moved along that direction. One of the most applied direct search methods
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is the Nelder-Mead simplex, which was proposed in 1965 and has been used
extensively in many fields, especially in chemistry and chemical engineering.
However, the use of direct search methods results very restricted because they
are limited to very simple and small processes.

Model-based methods arise as the most powerful approach to deal with the
on-line optimization of complex systems with a large number of variables and
operational constraints. They make use of a mathematical model to represent
the process, and the best operating conditions are determined by optimizing
the plant performance subject to this model.

Conventional RTO strategy is based on steady state operation. This as-
sumption greatly simplifies the modeling task, but raises other issues associ-
ated with model validation. A typical steady state RTO system contains the
elements shown in the closed loop of figure 2.1.

PROCESS

Gross Error Detection

Data Reconciliation

Control

Model Optimization

Results Analysis

Steady State Detection

Model Update

Measurements Control Actions

Figure 2.1: Real time optimization closed loop.

2.1.1 Steady state detection

The loop begins by ensuring that the plant is operating under steady-state
conditions. Most of the available techniques for steady state detection are
based on the following algorithm:

1. Selecting a data window,

2. Computing either the average, variance, or regression slope on the data
window,

3. Comparing this value with that on the previous data window using an
appropriate statistical test (Bethea and Rhinehart, 1991).
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2.1.2 Gross error detection and data reconciliation

Once the existence of steady state is ensured, measurements are validated
through Gross Error Detection (GED) and Data Reconciliation (DR). GED
methods are developed based on various statistical tests to remove wrong mea-
surements due to the malfunctioning of instruments or process errors as leaks.
DR adjusts process measurements with random errors so that they satisfy the
material and energy balances of the process model. Comprehensive reviews of
GED and DR methods are provided by Crowe (1996) and Yang et al. (1995),
respectively.

2.1.3 Model updating

Validated measurements are employed to update the model parameters by re-
ducing the structural mismatch between the model and the plant. The key
factors that enable the RTO system to closely track optimal operating con-
ditions are the measurements used, parameters updated and the parameter
estimation method (Britt and Luecke, 1973; Chen et al., 1998).

2.1.4 Optimization

The core of the RTO system is the model-based optimizer which calculates
the optimal operating policy. In order to maximize accuracy, RTO usually
employs fundamental process models. Along these lines, the work of Yip and
Marlin (2004) analyzes the accuracy of the model to demonstrate that the plant
behavior is a key factor that allows an RTO system to closely track the optimal
conditions. Furthermore, due to the non-linear nature of the vast majority of
chemical processes, a large scale process model will be formulated that calls
for the use of adequate non-linear algorithm solvers.

In most applications, Successive Quadratic Programming (SQP) is chosen
as the non-linear optimization algorithm. In fact, the use of SQP algorithms in
the applied mathematics and process system engineering communities set the
precedent for the development of RTO. The SQP algorithm is a generalization
of Newton’s method for unconstrained optimization in which a quadratic sub-
problem is solved at each major iteration. The first appearance of SQP can be
traced to the early sixties, but numerical difficulties impeded widespread appli-
cation. The application of quasi-Newton methods and analysis of exact penalty
functions led to the first efficient SQP algorithms created by Han (1977). From
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this starting point, the next decade saw algorithmic developments which led to
advanced features. Sargent (1997) gives a detailed overview of the SQP tech-
niques, while some of its applications are summarized in the book by Biegler
et al. (1997).

2.1.5 Results analysis

Before optimal set-points are implemented in plants by means of controllers,
on-line statistical analyses are required to decrease the frequency of unneces-
sary changes. To deal with this problem, Miletic and Marlin (1998) applied
multivariable statistical hypothesis tests based on control charts in order to dis-
tinguish between high-frequency disturbances propagated through calculations
and significant changes in plant optimization variables. Finally, it is important
to recognize that the opportunity to accept or reject a solution may be given
to the plant operator.

2.1.6 Dynamic Real Time Optimization

While the RTO based on a steady-state model is the current standard, the
execution frequency of this optimization can be a severe limitation. This is
specially critical in the case of plants with very long transient dynamics due
to the presence of recycle loops, transportation delays, or large intermediate
storage capacities. Once a change occurs, it may take a very long time for the
plant to reach the new steady state. Actually, most plants are rarely in steady
state conditions because of the frequency with which unexpected events take
place.

To overcome the drawbacks existing in steady-state RTO, many researchers
have suggested the use of dynamic RTO. This type of systems is aimed at the
possibility of not only optimizing the steady state performance of continuous
processes, but also the dynamic transitions to a new steady state. This tran-
sition may be either in response to new steady-state optimization results or
to changes in operation requirements, such as grade changes in multiproduct
plants.

However, the use of dynamic models adds significant complexity to the
modeling task because steady state allows a large number of simplifications
that are no longer valid to describe the dynamic transients. Thus, chemical pro-
cesses must be modeled by means of a set of differential equations that describe
the dynamic behavior of the system, such as mass and energy balances and al-
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gebraic equations that ensure physical and thermodynamic relations (DAEs).
Although significant advances have been achieved in the development of al-
gorithms in order to solve these dynamic optimization problems (Biegler and
Grossmann, 2004), the use of dynamic RTO for large-scale plant-wide problem
is still very limited because the computational complexity is too great to be
able to provide a fast enough response in real time.

Alternative algorithmic approaches have emerged in literature in order to
perform RTO during the dynamic transient period of the plant operation in
order ensure a sufficiently fast response. This is case in the Real Time Evo-
lution (RTE) algorithm developed by Sequeira et al. (2002), which relies on
the iterative solving of a steady-state model. Rather than being a formal op-
timization technique, RTE seeks for the improvement of the trajectory of the
process during its dynamic transient.

2.2 Optimization and Flexible Management of Batch
Processes

The flexibility of batch processes mainly rests on their capacity to carry out
a large number of production tasks for different types of products by sharing
the same equipment. The scheduling optimization of these tasks has received
great attention over the last decades as a way to improve the efficiency of
plants. Due to the discrete decisions involved (i.e. equipment assignment,
task allocation over time), these problems are combinatorial in nature, and
hence very challenging from the point of view of computational complexity
(Pekny and Reklaitis, 1998). In fact, scheduling problems belong to the class
of NP-hard problems because the solution time scale increases exponentially
as the problem size increases. A modest growth in problem size can lead to a
significant increase in the computational requirements. Thus, it is of crucial
importance to develop effective tools to represent the manufacturing processes
and to explore efficient solution approaches for such problems.

Alternative methodologies and problem statements with different consid-
erations have been proposed in the literature to address the combinatorial
character of these problems. Extensive reviews of scheduling can be found
in Reklaitis (1992), Floudas and Lin (2004), Shah (1998) and Méndez et al.
(2006). Solution methodologies reported can be mainly grouped into two broad
classes: approximated and rigorous.
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2.2.1 Approximated scheduling methods

Approximated methods have been historically used in industry and even now,
are often the base of most of the available commercial scheduling tools. This
kind of approach usually uses assumptions to make easier the problem to be
solved. The main advantage is that these methods can obtain good quality
solutions within reasonable computing time. However, they may not guarantee
optimality or an estimation of the quality of the solution obtained.

2.2.1.1 Heuristic rules

Traditionally, the favorite method to deal with the scheduling problem has been
the use of heuristics or dispatching rules. Some of these sets of rules are the
shortest processing time first (SPT), the longest processing time first (LPT),
the earliest due date first (EDD), the first come the first served (FCFS) and
the earliest release date first (ERD). According to the scheduling rule, tasks
are sequenced in decreasing priority order and then one by one assigned to
processing units. These rules are best suited to processes where the production
involves a prespecified sequence of tasks with fixed batch sizes. Extensive
review of various heuristics (dispatching rules) can be found in Panwalkar and
Iskander (1997) and Pinedo (1995).

However, the application of heuristics is not so straightforward, because
there is no one single universal rule and its effectiveness strongly depends
on the scheduling objective and the plant configuration. Therefore, the use
of heuristics has been adapted to work in combination with mathematical
programming models with the purpose of reducing the size of the models (Pinto
and Grossmann, 1996; Hui and Gupta, 2001; He and Hui, 2007).

2.2.1.2 Meta-heuristics

Other types of approximated methods are the meta-heuristic or local search
methods, such as simulated annealing (SA), genetic algorithms (GA), and tabu
search (TA), all of which are inspired by moves arising in natural phenomena.
They employ an iterative evolutionary procedure that starts with an initial
schedule that is gradually improved. These techniques became very popular
for solving certain types of scheduling problems because they are easy to im-
plement and tend to perform better than conventional heuristics. Examples
of application include the works of Ku and Karimi (1991) for simulated an-
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nealing, Ponsich et al. (2007) for genetic algorithms and Cavin et al. (2004)
for tabu search. Nevertheless, meta-heuristics may not be very suitable for
certain types of large-size problems due to the complexity and constraints of
some process and their incapacity to guarantee the quality of the solutions.

2.2.2 Rigorous scheduling methods

Alternatively, rigorous methods rely on an accurate representation using exact
procedures to solve the scheduling problem. Furthermore, they can provide
precise information about the quality of the solution. However, their main
drawback is the problem size limitation.

2.2.2.1 Mathematical programming

Mathematical programming techniques arise as a powerful tool for addressing
the complexity of the scheduling problem. Mathematical formulations provide
a rigorous and explicit representation in an algebraic form of the main deci-
sions that must be made in terms of continuous and discrete variables. This
optimization technique maximizes or minimizes a suitable objective function
subject to equality and inequality equations which represent material balances,
equipment allocation, storage and resource utilization constraints.

Most scheduling applications arising in the process industry can be for-
mulated as Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models. These MILP
models can be solved to achieve global optimization through different general-
purpose optimizers, commonly using linear programming based branch and
bound methods (B&B). Mathematical programming decouples the modeling
issue from the solution algorithm. Therefore, MILP-based methods can take
advantage not only of better modeling techniques but also of significant im-
provements in the optimization codes.

A varying characteristic among different mathematical programming ap-
proaches is the handling of the material balances. In the literature two alter-
native approaches are reported for dealing with this important feature.

A first approach assumes that the number and size of batches are known in
advance. This simplification permits addressing larger practical problems, es-
pecially those involving quite a large number of batch tasks related to different
intermediates or final products. However, they are still restricted to processes
comprised of sequential production recipes.
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A second approach simultaneously addresses the optimal number of batches
and size of batches (batching), the allocation and sequencing of manufactur-
ing resources and the timing of processing tasks (batch scheduling). These
methods are able to deal with arbitrary network processes involving complex
recipes. Their generality usually implies large model size formulations and
consequently their applications are currently restricted to processes involving a
small number of processing tasks and rather narrow scheduling horizons. The
state-task-network (STN) representation introduced in the work by Kondili
et al. (1993a) assumes that processing tasks produce and consume states (ma-
terials). In this representation a special treatment is given to manufacturing
resources in addition to equipment. Similarly, Pantelides (1994) introduced
the resource-task-network representation (RTN) that employs a uniform treat-
ment and representation framework for all available resources. The idea that
processing and storage tasks consume and release resources at their beginning
and ending times, respectively.

Optimization models for batch scheduling can also be classified according to
their time representation; continuous or discrete. In discrete-time approaches,
the time horizon of interest is divided into a number of time intervals of uniform
duration. Then, the beginning and ending of a task are forced to take place at
the boundaries of these time intervals . An early discrete model was developed
by Kondili et al. (1993a), using an STN representation which was followed by
other many applications (Pantelides, 1994; Zentner et al., 1994; Dedopoulos
and Shah, 1995; Bassett et al., 1996). However, discrete models with uniform
time intervals have a tradeoff between the quality of solution and the required
computational effort for large size problems.

Alternatively, continuous-time formulations allow scheduling events to oc-
cur at any time point along the time horizon. These formulations reduce the
number of variables, which leads to faster solutions. But at the same time, they
also require more complicated constraints, which increases the model complex-
ity.

In addition, continuous time models can be distinguished according to the
way that the event points are arranged over the time horizon. The global time
point representation corresponds to a generalization of global time intervals
for discrete time models, in which the timing of the intervals is treated as new
model variable (Maravelias and Grossmann, 2003). Ierapetritou and Floudas
(1998a) used an unit-specific time events representation which only defines an
event at the starting of a task. Each event point could take place at different
times in each different unit. The time slots representation (Pinto and Gross-
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mann, 1996; Lim and Karimi, 2003) considers a set of predefined time intervals
with unknown durations. The model presented by Méndez and Cerdá (2003a)
relies both on a continuous-time representation and the notion of general prece-
dence. This model is able to achieve a great decrease of binary variables by:
(a) defining a single sequencing variable for each pair of tasks, (b) using a
unique binary variable to sequence both processing and storage units, and (c)
predefining the sequence of multiple batches of the same product. This model
exploits all these features leading to simpler models which do not compromise
the global optimality of the solution. This makes this formulation very suitable
for applications requiring short calculation times, i.e. in real time.

2.2.2.2 Constraint Programming

Constraint Programming (CP) is a relatively new modeling and solution paradigm,
particularly effective for solving feasibility problems (Hooker, 2000; Henten-
ryck, 1989).

The solution of CP models is based on performing constraint propagation
at each node by reducing the domains of the variables. CP basically implies
the problem of selecting, from finite domains, values to be assigned to each
variable, so that every element in the set of constraints is satisfied. Its solving
procedure uses a tree search combined with domain reduction and constraint
propagation procedures.

CP methods have proved to be quite effective in solving certain types of
scheduling problems, particularly those that involve sequencing and resource
constraints. However, the lack of an obvious relaxation, makes CP worse for
loosely constrained problems. CP performs worse if the focus is on finding the
optimal solution among many feasible ones and proving optimality, especially
for solving more general optimal scheduling problems that involve assignments.

The use of CP in combination with MILP techniques (hybrid methods) is
a promising solution approach because of the complementation between both
methodologies. Examples of this integration are shown in the works by Jain
and Grossmann (2001) for single-stage, Harjunkoski and Grossmann (2002)
for multi-stage multiproduct plants, and Maravelias and Grossmann (2004)
for multipurpose plants.
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2.2.2.3 Graph-based methods

Another rigorous alternative for solving the scheduling problem is the S-graph
framework proposed by Sanmartí et al. (2002), which relies on a graphical
representation of the problem. In contrast to MILP-based methods, the S-
graph embeds the modeling aspects into the solution algorithm. Recipes are
represented as a recipe-graph, in which the nodes represent the production
tasks and the arcs the precedence relationships among them. A schedule-graph
describes a single solution of the scheduling problem. A branch-and-bound
procedure may generate the optimal schedule of a scheduling problem.

An experiment carried out by Ferrer-Nadal et al. (2006) demonstrated that
through the better guided search method implemented in the S-graph algo-
rithm, very good schedules can be created with low computational effort in
special cases. Nevertheless, the S-graph is still a solution technique under de-
velopment, resulting in limited applications to complex plant configurations,
alternative objective functions and the consideration of restricted plant re-
sources different than the processing equipment.

2.2.3 Batch scheduling under uncertainty

Although there has been a substantial amount of work to address the problem
of the design of batch plants under uncertainty, the operational issues have
received relatively less attention. Next, existing approaches in the literature
to deal with this problem are presented.

2.2.3.1 Reactive scheduling

The main idea of reactive scheduling is to revise the production plan whenever
a variation occurs. Although rescheduling techniques have a central role in
process operations, only a few studies have focused their attention on this
challenging problem.

Probably one of the first approaches to this problem was taken by Cott
and Macchietto (1989), who considered uncertainty in processing times within
a larger computer-aided production management system. They proposed a
time shifting algorithm (project operation modification algorithm, POMA) to
minimize the effects of uncertainty which readjusts the task starting times
depending on the maximum deviation between the expected and the actual
processing times of all related processing steps. This approach did not account
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for changes in plant profitability and was very limited in terms of the sets of
unexpected events that it could address.

Next, Hasebe et al. (1991) proposed a reordering algorithm for the schedul-
ing of multiproduct sequential batch plants consisting of parallel production
lines with a shared unit. This algorithm allowed the insertion of a job or the
exchange of two jobs, one at a time. Otherwise, the algorithm was inoperable
in terms of computational time.

Kanakamedala et al. (1994) additionally considered unit unavailability in
multipurpose plants. These authors proposed a heuristic algorithm based on
the search tree analysis that allowed time shifting and unit replacement. This
work introduced a least impact (LI) heuristics in order to emphasize the im-
portance of maintaining the original schedule.

Later on, Huercio et al. (1995) considered task processing time variations
and equipment availability. They used heuristic equipment selection rules for
the modification of starting times and the re-assignment of tasks to alternative
units. Sanmartí et al. (1996) continued this work accounting for unexpected
equipment failures.

Rodrigues et al. (1996) developed a reactive scheduling technique for mul-
tipurpose plants based on a discrete STN representation (Kondili et al., 1993a)
accounting for uncertain processing times. They introduced a rolling horizon
methodology which decreased the size of the original problem through suc-
cessive solutions of MILP problems of reduced dimension. Time constraints
outside the rolling horizon were taken into account with a look-ahead procedure
in order to avoid future possible bottlenecks or unfeasibilities.

Honkomp et al. (1999) combined a deterministic scheduler with a simulator
and accounted for processing time variations and equipment breakdowns. They
proposed two penalty functions in order to reduce the effect of the rescheduling
actions. This was accomplished by keeping constant batch sizes and minimizing
the differences between the starting times of tasks and their nominal values.

Vin and Ierapetritou (2000) presented a two-stage solution procedure based
on a unit-specific time events approach (Ierapetritou and Floudas, 1998a). This
procedure was aimed at reacting against machine breakdown and rush order
arrival in multiproduct plants without considering any heuristic rule.

Ruiz et al. (2001) applied a supervisory rescheduling system to multipur-
pose plants in which a fault diagnosis system interacts with a schedule opti-
mizer.
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Roslöf et al. (2001) introduced an MILP-based heuristic algorithm to im-
prove an existing but non-optimal schedule or update the schedule in progress
in the case of changed operational parameters. Rescheduling was performed
by iteratively re-allocating and re-sequencing one or two tasks at a time.

Méndez and Cerdá (2003b) developed an MILP model for reactive schedul-
ing of single-stage batch plants. In a subsequent work, these authors extended
the original approach to multi-stage multiproduct plants with limited discrete
renewable resources (Méndez and Cerdá, 2004). Limited changes in batch
sequencing and unit assignment were permitted in order to prevent massive
rescheduling actions which could disrupt smooth plant operation. In addition,
this also reduced the computational size of the problem.

2.2.3.2 Proactive scheduling

Proactive scheduling appears in the literature as an alternative approach for
uncertainty management through preventive scheduling, which takes advan-
tage of the a priori knowledge. This approach transforms the original deter-
ministic model into a stochastic model, optimizing a performance criterion
and treating the uncertainties as stochastic variables. In order to represent
the uncertainty, either discrete probability distributions or the discretization
of continuous probability distribution functions are used. Stochastic problems
can be classified as:

• Two-stage or multi-stage stochastic approaches, in which first-stage deci-
sions are taken before the actual realization of the uncertain event, and
second-stage decisions (recourse decisions) are determined in response to
each random outcome.

• Chance constraints approaches, in which the focus is more on the reliabil-
ity of the system, defined as its ability to find feasibility in any uncertain
scenario.

Ierapetritou and Pistikopoulos (1996) proposed a two-stage stochastic ap-
proach applicable to multiproduct continuous plants with uncertainty in prod-
uct demands.

Orçun et al. (1996) proposed an MINLP formulation to account for opti-
mal batch scheduling with uncertainty in processing times and used chance
constraints to define the probability of the accomplishment of the timing con-
straints.
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Sanmartí et al. (1997) incorporated equipment failure uncertainty into the
production and maintenance problem in order to generate a more robust sched-
ule. They defined and assigned a reliability index for each plant unit and each
task, and formulated a non-convex MINLP model in order to maximize the
overall scheduling reliability. Preventive maintenance tasks may be introduced
to compensate for possible delays produced by the use of equipment units with
low reliability indexes. The complexity of the problem was circumvented by
applying a heuristic method able to provide feasible but non-optimal solutions.

Petkov and Maranas (1997) considered demand uncertainty within the
multi-stage planning and scheduling problems of multiproduct plants. They
reformulated the stochastic elements of the model using their equivalent de-
terministic forms and maximized the expected profit of the convex MINLP
resultant model. Chance constraints were used to impose a limit on the prob-
ability level of demand satisfaction.

Bassett et al. (1997) applied a Monte Carlo sampling approach in order to
generate random instances considering processing time, equipment reliability
and/or availability, process yields, manpower and demand fluctuations. The
distribution of the generated schedules for each instance were determined and
statistically analyzed to define different operating policies.

Vin and Ierapetritou (2001) used a multi-stage formulation to address the
scheduling problem of multiproduct and multipurpose plants under demand
uncertainty. They introduced a series of metrics in order to quantify the sched-
ule robustness.

Lee and Malone (2001) developed a hybrid Monte Carlo simulation and
simulated annealing approach to deal with multiple uncertain parameters and
several types of probability density functions.

Balasubramanian and Grossmann (2002) minimized the expected makespan
of a flowshop plant under uncertain processing times described by discrete
probability distributions. They developed a rigorous branch and bound pro-
cedure relying on the aggregated probability model used to evaluate a lower
bound of the expected makespan. The same authors (Balasubramanian and
Grossmann, 2003) next solved this problem using a fuzzy set theory. Later,
they reformulated the problems as a multistage stochastic MILP model (Bal-
asubramanian and Grossmann, 2004). To do this, they overcame the compu-
tational complexity of the problem by using an approximation strategy based
on the solution of a series of two-stage models within a shrinking-horizon ap-
proach.
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Lin et al. (2004) proposed a robust optimization method with bounded un-
certainty levels of processing times, market demands and prices. They treated
the uncertainty in a bounded form by considering the worst-case values of the
uncertain parameters. Later, Janak et al. (2007) solved the same problem in
which the uncertainty was described by known probability distribution func-
tions.

Bonfill et al. (2005) considered uncertain idle and waiting times. They
proposed a two-stage stochastic approach accounting for the minimization of
a weighted combination of the expected makespan and waiting times. Fur-
thermore, they evaluated the robustness of the schedules using three different
economic risk metrics.

2.3 Optimization and Flexible Management of Semi-
continuous Processes

Semicontinuous processes reside in between the continuous and batch pro-
cesses. Their flexibility has been addressed in the literature by trying to effi-
ciently manage the scheduling of the production campaigns. One of the first
contributions was made by Sahinidis and Grossmann (1991), who addressed
the problem of cyclic multiproduct scheduling on continuous parallel produc-
tion lines without any common resource. They identified in this problem a
combinatorial part related to the assignment of products to lines and their
sequencing, and a continuous part accounting for the duration of production
runs and frequency of production. They formulated a slot-based MINLP model
which was linearized in the space of the integer variables. Inventory, produc-
tion, and transition costs as well as profit contribution constituted the objective
function.

Kondili et al. (1993b) dealt with the planning of a multiproduct energy-
intensive continuous operation. They utilized an STN-based hybrid formula-
tion considering discrete time periods and time slots of varying duration.

Pinto and Grossmann (1994) extended the work of Sahinidis and Gross-
mann (1991) and modeled the cyclic scheduling problem in multi-stage con-
tinuous processing plants. They proposed a solution method based on a Gen-
eralized Benders Decomposition (GBD) and an Outer Approximation (OA).
In this solution algorithm, an MINLP subproblem was solved to determine
optimal cycle times and inventory levels for a fixed sequence, while an MILP
master problem determined the optimal sequence of production. Furthermore,
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this model handled the inventory profiles of intermediate storage tanks using
explicit inventory breakpoints.

Zhang and Sargent (1996) developed a discrete RTN-based formulation for
the optimal operation of a semicontinuous production facility. Even though
the resultant MINLP was linearized, this formulation still led to a very large
MILP model. Schilling and Pantelides (1996) reformulated the problem as
a continuous-time model. Moreover, these authors developed a branch-and-
bound algorithm to overcome the large integrality gap that rendered its solu-
tion using standard algorithms. The proposed algorithm starts branching on
the continuous slot lengths to get a tighter bound, and then switches to the
normal branching on the binary variables.

Karimi and McDonald (1997) proposed a slot-based continuous-time MILP
formulation. This formulation minimizes the inventory, transition and shortage
costs under known product demands at specified due dates.

Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998b) used an STN representation to formulate
the scheduling problem of continuous processes taking into account multiple
intermediate due dates. This model couples task and unit events, achieving
significant reductions in the number of binary variables. In this work, storage
requirements were handled using an approximation of the storage task timings.

Mockus and Reklaitis (1999) proposed a global event-based MINLP, called
a non-uniform discrete-time model. This model was able to handle resource
constraints such as limited availability of utilities and manpower.

Giannelos and Georgiadis (2002) developed a model similar to that by
Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998b), relaxing the time durations and eliminating
the big-M constraints and assuming equal starting and ending times of tasks
that produce or consume the same state. This simplification could lead to a
suboptimal solution in the case that materials were allowed to bypass storage.

In the work by Méndez and Cerdá (2002), a continuous-time formulation
based on a general precedence notion led to very compact small-size models.
The formulation takes into account sequence-dependent changeover times and
storage limitations. One of the major assumptions of these authors is that every
intermediate or final product can be produced by a sole production campaign.

Munawar et al. (2003) used a slot-based cyclic scheduling formulation for
hybrid plants consisting of serial and parallel processing and storage units.
They proposed a modified definition of the time slots to account for feed losses
during product transitions, and generalized the resultant MINLP model for
the case of slots having zero time duration.
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Castro et al. (2004) developed an MILP formulation based on the RTN rep-
resentation, highlighting the benefits of using a uniform time grid continuous
representation. The authors pointed out that non-uniform time grid formula-
tions might become particularly useful in some cases, for instance, when the
problem involves many changeovers because such events must be modeled im-
plicitly. In uniform-time-grid formulations each changeover might require an
additional event point to find the global optimum.

Zeballos and Henning (2006) developed a formulation based on constraint
programming (CP) to address the optimal operation of multiproduct continu-
ous processes. They considered intermediate storage tanks of limited capacity
and limited manpower resources within the problem statement.

Shaik and Floudas (2007) extended the work of Ierapetritou and Floudas
(1998b) to handle additional storage requirements, such as dedicated, flexible,
unlimited, and non-intermediate storage policies. In this work, flexible storage
refers to the general case in which finite intermediate storage is available, and
for each material state several suitable storage options exist.

Sadrieh et al. (2007) addressed the scheduling problem of hybrid semicon-
tinuous systems by integrating a pair of meta-heuristic approaches: a timed
arc hybrid Petri net (TAHPN) and a genetic algorithm (GA). In this algorithm
the TAHPN module is considered as a fitness function for the GA module. The
GA provides the flowrates of the continuous operational units and the TAHPN
module finds the optimal batch schedule with respect to the objective function.

2.4 Optimization and Flexible Management of Batch
Pipeless Plants

Pipeless plants were projected to increase the flexibility of conventional batch
plants by allowing materials to be transported from one processing stage to
another in moveable vessels. However, this scheme poses extra difficulties in
the operational management of this kind of plants that have only recently
attracted the interest of the research community (Niwa, 1993).

One of the first attempts to address the scheduling problem of batch pipe-
less plants was carried out by Pantelides et al. (1995), who developed an MILP
model relying on a uniformly discretized time horizon and an STN representa-
tion. Although this formulation was able to deal with the major characteristics
of these plants, a huge number of binary variables were inevitably needed to
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represent the events at the boundaries of the predefined time intervals.

Liu and Mcgreavy (1996) examined the design and operating strategies of
pipeless plants, emphasizing dynamic analyses and production arrangements.
They concluded that the design process is tightly coupled with the operational
strategy in the case of pipeless plants.

Realff et al. (1996) used a STN-based representation with a uniformly dis-
cretized time horizon to formulate an MILP model that simultaneously consid-
ers the design, layout, and operation. However, the discrete time representation
was computationally very expensive. In order to overcome this problem, these
authors applied a decomposition procedure in which first, the layout structure
was preselected and next, the position allocation of each station was decided.

Bok and Park (1998) modeled the scheduling problem as a matching prob-
lem and developed an alternative MILP formulation. This approach was based
on a two-coordinate representation in which the time slots, symbolizing the
timetable of resources, were paired with the processing stages of products.
However, computational effort was highly dependent on the number of time
slots, especially on those not matching any stage of a product (superfluous).

Gonzalez and Realff (1998a) developed a discrete event simulator coupled
to the results of an MILP formulation. The aim was to simulate the plant
operation and check its performance under varying conditions, such as vessel
travel times and task durations. In their following work, Gonzalez and Realff
(1998b) compared the MILP solutions with the results obtained by using lo-
cal dispatching rules to manage the station operation and vessel movement.
They observed that the dispatch rules generally performed quite poorly in
comparison with the MILP formulation. However, these authors remarked
that customized rules to particular plant layouts could achieve almost similar
performance to the MILP.

Huang and Chung (2000) adressed scheduling of pipeless batch plants using
constraint satisfaction techniques (CST). CST, rather than searching the entire
space for a solution, exploits the constraints themselves to reduce the search
space. Constraints are exploited in a constructive way such that it may lead to
the deduction of other constraints and the detection of inconsistencies among
possible solutions. Later on, Huang and Chung (2005) extended their work to
consider the problems of both scheduling and routing.

Patsiatzis et al. (2005) considered simultaneously layout, design and pro-
duction planning by manipulating the model of Realff et al. (1996). This model
used the same aggregated production planning constraints, but it was based
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on a continuous-time representation instead of a discrete one.

2.5 Thesis scope and objectives

In the previous sections, the current approaches for the optimization and flex-
ible management of the chemical processes have been carefully analyzed. In
general, this thesis makes a step forward from the existing approaches in order
to exploit the flexible operation of chemical processes.

In particular, the objectives of this thesis can be summarized in the follow-
ing points:

• Develop integrated computer aided systems for the support of the decision-
making process in the operation of chemical processes, exploiting their
potential flexibility.

• Propose and apply new optimization and supervisory techniques in order
to achieve more robust plant operation in real time.

• Propose new solutions in order to address the drawbacks and limitations
of the available scheduling formulations in flexible batch chemical plants.

• Propose alternative reactive scheduling strategies, by exploiting the con-
cept of batch flexible recipes during the plant operation.

• Analyze the positive effect of considering flexible recipes as a manner
to proactively manage the uncertainty and generate efficient and robust
predictive batch schedules.

• Explore the potential use of pipeless plants as a more flexible alternative
to the conventional batch plants.
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On continuous processes
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Chapter 3

A supervised real time optimization system

This chapter addresses flexibility in continuous processes motivated by the
fact that chemical systems have to adapt to changing conditions over the time.
As a result, determining the optimal operation of the plants becomes a con-
tinuous challenge.

An integrated supervisory framework is envisaged for more robust real time
optimization and exception handling in continuous processes. This system
combines the capabilities of Real Time Evolution (RTE) algorithm (Sequeira
et al., 2002) with a Fault Diagnosis System (FDS) for managing abnormal
situations. Both systems are part of a supervisory control module which is
responsible for handling plant incidences and taking appropriate corrective
actions. Thus, a more satisfactory on-line performance is achieved, while re-
action to incidences is possible because flexibility allows the readjustment of
the operation conditions in continuous processes. Finally, it should be borne
in mind that the usefulness of this system is enhanced by providing combined
cause-effect information to plant managers.
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Chapter 3. A supervised real time optimization system

3.1 Introduction

Current situation of the process industry with growing competence, increas-
ing costs and stricter environmental constraints, makes optimization a key to
obtain the maximum profitability with the available resources. Furthermore,
process abnormalities have significant impact, in such a way that hundreds of
billion of dollars are lost by the industry due to poor abnormal situation man-
agement. However, there is a lack of systems able to systematically manage
the occurrence of abnormal events and optimization in real time.

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the robustness of a supervisory
control system that combines optimization and fault diagnosis in real time.
This system provides relevant coupled and timely information for plant man-
agers to improve the decision-making processes or generate new knowledge
which could be applied to the design of new processes.

This chapter is organized as follows. The general optimization methodology
applied in this chapter, Real Time Evolution, is described in section 3.2. Next,
section 3.3 focuses on the advantages of developing a real time supervisory
control system able to integrate on-line fault diagnosis and optimization. The
proposed structure of the architecture of the system is also described in this
section. A case study for its application is presented in section 3.4. Results
obtained are presented and discussed in section 3.5. Finally, this chapter closes
with some conclusions outlined in section 3.6.

3.2 Real Time Evolution

The application of the classic RTO systems, as described in section 2.1 of
chapter 2 presents the following main limitations: a) requirement for steady
state data in a common dynamic environment which may require heavy filtering
and long waiting, b) detailed process models, and c) lack of a proper trajectory
for the implementation of the manipulated variables to reach the new optimum.

Real Time Evolution (RTE) algorithm introduced by Sequeira et al. (2002)
establishes a new approach for on-line optimization that overcomes the draw-
backs reported for the classical RTO approach. This approach is an improve-
ment rather than an optimization algorithm, which supported by a steady state
model, successively identifies the direction for the improvement of an objective
function or performance criterion. A very important feature of RTE is that it
does not need to reach the steady state to trigger the improvement mechanism.
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3.2. Real Time Evolution

RTE can respond faster to disturbances by a continuous adjustment of the de-
cision variables according to the current plant conditions. The steady-state
information is used by RTE only for data reconciliation and model updating,
while the core of the system is a recursive improvement, which does not require
the process to be at steady state. Thus, the application of this system results
in a better overall performance.

Real Time Evolution relies on four main aspects, an improvement algo-
rithm, a steady state process model, a neighborhood for the search and a time
between successive executions:

- The improvement algorithm is based on the way that better operat-
ing conditions are selected in the neighborhood of the current operating
point. Despite the increasing complexity of RTO to handle non-linear
constraints in a formal optimization problem, RTE can easily discard
unfeasible solutions by directly excluding the unattainable paths in its
search.

- The neighborhood for the search is defined as the maximum allowed
changes in the decision variables to be explored around the current state.
Limits for such changes are imposed by the distributed control system.

- Regarding the type of models required for on-line optimization, a greater
detail in the process model improves the quality of the solution in clas-
sical RTO. However, the more complex a model is, the more computa-
tionally expensive the solution of non-linear optimization problem will
be. Alternatively, RTE is much simpler because it does not need to
solve any formal optimization problem. RTE just checks feasibility in
the neighborhood of the search and chooses the direction for the im-
provement. Therefore, the RTE computational burden is significantly
decreased compared to RTO for a similar model complexity. In addition,
excessive detailed models are not required in RTE because the process
model is just used as a tendency model.

- Finally, for a similar disturbance pattern, different RTE frequencies or
intervals between consecutive executions may produce different profiles
of the values of the decision variables. For that reason, as it was un-
derlined by Sequeira et al. (2004), a successful RTE application requires
an appropriate parameter tuning and selection of the RTE neighborhood
and frequency.
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Chapter 3. A supervised real time optimization system

3.3 Supervisory control system

An incorrect or null fault detection and identification of the root causes of pro-
cess upsets may lead on-line optimization systems to unappropriated perfor-
mance of the plant. Hence, implementing a robust and reliable fault diagnosis
system (FDS) has a crucial importance to assure right responses against any
upset. In the Supervised Real Time Evolution (SRTE) framework proposed in
this work, RTE runs under the supervision of a FDS. The combination of both
systems gives rise to a supervisory module which is the core of the on-line re-
sponse against deviations from the normal behavior of the plant. This system
makes the overall process more reliable and safe.

A fault diagnosis system mainly comprises two basic tasks: detection and
diagnosis of the fault. In this work, incidence detection has been carried out
by means of Multi-Scale Principal Component Analysis (MSPCA). MSPCA
is based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), one of the most applied
multivariate statistical techniques (Kourti and MacGregor, 1995). Through
the structure of MSPCA (Bakshi, 1998), the capacity of PCA to extract the
relationship between variables is combined with the capacity of wavelets to
separate deterministic features from stochastic processes. This FDS makes use
of the monitoring statistic Squared Predicted Error (SPE), defined as the sum
of the quadratic error between plant data and the model reconstructed signal.
This statistic is calculated from MSPCA and continuously monitor the current
state of the plant. One of the major advantages of SPE is that all the process
variables and their corresponding correlations can be considered in the process
monitoring with this single statistic (Kourti and MacGregor, 1995).

Once an incidence is detected, next the root causes must be found out.
Incidence symptoms coming from the detection module are classified by a feed
forward neural network by the proposed FDS. Variables contributions to SPE
and latent scores from the MSPCA are used to classify data into different
sets of performance. Data sets corresponding to the most probable incidences
occurring in the plant are tested off-line or obtained from historical data to
extract the enough information for training the neural network. As recent
studies demonstrate (Zhao et al., 1998), radial basis function networks (RBFN)
are preferred to back-propagation networks (BPN) because they provide more
reliable generalization and fewer extrapolation errors. Due to this reason, a
probabilistic neural network based on radial basis functions has been chosen
to perform the fault isolation.

Then, the information provided by the monitoring and fault diagnosis sys-
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3.3. Supervisory control system

tems is used by the supervisory control system SRTE to manage the plant.
This system regularly classifies data received from plant between normal and
abnormal behavior. In case of a abnormal behavior, the supervisory system
differentiates the incidence into two main groups:

Disturbances , or incidences affecting the profitability of the plant but sus-
ceptible to operate under on-line optimization. A disturbance, as it is
considered in this work, alters the normal performance of a process with-
out affecting its safe operation.

Faults , or critical incidences that alter the safety and good performance of
the plant. These faults must be established in a previous analysis of the
possible incidences. Faults may generate different responses from the su-
pervisory module. Typical responses comprise, for example, activating a
set of corrective actions to prevent more critical situations, or monitoring
different alarms to advise operators in the way they should act against
this incidence.

Flexibility is regarded as the ability of the system to react against these
disturbances and/or faults by adapting the plant to the new operating con-
ditions. Accordingly, this supervisory system acts as a support decision tool
that advises the operator to take the most convenient actions at every time.
If deviations from the normal operation are not classified as critical faults,
the system SRTE advises the operator to trigger the optimization procedure.
Otherwise, knowledge acquired from a previous process hazard analysis would
be used to suggest the most proper corrective actions to be adopted in case of
critical faults. This knowledge must be extracted from previous off-line anal-
ysis which might be carried out by the empirical insight of the plant gained
during its daily running.

3.3.1 Architecture of the system

A schematic representation of the architecture of the Supervised Real Time
Evolution (SRTE) system is depicted in figure 3.1.

The SRTE system takes data continuously from the plant sensors and uses
a monitoring and FDS systems to analyze the data. In case a disturbance
is diagnosed, SRTE automatically activates the optimization algorithm RTE.
The elapsed time between the fault is diagnosed and RTE is activated involves
a trade-off between the benefits gained by an early reaction of SRTE and the
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  SUPERVISORY
  MODULE

PLANT

CONTROL

FDS

 CORRECTIVE
 ACTIONS

  RTE

MODEL

Disturbances Faults

Figure 3.1: Supervised RTE Integrated Framework (SRTE).

confidence on the detection. Then, RTE works by collecting measurements
of the current conditions of the plant and using a process model to explore
the future performance of the process in steady state evaluated at the sur-
roundings of the current values of the decision variables. The best objective
function value is chosen and the corresponding values of the decision variables
(or set-points for the controllers) are immediately applied to the plant. This
mechanism is successively repeated at every sample time. When the plant
reaches a new steady state, SRTE updates the steady-state process model and
the fault diagnosis system in order to adapt the system to the new state of the
plant.

In case a fault is diagnosed, the supervisory control may warn the operator
or suggest proper course of actions. Depending on the nature of the abnormal
situation, it can also execute a previously designed protocol consisting of a
series of corrective actions to be executed in the process until the normal
conditions are restored.

This SRTE system has been implemented using Matlab and Aspen Hysys.
The supervisory module (Matlab) acts also as a data manager establishing the
communication between the plant (Aspen Hysys in dynamic mode), the model
(Aspen Hysys in steady state mode), the optimization algorithm RTE (Matlab)
and the monitoring and FDS (Matlab). Communication between Matlab and
Aspen Hysys has been achieved by mean of COM technology. Matlab creates
a COM automation server which interacts with the objects exposed by Aspen
Hysys.
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3.4. Case Study: a debutanizer column

3.4 Case Study: a debutanizer column

The debutanizer column provided by Aspentech at its website documentation
(http://support.aspentech.com) has been chosen in this thesis in order to make
the results easily reproducible. This multicomponent distillation column has
fifteen stages and is fed by a pair of streams which consist of a mixture of
light hydrocarbons. The flowsheet of this case study is depicted in figure 3.2.
The operational objective of this unit is the recovery of butane and lighter
hydrocarbons from the feed streams.

Figure 3.2: Debutanizer flowsheet.

A previous off-line analysis of the distillation column allowed to determine
the most probable incidences during the normal running of this plant. Some
of these possible abnormal situations are listed in table 3.1, along with a brief
description of each incidence.

Firstly, the column has been simulated in Aspen Hysys in steady-state.
This case serves as the steady-state model for the RTE algorithm. Next, the
necessary modifications have been made in order to build the dynamic simu-
lation. The control system consists of two level controllers for condenser and
reboiler and a temperature controller taken from the sixth plate of the column.
Tuning of these controllers has been made using the PID auto-tuning function
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Chapter 3. A supervised real time optimization system

Table 3.1: Off-line analysis of the incidences.
Incidence Description Type

I1 Feed1 Flowrate Step -20% Fall Disturbance
I2 Feed1 Flowrate Step +20% Rise Disturbance
I3 Feed1 Temperature +5% Step Disturbance
I4 Feed1 Flowrate Ramp -0.4 %/min Fall Disturbance
I5 Feed2 Flowrate Step +20% Rise Fault

of Aspen Hysys. These tuning parameters are shown in table 3.2. In order to
carry out the experiments and evaluate the performance of SRTE, the dynamic
simulation was used as the real plant.

Table 3.2: Parameters for the PI controller.
Controller LIC-100 LIC-101 PIC-100 PIC-101

Kc 1.80 2.00 2.00 5.00
Ti, min 10.00 10.00 2.00 20.00

The instant objective function (IOF) in equation 3.1 has been proposed in
order to have a measure of the economic performance of the plant at every
moment. This objective function is based on the difference between the sales
of the desired products and the cost of the raw materials and energy.

Instant Objective Function(t) =
+ (Flowrate of C4 & lighterButaneProduct) · (PriceButaneProduct)
+ (Flowrate of C5+LiquidProduct) · (PriceLiquidProduct)
− (FlowrateFeed1) · (PriceFeed1)
− (FlowrateFeed2) · (PriceFeed2)
− (QCondenser) · (PriceCondenserHeat)
− (QReboiler) · (PriceReboilerHeat), m.u./time

(3.1)

The values of raw material costs and product selling prices have been taken
just to formulate a representative objective function for demonstrating this
methodology. These prices and costs are stated in table 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Raw material, products and energy prices.
Feed1, Feed2, Butane P., Liquid P., QCondenser, QReboiler,
m.u./kg m.u./kg m.u./kg m.u./kg m.u./kJ m.u./kJ
2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 0.00009 0.0005

However, different on-line procedures can not be compared in terms of an
instant objective because the value of an instant benefit does not effectively
show which one achieve better overall results. Hence, the mean objective
function (MOF) of equation 3.2 proposed by Sequeira et al. (2002) has been
employed in order to take into account the accumulative profit produced along
the whole interval of the transition. This MOF expression has been used in
this case study to qualitatively compare an idealistic instantaneous response
of the real time evolution (RTE) algorithm, the proposed supervised real time
evolution (SRTE) system, the classical RTO approach and a worst case when
no action is taken.

Mean Objective Function(t) =

∫ t
to

IOF (t)dt

t− to
(3.2)

3.5 Results

The goal for this plant is to maximize the profit by adjusting two decision
variables that impact on the performance and economics of the process. These
variables are the set-point of one of the controllers (temperature of the 6th

stage of the column) and the reflux rate of the column. A thorough tuning of
the RTE parameters led to select a maximum allowed change in set-points of
0.3% around the old value and 50 seconds between consecutive executions.

As it was commented in previous sections of this chapter, a correct fault
detection and diagnosis must be carried out before RTE is activated. In this
case study, an abnormal behavior is detected when four consecutive monitor-
ing samples are above the detection threshold. This threshold is calculated
from MSPCA model and represents the percentile 99 of the SPE normal data
distribution. Once the incidence is detected, abnormal data gathered from
the plant are processed by the artificial neural network in order to isolate the
current situation.
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Chapter 3. A supervised real time optimization system

Through this methodology, all incidences shown in table 3.1 are identified
after detection, ensuring a robust system response. Discussion on the use of
artificial neural networks for fault diagnosis or MSPCA for fault detection is out
of the scope of this thesis. Further reading in detection may refer to Bakshi
(1998) and Kourti and MacGregor (1995), as well as Leonard and Kramer
(1993) and Holcomb and Morari (1991) for radial basis function networks.

Furthermore, the classical real time optimization (RTO) algorithm has been
implemented for a comparative purpose. Assuming that data are reconciled,
the steady state detection has been implemented based on the variance of a
time-window of the last collected data. The optimization of the model has been
carried out solving a successive quadratic programming (SQP) problem. This
method reproduces Newton’s method for constrained non-linear optimization.
At each iteration, an approximation is made of the Hessian of the Lagrangian
function using a quasi-Newton updating method. This solution is used to form
a search direction for a line search procedure.

Next, different incidences are tested to demonstrate the performance of the
supervisory framework proposed in this chapter.

3.5.1 Incidence 1. A step fall in Feed1 flowrate

In a first situation, a step fall (-20%) in the mass flowrate of Feed1 is diagnosed.
This incidence may be caused by an upstream problem and does not have
any immediate solution. These facts encourage the application of an on-line
optimization until normal conditions are restored. Then, once the disturbance
is detected and diagnosed as a non-critical fault, SRTE automatically activates
the optimization algorithm. As shown in figure 3.3, while SRTE reacts almost
immediately against this disturbance, RTO has to wait until steady state is
reached to actuate. This faster response of SRTE is translated to a better
value of the mean objective function compared to the response obtained by
using RTO. In fact, RTO reacts later (at a simulation time of 13200 seconds
approximately) losing benefits during the transition to the new steady state.
Focusing on the bottom part of figure 3.3, the horizontal solid line defines the
detection threshold. Dashed line corresponds to the percentile 95 of the normal
operation data. It must be noted that the value of SPE sharply increases and
passes its threshold value when the disturbance occurs in the plant. Then, RTE
is correctly activated after the fourth consecutive sample upper the detection
threshold.

Monitoring after fault detection, reveals a decreasing trend in the value of
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Figure 3.3: Incidence 1 - MOF and SPE representation.

SPE up to getting to a new steady state. This is caused by the combined effect
of the on-line SRTE actions and the dynamic characteristics of the plant.

Two possible RTO responses are shown in figure 3.4. In the first response,
a trajectory for the optimal set-points implementation is not provided, so the
new set-points are directly applied to the controllers. This direct application
of these set-points represents how real time optimizers would calculate the
new optimal set points neglecting the way as they should be implemented.
This sudden change causes a high disturbance in the plant which also alters
the value of the instant objective function. This effect is shown looking at
the peaks of this graph in figure 3.4. On the other RTO response, marked as
“smooth RTO”, the optimal set-points have been progressively implemented by
a continuous ramp. This is automatically translated into a softer rise of the
instant objective function which alters less the stability of the plant.

3.5.2 Incidence 2. A step rise in Feed1 flowrate

In this second case, a step rise (+20%) in the Feed1 flowrate is detected and
diagnosed by the FDS. In contrast to Incidence 1, this disturbance produced
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Figure 3.4: Incidence 1 - RTO’s comparison (IOF).

by itself an improvement in the objective function. Figure 3.5 shows the value
of MOF and SPE for this incidence.

The response of SRTE against this disturbance was similar to the previous
disturbance, preparing the system for the future even losing benefits right after
the incidence occurs. This trajectory of the operating conditions of the plant
is due to the real time evolution algorithm is supported by a model which
provides the best search direction looking at a steady-state horizon.

On the other hand, waiting time for the steady-state took more than 8500
seconds before RTO could be triggered. The implementation of the RTO has
been accomplished by optimizing the process as soon as the steady state is
reached and applying this calculated set-points directly to the plant. The
graph of the mean objective function in figure 3.5 demonstrates that SRTE
obtains better results along the whole transition.

Figure 3.6 shows how SRTE progressively modifies the two decision vari-
ables compared to the performance of RTO. As can be seen in this graph,
inertia effects are more noticeable in the tracking of the set-point for the tem-
perature of the 6th stage.
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Figure 3.5: Incidence 2 - MOF and SPE representation

3.5.3 Incidence 3. A step rise in Feed1 temperature

The nature of this disturbance allows a smaller chance for optimizing because
the variation in the objective function is less noticeable. This fact is because
the temperature of the feed has a smaller impact on the value of the objective
function. Figure 3.7 presents the representation of the value of MOF using
SRTE, an hypothetical instant but idealistic RTE and a passive response when
no action is taken. As in the second incidence, the implementation of the RTO
has been done by optimizing just after the steady state is reached and applying
directly calculated set-points to the plant. This direct application of the new
set-points explains the peaks in the RTO representation.

3.5.4 Incidence 4. A continuous ramp fall in Feed1 flowrate

In case of a continuous disturbance arises in the mass flowrate of Feed1 (-
0.4%/min), a real time optimization by RTO is not possible since the plant does
not reach steady state, at least during the studied period of time. This case is
considered as a weak point of the RTO in which RTE shows better performance.
Therefore, the obtained results using SRTE can be only compared to those
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Figure 3.6: Incidence 2 - Decision variables representation.

obtained when no action is carried out.

Figure 3.8 represents the value of the mean objective function (MOF) dur-
ing the simulation time for this incidence. RTE is triggered when the diagno-
sis is completely confirmed by the fourth consecutive point over the detection
threshold. Figure 3.9 represents the value of the instant objective function for
the SRTE and the no action behavior. Despite the instant objective function
decreases in both cases, the value for SRTE is almost permanently over the no
action. This effect is due to RTE continuously rectifies its trajectory increas-
ing the difference between the mean objective function for both cases at every
sample time. Figure 3.10 reflects how SRTE tracks the decision variables in
order to accommodate the plant to the changing conditions.

3.5.5 Incidence 5. A step rise in Feed2 flowrate

In this distillation column, a rise of 20% in the second feed stream (Feed2) is
identified as a fault. When the fault diagnosis system isolates this incidence,
the supervisory control system performs a protocol consisting of a by-pass of
the feed flows and an operational change to total reflux. Finally, a message ad-
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Figure 3.7: Incidence 3 - MOF and SPE representation.

vises the operator to check the equipment involved maintaining the corrective
actions until the breakdown is repaired.

Figure 3.11 shows the evolution of the flowrates of the outlet and inlet
streams in the column for this incidence. As soon as the increase in the flowrate
of Feed2 is detected and diagnosed, corrective actions are automatically exe-
cuted. Feeds are by-passed to another section of the plant and total reflux is
imposed to the column. The effects of these actions in the value of the instant
objective function are shown in figure 3.12.

Before the fault occurs, the monitoring of the plant shows normal condi-
tions. During the elapsed time between the occurrence of the fault and its
detection, the value of the instant objective function suffers the fluctuations
shown in figure 3.12. After the value of SPE passes four consecutive times
above the detection threshold, the fault is detected and this information is
sent to the supervisory control system. Next, SRTE relates this incidence to
its corresponding corrective actions, which are then executed. These corrective
actions consist of closing the feed flows and preparing the plant to reach the
total reflux operation. Total reflux leads the plant to a stationary conditions
fairly far from the normal plant running which makes the value of SPE surpass-
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Figure 3.8: Incidence 4 - MOF and SPE representation for a continuous dis-
turbance.

ing the scale of the representation in figure 3.12. Past the repairing time, 5000
seconds approximately after the incidence has been isolated, feeds are con-
nected again to the column and normal operating conditions are progressively
restored.

As can be seen from the value of the instant objective function in figure
3.12, the increase of benefits observed right after the incidence, is immediately
reduced because of the total reflux conditions imposed to the plant. These
apparent initial benefits are explained taking into account that the control
system increases gradually the reflux ratio until it becomes total. Thus, some
decreasing quantity of product at the first moments is obtained because the
cost for raw material are considered as zero since these streams are sent to
another section of the plant.

3.6 Conclusions

A supervisory module integrating a fault diagnosis system and the real time
evolution algorithm has been developed in this chapter. This supervised real
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Figure 3.9: Incidence 4 - IOF for a continuous disturbance.
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Figure 3.11: Incidence 5 - Evolution of the flowrate for the main streams.

time optimization system takes advantage of the qualities of RTE for creating
a more robust and flexible framework. Flexibility of continuous process is man-
aged by tracking its adjustable variables in order to faster and more efficiently
optimize the plant in face of disturbances or faults.

Furthermore, decision making is enhanced by the information provided to
the plant operators resulting in a better understanding of what is happening in
the plant at every moment. From this point of view, this chapter also proposes
a most transparent and interactive framework for continuous processes which
can lead to a greater confidence of the operator on the automatic system.
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Chapter 4

An effective tool for the flexible short-term scheduling of
multiproduct semicontinuous processes

Chemical plants are moving towards more flexible environments in order to
adapt faster to market changes. For the sake of this flexibility, batch and
continuous units might be then integrated and operated along the same pro-
cessing route in a semicontinuous mode featured by production campaigns of
finite duration. However, scheduling literature has usually considered constant
production rates for the whole operation and so production adjustments could
be just achieved through storage resources, production line stops and multiple
product campaigns.

The aim of this work is to improve the production schedules by developing a
new concept for flexible manufacturing which allows programming production
rate profiles within each semicontinuous operation campaign. The extended
formulation presented in this chapter allows addressing the trade-off between
the opportunities that may arise when adjusting processing rates and the stor-
age needs. Finally, several case studies show that the proposed adjustment of
the processing rates lead to less storage consumption and better production
efficiency.
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Chapter 4. An effective tool for the flexible short-term scheduling of multiproduct
semicontinuous processes

4.1 Introduction

Although the recent trends on globalization have opened new markets for the
chemical industry, they have also brought about an increasing competitive-
ness giving a boost to the development of more efficient and highly integrated
plants. Therefore, the flexibility becomes an important feature to be considered
and exploited to respond to new market demands effectively. Flexible batch
processes reemerged, in contrast to the more widespread and rigid continuous
production mode addressed in chapter 3 and more typical of mass production,
as a more customized operation for very dynamic and uncertain environments.

In a continuous process, the products are consumed at constant rates dur-
ing long production times and the number of different products is very limited.
In batch plants though, much smaller amounts of a larger diversity of products
are usually manufactured during shorter production times. A semicontinuous
operation mode lies on between a batch and a continuous operation. Its impor-
tance, further than an intermediate stage between a pilot plant and a continu-
ous process, has been highlighted as a more flexible equipment utilization for
simultaneous processing of medium size amounts of several products. Semicon-
tinuous operations run continuously with periodic start-ups and shutdowns in
order to accommodate their rather frequent product transitions. Production
is organized in campaigns of finite length, each dedicated to produce a single
product. However, an excessive number of too short campaigns might lead
the plant to non-economic and non-realistic operation due to the changeover
costs when switching the production from one product to another (Méndez
and Cerdá, 2002).

Another complexity for the operational management of this type of plants
comes out in the storage of intermediate products which becomes of special
relevance. Intermediate storages debottleneck different upstream and down-
stream production rates. A satisfactory storage policy strongly determines the
efficiency and flexibility of these plants working in semicontinuous mode.

Using semicontinuous processes aimed to the enhancement of the produc-
tion flexibility is extensively discussed in this thesis. From this point of view,
the consideration of multiple campaigns is undoubtedly a manner to increase
flexibility in spite of its unrealistic practice or unfeasibility. However, still
other rigid features can be found in most of the problem formulations found
in the literature (Ierapetritou and Floudas, 1998b; Giannelos and Georgiadis,
2002; Méndez and Cerdá, 2002; Castro et al., 2004; Shaik and Floudas, 2007).
Constant and invariable production rates are usually implicitly assumed for
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the whole operation of the campaigns. Transitions in the production rate for a
campaign are neglected and so, production adjustments are achieved through
production lines stops, storage resources and multiple product campaigns.

The work in this chapter aims to improve the production schedules by
developing a new concept of flexible fabrication, in-campaign production rate
transitions. An MILP model based on this concept is proposed.

This chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, the mathematical formu-
lation of the flexible manufacturing concept for semicontinuous processes is
proposed in section 4.2. Next, two different case studies are tested and re-
sults are compared to those reported in the literature. Finally, in section 4.4,
some conclusions are derived from this study regarding the opportunities that
the generalized developed model allows by introducing scheduling flexibility
through adjustable processing rates.

4.2 Mathematical formulation

The proposed MILP formulation is aimed at finding the optimal sequence of
campaigns that maximizes the production, satisfying a minimum demand for
each product. It is based on the model introduced by Méndez and Cerdá
(2002), which has one major assumption in considering single campaigns for
the production of each product. Although this assumption may lead to sub-
optimal solutions, these authors (Méndez and Cerdá, 2002) argued that an
excessive number of campaigns entails a much higher demand of manpower
and costly equipment idle time which are non-economical in industry.

The proposed MILP formulation is next described in detail. Constraint 4.1
allows the assignment of at most a single production line j to every processing
campaign i.

∑

j∈Js

Yij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ I+
s , s ∈ S (4.1)

Constraint 4.2 ensures that each campaign must finish before a pre-specified
time horizon (H), while equation 4.3 constrains the duration of a campaign
(Lij) to a minimum value (lmin

sj ).

Tfi ≤ H ∀i ∈ I (4.2)
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semicontinuous processes

lmin
sj Yij ≤ Lij ≤ YijH ∀i ∈ I+

s , j ∈ Js, s ∈ S (4.3)

Product release (ros) and unit ready (ruj) times prevent the corresponding
campaigns from starting before their values by means of constraint 4.4.

Tfi −
∑

j∈Js

Lij ≥
∑

j∈Js

max [ruj , ros] Yij ∀i ∈ I+
s , s ∈ S (4.4)

In constraint 4.5, the total production of a campaign (Qi) is bounded to a
minimum and maximum limits, depending on its duration and the maximum
production rate of the equipment unit in which it is manufactured. Moreover,
at the end of the time horizon, the amount of every final product by any
campaigns must satisfy its minimum demand (ds) in constraint 4.6.

∑

j∈Js

rmin
sj Lij ≤ Qi ≤

∑

j∈Js

rmax
sj Lij ∀i ∈ I+

s , s ∈ S (4.5)

ds ≤
∑

i∈I+
s

Qi ∀s ∈ SP (4.6)

Constraints 4.7 and 4.8 sequence pairs of campaigns i and i′ assigned to
the same semicontinuous line. Constraint 4.7 is only active if campaign i pre-
cedes i′, and constraint 4.8 otherwise. As this model considers also a possible
changeover time between different products (uchii′j), the value of M1 should
be chosen equal to H+max{uchii′j}, in order to obtain the tightest relaxation.

Tfi′ − Li′j ≥ Tfi + uchii′j −M1 (1−Xii′)−M1

(
2− Yij − Yi′j

)
∀i, i′ ∈ I, i < i′, j ∈ Ji ∩ Ji′

(4.7)

Tfi − Lij ≥ Tfi′ + uchi′ij −M1 ·Xii′ −M1

(
2− Yij − Yi′j

)
∀i, i′ ∈ I, i < i′, j ∈ Ji ∩ Ji′

(4.8)

Equation 4.9 establishes the mass balances between a campaign i produc-
ing and a campaign i′ consuming intermediate state s. In this equation, Fii′

is a continuous variable which stands for the amount of material transferred
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between both campaigns. Similarly, equation 4.10 adjusts the material con-
sumed by a campaign i which receives material from i′. The amount of material
consumed by this campaign is translated to terms of campaign production by
means of the coefficient ρis.

Qi =
∑

i′∈I−s

Fii′ ∀i ∈ I+
s , s ∈ SI (4.9)

ρisQi =
∑

i′∈I+
s

Fi′i ∀i ∈ I−s , s ∈ S (4.10)

Equation 4.11 introduces a binary variable (Uii′) equal to one if Fii′ is
greater than zero, i.e. campaign i supplies material to campaign i′. In this
case, M2 must be carefully chosen greater than any value of Fii′ . Variable Uii′

is employed to enforce that campaign i supplying material can never start later
than campaign i′ receiving this material (constraint 4.12).

Fii′ ≤ M2 · Uii′ ∀i ∈ I+
s , i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S (4.11)

Tfi −
∑

j∈Ji

Lij ≤ Tfi′ −
∑

j∈Ji′

Li′j + H (1− Uii′) ∀i ∈ I+
s , i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S

(4.12)

Previous constraints (equation 4.1 to 4.12) represent the least restrictive
storage policy, i.e. unlimited intermediate storage (UIS) for which enough
storage resources are assumed to be available at any time. In the opposite
case, a non-intermediate storage (NIS) policy corresponds to the case in which
no storage is available and materials have to be directly transferred between
production lines. Then, to account for this NIS case constraint 4.13 does not
allow a campaign i′ consuming material in stock produced by i′.

Tfi ≥ Tfi′ −H (1− Uii′) ∀i ∈ I+
s , i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S (4.13)

Besides the UIS and NIS policies, this model can account for different fi-
nite intermediate storage (FIS) policies. In this case, material might be either
stored in a limited number of tanks with restricted capacity, or directly by-
passed between production lines. Then, in addition to the former constraints
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4.1 to 4.12 for the UIS case, constraints 4.14 to 4.22 are applicable for the cases
of scarce or limited storage resources.

Constraint 4.14 assumes that the beginning of a storage task storing inter-
mediate material supplied by campaign i (ITi) must coincide with the begin-
ning of that campaign.

ITi ≥ Tfi −
∑

j∈Js

Lij ∀i ∈ I+
s , s ∈ SI (4.14)

Constraint 4.15 enforces the storage of an intermediate material to finish
(CTi) not earlier than the completion of all the production campaigns consum-
ing this material.

CTi ≥ Tfi′ −H (1− Uii′) ∀i ∈ I+
s , i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S (4.15)

Sequencing constraints for the storage tasks, equations 4.16 and 4.17, are
considered in a similar way as for the sequencing production campaigns. In
this case, an additional binary variable (Wit) indicates whether intermediate
material produced by campaign i is transferred to tank t. Parameter tchii′t
stands for the changeover time between different products in the same tank,
thus, in order to have the tightest relaxation of this model, M3 should be equal
to H + max{tchii′t}.

ITi′ ≥ CTi + tchii′t −M3 (1−Xii′)−M3 (2−Wit −Wi′t)
∀i, i′ ∈ I, i < i′, t ∈ Ti ∩ Ti′

(4.16)

ITi ≥ CTi′ + tchi′it −M3 ·Xii′ −M3 (2−Wit −Wi′t)
∀i, i′ ∈ I, i < i′, t ∈ Ti ∩ Ti′

(4.17)

Constraint 4.18 assigns the value of 1 to the binary variable Zii′ whether
a campaign i producing an intermediate consumed by campaign i′, finishes
before i′ starts.

Tfi′ −
∑

j∈Ji′

Li′j − Tfi ≤ H · Zii′ ∀i ∈ I+
s , i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S (4.18)

Constraint 4.19 introduces a continuous variable Vii′ which represents the
amount of intermediate material consumed by i′ at the end of campaign i
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producing that material. Therefore, if Zii′ = 1, that is, i and i′ do not coincide
in time, then Vii′ must consequently be equal to zero.

Vii′ ≤ M2 (1− Zii′) ∀i ∈ I+
s , i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S (4.19)

Equations 4.20 and 4.21 both constrain the value of Vii′ . Firstly, equation
4.20 forces Vii′ to be at most as large as Fii′ . And secondly, constraint 4.21
establishes an upper bound for the value of Vii′ assuming that during the time
that i and i′ run simultaneously, campaign i′ consumes material from i at its
maximum rate capacity.

Vii′ ≤ Fii′ ∀i ∈ I+
s , i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S (4.20)

Vii′ ≤ ρi′s ·min
(
rmax
ij , rmax

i′j′

)
· (Tfi − Tfi′ + Li′j

)
+ M2Zii′ + M2 (1− Uii′)

+M (1− Yij) + M
(
1− Yi′j′

)
∀i ∈ I+

s , ∀i′ ∈ I−s , s ∈ S, j ∈ Ji, j
′ ∈ Ji′

(4.21)

Finally, constraint 4.22 restricts the utilization of a storage tank to its
maximum volumetric capacity (vt).

Qi −
∑

i′∈I−s

Vii′ ≤
∑

t∈Ts

vtWit ∀i ∈ I+
s , s ∈ S (4.22)

To sum up, the objective function of this problem is the maximization of
the production of final products:

max
∑

i∈I+
s ,s∈SP

Qi (4.23)

subject to:

- constraints 4.1 to 4.12, for the UIS case.

- constraints 4.1 to 4.13, for the NIS case.

- constraints 4.1 to 4.12 and 4.14 to 4.22, for the FIS case.
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4.3 Case Study

The proposed case study is aimed to illustrate the capabilities of this formu-
lation. It refers to an industrial case of a fast moving consumer goods manu-
facturing plant. This is a classic case repeatedly addressed in the literature of
scheduling of semicontinuous facilities (Zhang and Sargent, 1996; Ierapetritou
and Floudas, 1998b; Méndez and Cerdá, 2002; Giannelos and Georgiadis, 2002;
Castro et al., 2004; Shaik and Floudas, 2007).

The plant has the basic structure shown in figure 4.1. It consists of three
parallel mixers sending material to five packing lines, both working in a semi-
continuous mode, and a set of three storage tanks to buffer the production
stocks. Three raw materials with non-restricted availability are blended in
their corresponding mixers producing seven intermediates (I1-I7). Then, these
intermediates are combined in a series of packing lines to produce fifteen final
products (P1-P15). Figure 4.2 shows the STN representation for this plant.
Table 4.1 presents the maximum production rate for each product and the
availability of the semicontinuous units to process them. Sequence-dependent
changeover times between different products are stated in table 4.2.

Table 4.1: Maximum rate capacities and units suitability.
Product Available units rmax, Tn/h

I1, I2 M1 17.0000
I3, I4 M2,M3 17.0000

I5, I6, I7 M2,M4 12.2400
P1 L3 5.5714

P2, P3 L1 5.8333
P4, P5 L2 2.7083

P6 L3 5.5714
P7 L1 5.8333

P8, P9 L2 2.7083
P10, P11 L5 5.3571
P12, P13 L4 2.2410
P14, P15 L4 3.3333

The objective function consists of the maximization of the production en-
suring the fulfillment of a minimum final product demand, stated in table 4.3,
over a time horizon of 5 working days (120 hours). Different storage policies
have been considered, namely unlimited intermediate storage (UIS), no inter-
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation.
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Figure 4.2: STN representation of the plant.

mediate storage (NIS) and finite intermediate storage (FIS). These cases have
been implemented in GAMS, solved using CPLEX 10.0 in a 3 GHz computer
and compared to the results previously reported in the literature.
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From
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P12 P13 P14 P15To

P1 1
P2 1
P3 1
P4 4 4
P5 4 4
P6 1
P7 1 1
P8 4 4
P9 4 4
P12 2 2
P13 2 2
P14 2 2
P15 2 2

Table 4.2: Changeover requirements in hours

Table 4.3: Minimum demand requirements.
Product Demand, Tn

P1 220.0
P2 251.0
P3 15.0
P4 116.0
P5 7.0
P6 47.0
P7 144.0
P8 42.5
P9 13.5
P10 114.5
P11 53.0
P12 16.5
P13 8.5
P14 2.5
P15 17.5
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4.3.1 Unlimited Intermediate Storage

The optimal schedule obtained under an UIS policy is presented in figure 4.3.
This solution represents the best achievable profit given the demand require-
ments and an unlimited storage capacity for the intermediate products. Due
to the unconstrained storage capacity, all mixers in the processing stage can
work at their maximum rate and so, reducing their idle times. Alternatively,
in the packing stage, units are busy during the whole time horizon. This is due
to the fact that the processing rates of the packing lines are much lower than
the processing rates of the mixers. Therefore, in this case study, it should be
pointed out that, whereas mixers are partially idle, production is limited by
the processing rates of the packing units.

Figure 4.3: Optimal schedule for the UIS policy in CS1

Table 4.4 summarizes the results for the proposed and previous formula-
tions. The same optimal profit value is achieved in all formulations. In the
solutions reported by Castro et al. (2004) and Shaik and Floudas (2007), in-
termediates are produced in more than one campaign. In contrast, Méndez
and Cerdá (2002) and the proposed solution of this work contain a single cam-
paign for each intermediate and final product, which accommodates better to
industrial practice, since the less number of campaigns the more economically
efficient the plant will be.
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Figure 4.4: Profile of intermediate exceeding material for the UIS in CS1.

Table 4.4: Results for UIS policy for case study 1.

Model Profit,m.u.
Campaigns/

Bin.,cont.,rows CPU,s
Product

Shaik and Floudas (2007) 2695.32 > 1 108, 356, 1040 1.03
Castro et al. (2004) 2695.32 > 1 236, 762, 894 58.5
Méndez and Cerdá (2002) 2695.32 1 38, 44, 140 4.77
This work 2695.32 1 38, 85, 140 2.84

In the proposed solution (figure 4.3), as there is not any constraint on the
storage, most intermediate products are stored. Figure 4.4 shows the stock
profiles for each product which entails as many storage units as intermediates.
As it can be seen, the necessary maximum tank capacity is more than 350
tons, an inefficient solution which would be translated into high operational
and fixed costs.

This situation is unrealistic, since industries usually have storage space lim-
itations that should have been taken into account by the production scheduler.
However, this case is specially relevant to this study because it symbolizes an
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upper bound for more restrictive cases. Furthermore, UIS policy represents
the best solution in terms of production if the cost of storage is disregarded.
More realistic approaches are presented in the following sections.

4.3.2 No Intermediate Storage

In this case, no available storage exists to buffer the production mismatches
between the upstream and downstream facilities. Table 4.5 contains the results
reported by the different authors. The model by Shaik and Floudas (2007) ob-
tains a profit of 2689.75 m.u., whereas Castro et al. (2004) can only reach a
profit of 2672.50 m.u. The formulation presented in this chapter obtains an
optimal solution of 2688.31 m.u., which is better than the one reported by Cas-
tro et al. (2004), and slightly worse than the optimal reported value (0.05%).
However, the proposed solution contains a single campaign per intermediate
product, which has already been stated as a more efficient solution in industrial
practice.

The solution obtained in this work is presented in figure 4.5. This solution is
achieved by regulating the processing rate of the mixers according to the needs
of the packing lines. For example, when mixer M1 processes intermediate I1, its
processing rate changes from 8.280 to 14.113 ton/h and from 14.113 to 11.407
ton/h at times 34.12h and 95.32h, respectively. These transitions allow the
downstream facilities to process the material generated by the mixers without
needing intermediate storage.

As previously discussed, the bottleneck of the production resides in the
packing stage due to the much lower processing rates of the packing lines com-
pared to those of the mixers. Results from NIS policy may not be realistic
in most cases, since intermediate storage tanks are usually available in semi-
continuous plants. Nevertheless, on one hand, it proves the generality of the
scheduling approach presented. And on the other hand, the solution of this
case represents a lower bound for the solution for less restrictive cases. As a
result, the solution to the scheduling problem is bounded by the solutions of
the UIS case (upper bound) and NIS case (lower bound).

4.3.3 Finite Intermediate Storage

Previous works considered the availability of three storage tanks of 60 tons
each. Results within this scenario are summarized in table 4.6. Shaik and
Floudas (2007) and Castro et al. (2004) reported an optimal profit of 2695.32
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Table 4.5: Results for NIS policy for case study 1.

Model Profit,m.u.
Campaigns/

Bin.,cont.,rows CPU,s
Product

Shaik and Floudas (2007) 2689.75 >1 108, 328, 1240 157.9
Castro et al. (2004) 2672.50 >1 228, 762, 894 2701
This work 2688.31 1 38, 119, 202 10.7

Figure 4.5: Optimal schedule for the NIS policy in CS1

m.u., which is the same as that obtained in the case of unlimited intermediate
storage. Therefore, it can be stated that with three 60 ton tanks, an optimal
profit is reached which can not be improved using additional tanks. Méndez
and Cerdá (2002) yielded a lower profit of 2670.28 m.u. because their formu-
lation only considers a single campaign per product. Alternatively, the model
proposed in this work yields the optimal profit of 2695.32 m.u. with a single
campaign per product because it can adjust the campaign production rates to
the plant requirements.

Therefore, a storage capacity of three tanks of 60 tons each is high enough
to be considered equivalent to the unlimited storage case. Reducing storage
capacity to just two tanks of 60 ton each is considered next. In this scenario,
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Table 4.6: Results for FIS policy with three tanks for case study 1.

Model Profit,m.u.
Campaigns/

Bin.,cont.,rows CPU,s
Product

Shaik and Floudas (2007) 2695.32 >1 276, 580, 4267 465.6
Castro et al. (2004) 2695.32 >1 330, 927, 1127 162
Méndez and Cerdá (2002) 2670.28 1 60, 87, 361 398.9
This work 2695.32 1 84, 148, 402 5.72

an optimal profit of 2695.32 m.u. is also achieved assuming a single campaign
per product. Results using the proposed formulation are shown in table 4.7.
The Gantt chart of the solution obtained is represented in figure 4.6.

Table 4.7: Results for FIS policy with two tanks for case study 1.

Model Profit,m.u.
Campaigns/

Bin.,cont.,rows CPU,s
Product

This work 2695.32 1 77, 148, 360 12.9

This optimal schedule has been obtained by adjusting the semicontinuous
equipment processing rates. From this production plan, it can be observed, for
example, that when mixer M3 processes intermediate I6, its processing rate
changes from 7.598 ton/h to 5.357 ton/h and from this to 8.690 ton/h at times
7.36 h and 13.16 h, respectively.

4.4 Conclusions

This chapter considers production rate transitions within semicontinuous cam-
paigns in order to improve production flexibility and storage management. Tra-
ditionally, constant production rates are considered for the whole operation,
and so production adjustments are achieved through storage resources, pro-
duction lines stops and multiple product campaigns. In contrast, this chapter
proposes production adjustments by adapting processing rates inside a given
campaign to production requirements. Certainly, the flexibility presented in-
cludes also fixed operation just by tightening up model parameters and bounds.
As a result, the proposed model obtains as good results as those previously
reported, with the advantage of less storage resources consumption and single
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Figure 4.6: Optimal schedule for the FIS policy in CS1 with two storage tanks

product campaigns, which increases the system flexibility and cost efficiency.
This allows reducing the capital cost of the plant by means of a flexible manage-
ment of the storage facilities. Furthermore, this scheduling approach produces
schedules which are more robust and tolerant against operation incidences.
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Chapter 5

Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling
issue

An effective short-term scheduling formulation must simultaneously deal with
several problem difficulties commonly arising in batch processes. A critical
feature to be considered when dealing with multi-stage batch plants is the
movement of material through the process. A non-zero time as well as certain
conditions are always required to transfer the material from one processing
stage to the next one according to the specified product recipe. The trans-
fer task consumes a period of time during which a proper synchronization of
the equipment units supplying and receiving the material is enforced. Syn-
chronization implies that during the execution of the transfer task, one unit
will be supplying the material whereas the other one will be receiving it and
consequently, no other task can be simultaneously performed in both units.
Furthermore, synchronization is a critical limitation in batch scheduling that
reduces the flexibility of production facilities. Hence, it is of paramount im-
portance the accurate models of this essential issue.

Most of the existing mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) optimiza-
tion approaches have traditionally dealt with the batch scheduling problem
assuming zero transfer times, and consequently no synchronization, between
consecutive processing stages. The problem simplification relying on negligi-
ble transfer times may work properly for the scheduling of multiproduct batch
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Chapter 5. Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling issue

plants with similar product recipes. However, this thesis demonstrates that
ignoring the important role of transfer times may seriously compromise the
feasibility of the scheduling whenever shared units and storage tanks, material
recycles or bidirectional flows of products are to be considered. In order to over-
come this serious limitations of current MILP-based scheduling approaches, a
general precedence based framework accounting for non-zero transfer times
is introduced. Also, two alternative methods that avoid generating unfeasi-
ble schedules are proposed and tested in different case studies involving zero
transfer times.

5.1 Introduction

Scheduling, not only for manufacturing operations, is a common requirement
for the industry, management and services. Scheduling problems can be posed
in so assorted areas as personnel planning, computer design and production
management. Operations research has focused in a general way on the research
of new solution techniques for this kind of problems since late 50’s in the past
century (Baker, 1974; French, 1974; Baudin, 1998). Nevertheless, operations
research particularly lacks in the modeling of the chemical industry operations
becoming an active field of research for process systems engineers.

An exact optimal solution of the scheduling problem can be obtained by
formulating it as a mathematical programming model. However, due to the
highly combinatorial complexity of the scheduling problems, models usually
need to be simplified in order to reduce the exponential growth of solution times
with problem size. A wide range of different assumptions can be formulated
within the modeling according to the intrinsic characteristics of the problem.
For example, if a given activity can only be performed in a specific resource,
a non-alternative resource policy formulation is adopted. Moreover, model
parameters, such as processing times and demands, are assumed deterministic,
if uncertainty is not explicitly taken into account.

Another typical simplification is to consider an unlimited intermediate stor-
age (UIS) policy. This approach assumes that, if necessary, intermediate prod-
ucts are immediately stored after processing until the next task starts, i.e.
unlimited storage is available between every pair of consecutive batch tasks.
The aforementioned case entails an unrestrictive policy for intermediate storage
management typical in mechanical industrial. Instead, the chemical industry is
commonly characterized by shared tanks as well as zero-wait, non-intermediate
or finite storage policies. Batch processes generally comprise multiple process-
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5.1. Introduction

ing stages, complex process layouts and topological implications which usually
have a significant influence on the short-term scheduling problem complexity.
The UIS policy is the most flexible for batch processing but caution is required
to ponder to which extent this model accurately describes the actual plant
operation

An additional example of model simplification is the symbolic workshop
problem in the operations research which ignores the transfer times of the
pieces between different tasks. However, chemical processes cannot stand this
simplification. Fluids, contrarily to mechanical pieces, need proper containers
to guarantee their handling and require specific units for transfer operations
(pumps, piping, vessels, tanks, etc.).

However, in the literature of scheduling of chemical plants, the assumption
of negligible transfer times is generally accepted. Authors usually avoid the
complexity of managing these transfer operations by arguing that the overall
transfer time represents a very small percentage compared to process operation
times. Transfer of material between consecutive stages usually needs to take
into account a larger number of possible combinations that may lead to an
intractable number of constraints. Thus, transfer time modeling has commonly
been assumed as an irrelevant feature within the mathematical optimization
frameworks and consequently its importance has been scarcely addressed in
the literature.

Most of the works explicitly addressing transfer times are only focused
on the multiproduct batch plant case. This is the case of the work of Kim
et al. (1996) who proposed a mixed-integer nonlinear programming formu-
lation (MINLP) accounting for non-zero transfer times and various storage
policies. Ha et al. (2000) considered non-zero transfer times using a sequence-
based MILP model for a multiproduct plant. Castro and Grossmann (2005)
proposed a multiple-time-grid resource task network (RTN) formulation for
multiproduct batch plants and dealt with transfer times using an additional
continuous variable.

For the more general and highly combinatorial multipurpose case, transfer
time management has been an issue hardly treated in the literature. Transfer
times are usually neglected or assumed to be lumped into the batch processing
time (Sundaramoorthy and Karimi, 2005). Models relying on the concept of
the batch precedence allow a straightforward treatment of the synchronization
between consecutive stages and are able to easily deal with the transfer times.
Several works have been reported in which the precedence-based scheduling
model considers nonzero transfer times (Méndez et al., 2001; Heo et al., 2003;
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Ferrer-Nadal et al., 2007).

This chapter focuses on the critical role of transfer times in the batch
scheduling problem and points out that the assumptions introduced during
the modeling process must be carefully analyzed to avoid generating schedules
with unfeasible operational sequences. Accordingly, although simplifications
are necessary to reduce problem complexity, they must be carefully considered
in order to prevent unrealistic solutions.

This chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, an illustrative example is pre-
sented in section 5.2 in order to clearly expose the generation of unfeasible
scheduling solutions and conclude with a series of claims in section 5.3. Next,
four of the most well-known mathematical programming scheduling formula-
tions are reviewed and analyzed in order to identify the sources of unfeasible
schedules. In section 5.5, two approaches to avoid these shortcomings are pro-
posed. The first one is based on a pre-processing algorithm which identifies
unfeasible combinations arising from the problem formulation, whereas the
second one solves the problem in a two-stage approach. Both strategies are
aimed to a MILP problem formulation. Then, two benchmark case studies are
addressed, which are used to test the major limitations of existing schedul-
ing formulations. In addition, these results are compared with the solutions
provided by the two proposed approaches and their performance is discussed.
Finally, some remarks derived from this chapter are presented in the conclu-
sions section 5.7.

5.2 An illustrative example

Consider a multipurpose plant produces different products, A and B, under
the assumption of non-intermediate storage policy. Regarding the production
recipe, raw material for processing product A is first treated in unit U1 for 3
hours, and then transferred to unit U2 and processed for 3 additional hours. As
commonly happens in multipurpose batch plants, product B shares the same
equipment units with product A and it is manufactured first in unit U2 for
2 hours and then in unit U1 for 4 hours. Transfer times for discharging and
loading intermediate materials between both stages are neglected since they
are in the order of a few minutes. This assumption may be derived from a zero-
wait policy in which intermediate products have to be consumed immediately
after production and transfers are usually very fast. Optimal solution requires
the minimization of makespan as a criterion to increase the utilization of the
resources and the plant efficiency.
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5.2. An illustrative example

Figure 5.1: Unfeasible situation for the illustrative example.

For this straightforward example, the solution depicted in the Gantt chart
of figure 5.1 will be obtained, if most of the MILP formulations available in
the literature are applied. The value of the makespan is 7 hours. However,
this solution is unfeasible in practice because it is impossible to transfer the
material from unit U1 to unit U2 and simultaneously also material from U2 to
U1. When the first stage of product A is finished, unit U2 need to be emptied
to receive material from unit U1, at least for a while. However, at the same
time unit U2 is trying to discharge product B to Unit U1, which generates
an unfeasible situation if there is not any intermediate storage to hold its
material.This problem cannot be solved unless an intermediate storage tank
is available for transferring one of the intermediates to this storage while the
other intermediate is transferred to its next processing unit.

Figure 5.2 shows the feasible optimal solution producing a makespan of 12
hours, almost 86% greater than the unfeasible one shown in figure 5.1. Here it
is worth remarking that the unfeasible schedule cannot be transformed in the
feasible one by only performing left or right shifting. New sequencing decisions
were also required.

Figure 5.2: Feasible schedule for the illustrative example.
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Chapter 5. Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling issue

However, an intermediate storage tank does not guarantee feasibility in all
instances. For example, deriving from the previous case, assume there is a
shared storage tank but three batch transfers are being carried out simulta-
neously. In this case, two storage facilities would be necessary to make this
situation feasible. Therefore, in general, n units form an unfeasible sequence
(figure 5.3) if the materials are simultaneously transferred between them and
there are less than n− 1 additional intermediate storage units.

Unit 2

Unit 1

Unit 3

Unit n

....

....

Time

....

....

Figure 5.3: Generalization to n products.

5.3 Problem statement

Looking at the situation exposed in the illustrative example, the following
claims are stated for the problem of unfeasible transfer:

• Claim 1. The unfeasible situations may only appear in multipurpose
plant configurations, where multidirectional flow can be generated.
In multipurpose plants, routes of different products may undergo equip-
ment units in multiple directions following diverse paths. In contrast,
multiproduct batch plants always operate following unidirectional flow
that cannot generate unfeasible sequences. In this particular case, non-
zero transfer times can be easily incorporated to the scheduling by simply
extending task durations and performing right shifting.

• Claim 2. Unfeasible solutions may appear under a non-UIS policy.
Storage policy assumption is an important issue. Under the simple con-
sideration of unlimited intermediate storage (UIS), unfeasible solutions
do not occur since additional space is always available when needed in
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transfer operations. However, under more restrictive storage policies,
such as common intermediate storage (CIS), finite intermediate storage
(FIS) or even non-intermediate storage (NIS), unfeasible situations may
arise.

• Claim 3. Transfer times are an important matter for tasks synchroniza-
tion.
The main source of these unfeasible solutions has its roots in the usual
assumption of negligible transfer times. Since transfer times often repre-
sent only a small percentage of the whole task duration, in mathematical
formulations they are often neglected or just summed up to the pro-
cessing times in order to reduce the problem complexity. However, in
scheduling problems, transfer time plays a key role in terms of tasks syn-
chronization. Transfer entails that, simultaneously to the emptying of a
given product from a unit, the receiving unit is being filled for a trans-
fer time period. When transfer times are neglected or assumed equal to
zero, tasks synchronization among units is ignored, leading to the un-
feasible solutions in practice as shown in the previous examples. Hence,
the modeling of multipurpose batch plants with limited storage policies
must consider transfer times. Otherwise, synchronization among tasks
regarding transfer times is completely omitted, and unfeasible solutions
can be reached. This fact has not been taken into account in most of
the existing mathematical formulations for short-term scheduling. Also,
the explicit modeling of this feature can be awkward to address by using
most of the existing optimization frameworks.

5.4 Mathematical programming formulations for the
batch scheduling problem

The scheduling problem has received a great attention over the recent decades
as a manner to improve the efficiency of batch chemical processes usually aimed
at the production of high-added value products. In this chapter, four of the
most popular scheduling continuous-time formulations available in the litera-
ture have been selected and implemented. The aim is to analyze these formu-
lations in order to identify the lack of consideration of transfer times which is
leading to incorrect task synchronization.

Next, main features of MILP models based on the STN and RTN global
time points, unit specific time events and general precedence are described.
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Chapter 5. Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling issue

The general precedence model is completely developed in next section because
an extension to the previously published formulation dealing with intermediate
storage (Méndez and Cerdá, 2003a) is also included in this chapter.

5.4.1 State-Task-Network based continuous formulation

There have been many efforts to develop a continuous-time formulation (Gi-
annelos and Georgiadis, 2002; Maravelias and Grossmann, 2003) based on the
original STN representation proposed by Kondili et al. (1993a). For the testing
purpose, we have selected the work by Maravelias and Grossmann (2003) be-
cause it is able to handle general batch process concepts such as variable batch
sizes and processing times, various storage policies or sequence-dependent
changeover times. This approach is based on the definition of a common
time grid that is variable and valid for all shared resources. This definition
involves time points occurring at unknown time. To guarantee the feasibility
of the material balances at any time during the time horizon of interest, the
model imposes that all tasks starting at a time point must occur at the same
time. However, the ending time does not necessarily have to coincide with the
occurrence of a time point, except for those tasks that need to transfer the
material with a zero-wait time policy. For other storage policies, it is assumed
that the equipment can be used to store the material until the occurrence of
next time point. The model adopts two binary variables, to denote at which
time point a given task starts and finishes. A continuous variable represents
the quantity of each resource available at each event point. The number of
time intervals is a critical issue for all continuous-time models. The selected
approach increases the number of time intervals from a relative small number
until no improvement in the objective function is achieved. Further details of
this formulation can be found in appendix B.1.

None of the proposed STN-based continuous-time formulations available
in the literature considers transfer times in their formulation. Therefore, it
is predictable that this simplification will have a negative effect on the syn-
chronization of tasks and unfeasible optimal results may appear. This fact is
explicitly proven in the case studies section.

5.4.2 Resource-Task-Network based continuous formulation

The RTN-representation was firstly introduced by Pantelides (1994). Further
improvements were achieved by Castro et al. (2001) and Castro et al. (2004).
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The improved model version (Castro et al., 2004) is tested in this work. This
approach adopts a common time grid for all resources. As other continuous
time formulations the length of each time interval is unknown and is to be
determined. In addition, a timing parameter is used to define the number
of event points allowed between the beginning and ending of a batch task,
in order to reduce the number of event points considered and so, the problem
complexity. However, an exceedingly small value might prevent the formulation
from reaching the global optimum or turn the model unfeasible. The use of
a fixed value is a quite reasonable assumption in cases where task processing
times are of the same order of magnitude, where it is expected that few events
exist between the starting and finishing of a task.

The RTN representation considers two types of items: tasks and resources.
A task defines an operation that transforms a certain set of resources into
another set at the end of its duration. A resource includes all entities that are
involved in process steps, such as materials (raw materials, intermediates and
products), processing and storage equipment (tanks, reactors, etc) and utilities
(operators, steam, etc). All equipment resources, with the exception of storage
tanks, are considered individually, moreover only one task can be executed in
any given equipment resource at a certain time. The starting and finishing time
points for a given task are defined through only one set of binary variables. It
makes the model simpler and more compact, but on the other hand, it increases
the number of constraints and variables to be defined. The process resource
variable represents the excess amount of a given resource at each time point.
Further details of this formulation can be found in appendix B.2.

RTN continuous models for multipurpose plants reported in the literature
do not consider transfer time in their formulation. Therefore, in cases where
neglecting transfer times influences the synchronization of tasks, unfeasible
optimal results may appear, as proven in the test case studies.

5.4.3 Unit-Specific Time Event formulation

The original idea of unit-specific events was firstly presented by Ierapetritou
and Floudas (1998a) and then improved by Vin and Ierapetritou (2000), Lin
et al. (2002) and Janak et al. (2004). This is a flexible representation of the
scheduling problem which is able to account for different intermediate storage
policies and other resource constraints. The global time point representation
is efficiently reformulated in these models: a) by considering as an event just
the starting of a task, and b) by allowing event points to take place at different
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times in each different unit. Then, the number of event points and associated
binary variables are reduced compared to the global time point representation.
Although this representation is mainly oriented to batch network processes,
it can easily deal with sequential processes. This formulation requires the
definition of the number of event points, especially critical when dealing with
resource constraints and inventories. Probably the most functional strategy
is starting with a small number of event points and to increase this number
iteratively until there is no improvement in the objective function value. This
formulation does not account for transfer times between tasks assuming them
as negligible compared to the processing times.

The formulation proposed by Janak et al. (2004) has been used for the
testing purpose of this work. As it can be seen, this formulation also neglects
transfer times and then, the entailed synchronization of tasks. Hence, the
optimal solutions obtained with this model may be unfeasible, as it will be
proved in the case studies addressed. Further details of this formulation can
be found in appendix B.3.

5.4.4 General precedence formulation

A very convenient approach for dealing with sequential processes is based on
the concept of immediate batch precedence which was initially presented by
Cerdá et al. (1997). Subsequent works (Méndez et al., 2001; Méndez and
Cerdá, 2003a) developed a more efficient continuous-time MILP formulation
that relies on the notion of general precedence. This generalized precedence
notion extended the immediate predecessor concept to consider all batches
belonging to the same processing sequence. As it can be seen in figure 5.4,
this model defines a couple of sets of binary variables in order to sequence
(Xpisp′i′s′) and allocate (Ypisu) processing tasks.

Unit u

Time

p i s p’ i’ s’

Ypisu = 1 Xpisp’i’s’ = 1

Figure 5.4: General precedence representation.

Ypisu is a binary variable equal to 1 whenever task (p, i, s), that is the stage
s for manufacturing the batch i of product p, is allocated to equipment unit u.
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5.4. Mathematical programming formulations for the batch scheduling problem

Regarding the sequencing decisions, Xpisp′i′s′ is a binary variable which estab-
lishes the general precedence relationship between a pair of tasks (p, i, s) and
(p′, i′, s′) executed at the same processing unit (otherwise Xpisp′i′s′ is meaning-
less). If Xpisp′i′s′ is equal to 1, task (p, i, s) is a direct or non-direct predecessor
of task (p′, i′, s′) on the waiting line for the allocated unit. Alternatively, in
case of task (p′, i′, s′) is processed before than task (p, i, s) in the same unit,
Xpisp′i′s′ takes zero value. It is worth noting that the six subindices defined for
sequencing variables are needed to deal with the general scheduling problem
arising in multipurpose batch plants, in which the same equipment unit can
perform several operations related to the same or different products. Conse-
quently, the sequencing variable can distinguish not only the batches and the
products involved but also the stages that are being sequenced. Although the
number of binary variables seems to be very large at first sight, it should be
noted that sequencing variables are only defined for every pair of tasks (p, i, s)
and (p′, i′, s′) that can be performed in the same unit, which is an intrinsic
characteristic of multipurpose equipment. If the general proposed scheduling
method is applied to a multiproduct batch plant, the subindices related to the
stages in the sequencing variables are not longer required.

Processing unit constraints. Constraints 5.1 state that a single processing
unit must be assigned to every required processing task.

∑
u

Ypisu = 1 ∀p, i, s, u (5.1)

Constraint 5.2 expresses the duration of a task, starting (Tspis) and finish-
ing time (Tfpis), by considering:

1. the overall time required to perform the loading of material (transfer
time) from the previous stage (ttpu′),

2. the batch processing operation itself (ptps),

3. the batch processing operation itself (ptps),

4. a possible waiting time in the processing unit (Twpis) and,

5. the unloading of the material to either next stage or to a suitable inter-
mediate storage tank (ttpu).
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An illustrative representation of model variables is depicted in figure 5.5.

Tfpis = Tspis +
∑

u′∈Up(s−1)

ttpu′ +
∑

u∈Ups

(ptpsu + ttpu)Ypisu + Twpis ∀p, i, s

(5.2)

Unit u’

Unit u

Time

Tspis
ttputtpu’ ptps Twpis

ttpu'

Tfpis

Figure 5.5: Task duration.

Constraints 5.3 and 5.4 sequence two batches of two different products
processed in the same unit. Constraint 5.3 is active if task (p, i, s) precedes
task (p′, i′, s′) while constraint 5.4 is active in the opposite case. In order to
reduce the number of binary variables Xpisp′s′i′ constraints 5.3 and 5.4 are only
used in case of product p appears before than p′ (p < p′) or if p = p′ for s < s′.

Tsp′i′s′ ≥ Tfpis −M
(
1−Xpisp′i′s′

)−M
(
2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u

)
∀(p, i, s), (p′, i′, s′), u ∈ (

Ups ∩ Up′s′
)

: (p < p′) or (p = p′ and s < s′) (5.3)

Tspis ≥ Tfp′i′s′ −M ·Xpisp′i′s′ −M
(
2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u

)
∀(p, i, s), (p′, i′, s′), u ∈ (

Ups ∩ Up′s′
)

: (p < p′) or (p = p′ and s < s′) (5.4)

Constraint 5.5 sequences two batches i and i′ of the same product p at the
same stage s. Substantial savings in the number of this constraint is achieved
considering that batch i is processed before batch i′ (i < i′).

Tspi′s ≥ Tfpis ∀p, i < i′, s (5.5)

The task precedence constraint 5.6 is defined for every pair of consecutive
tasks that must be sequentially performed for a particular product. A task
can never begin before the material from the preceding task starts being trans-
ferred to the unit assigned. Transfer times enforce that unloading and loading
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5.4. Mathematical programming formulations for the batch scheduling problem

operations from/to units involving consecutive tasks must be synchronized,
unless the material is previously stored in an intermediate storage tank.

Tfpis −
∑

u∈Ups

ttpuYpisu ≤ Tspi(s+1) ∀p, i, s (5.6)

Storage constraints. One of the major advantages of the general prece-
dence notion which strongly influences its efficiency is the fact that the same
sequencing variables used for a pair of processing tasks can be utilized for
their related storage tasks. However, the formulation presented by Méndez
and Cerdá (2003a) should be further generalized by allowing selective inter-
connection between processing units and storage tanks facilities. A new binary
variable ATpist denotes whether task (p, i, s) is sent to storage tank t. Then,
constraint 5.7 expresses that the material from task (p, i, s) may be stored in
a tank t only if processing unit u is connected to storage tank t.

ATpist ≤
∑

u∈Tu

Ypisu ∀p, i, s, t (5.7)

Constraint 5.8 works together with 5.6 in order to sequence two stages of
the processing of a batch. In case of intermediate storage is not used, both
constraints are the same with different type of inequalities, becoming both in
a single equality constraint. Otherwise, constraint 5.8 is relaxed.

Tfpis −
∑

u

ttpuYpisu ≥ Tspi(s+1) −M ·
∑

t

ATpist ∀p, i, s, u (5.8)

Storage task sequencing constraints 5.9 and 5.10 (figure 5.6) define the order
of storage tasks (p, i, s) and (p′, i′, s′) assigned to the same tank. Constraint
5.9 is only active when task (p′, i′, s′) precedes the task (p, i, s) while constraint
5.10 is active in the opposite case.

Tfp′i′s′ −
∑
u′

ttp′u′Yp′i′s′u′ ≥ Tspi(s+1) +
∑
u

ttpuYpisu

−M
(
1−Xpisp′i′s′

) −M
(
2−ATpist −ATp′i′s′t

)
∀(p, i, s), (p, i, s), t, u ∈ Up,s, u

′′ ∈ Up,s+1, u
′ ∈ Up′,s′

(5.9)
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Chapter 5. Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling issue

Tfpis −
∑
u′

ttpuYpisu ≥ Tsp′i′(s+1) +
∑
u′

ttp′u′Yp′i′s′u′

−M ·Xpisp′i′s′ −M
(
2−ATpist −ATp′i′s′t

)
∀(p, i, s), (p, i, s), t, u ∈ Up,s, u

′′ ∈ Up,s+1, u
′ ∈ Up′,s′

(5.10)

Unit u

Unit u’

ttp’u’

ttp’u’

Tsp’i’s’+1

Tfpis

Unit u’’

Tank t

ttp’u

ttp’u ttpu

ttpu

Time

p i s 

p’ i’ s’ 

p’ i’ s’+1

Figure 5.6: Illustrative representation of storage constraint 5.10.

In turn, constraint 5.11 sequences a pair of tasks of two different batches i
and i′ of the same product p sharing the same intermediate storage t (figure
5.7).

Tfpi′s −
∑
u

ttpuYpi′su ≥ Tspi(s+1) +
∑
u

ttpuYpisu −M · (2−ATpist −ATpi′st
)

∀p, i, i′, s, t
(5.11)

Unit u

ttpu

ttpu

Tspis+1 Tfpi’s

Unit u’

Tank t

ttpu

ttpu ttpu

ttpu

Time

p i s p i’ s

Figure 5.7: Illustrative representation of storage constraint 5.11.
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5.5. Solution approaches

Objective function. Equation 5.12 expresses the objective function in terms
of makespan minimization.

min MK ≥ Tfpis ∀p, i, s (5.12)

The general precedence model allows including transfer times in tasks. But,
if negligible transfer times are set to zero in the formulation, this model may fail
to observe the synchronization of tasks, thus leading to unfeasible schedules.
This will be proved in the testing case studies.

5.5 Solution approaches

This kind of unfeasible schedules was firstly identified under NIS conditions by
Sanmartí et al. (2002) using S-graph representation for the scheduling prob-
lem (see section 2.2.2.3 in chapter 2). In S-graph, unfeasible solutions can
be easily pre-detected beforehand in the bounding procedure. They appear
as directed cycles in the graph which are identified and excluded using the
algorithm described by Cormen et al. (1997). Romero et al. (2004) extended
the use of the S-graph framework to include the common intermediate storage
policy and applied a similar algorithm to cycle detection and thus discard-
ing unfeasible solutions. Ferrer-Nadal et al. (2006) carried out a comparative
study between the S-graph and a MILP formulation highlighting advantages
and inconveniences for both representations. Although S-graph has proved to
be a very efficient framework for solving the scheduling problem, it is still a
limited framework under development which is not able to include neither some
modeling aspects in complex plant configurations nor other kind of resource
constraints than the processing units themselves.

Two different strategies are presented to deal with unfeasible sequences
if the problem specifically requires zero transfer times in order to ensure the
correct synchronization between tasks. The first solution method applies a pre-
treatment algorithm to generate a series of integer cuts that are introduced in
the overall MILP formulation as new constraints. The second approach is based
on a two stage algorithm which solves sequentially a MILP with very small
transfer times and next a linear programming (LP) problem. Both of them
are aimed to be embedded in a mathematical programming formulation, more
specifically, they can be directly used in the general precedence formulation.
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Chapter 5. Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling issue

5.5.1 Pre-treatment algorithm & integer cuts

The first method proposed to avoid unfeasible sequences consists of firstly
identifying those groups of tasks that can generate unfeasibilities with a search
algorithm, then adding new constraints into the mathematical formulation to
avoid them, and finally solving the resulting MILP problem (figure 5.8).

Pre-processing

Algorithm

Integer cuts 

generation

MILP solving

Unfeasible sequence detection

Unfeasible sequence exclusion

Short-term scheduling model

Figure 5.8: Pre-processing and integer cuts strategy.

For limited storage policies, a potentially unfeasible generated sequence is
characterized by groups of n pairs of consecutive tasks such that the equipment
unit of the second tasks of all given pairs in the group is also used as equipment
unit for the first task of the pairs of tasks in the group (figure 5.9).

p, i, s p, i, s+1

p’, i’, s’ p’, i’, s’+1

p’’, i’’, s’’ p’’, i’’, s’’+1

p
n
, i

n
, s

n
p

n
, i

n
, s

n
+1

u u'

u' u''

u'' u'''

u
n

u

pairs of consecutive tasks
units where tasks

are performed

... ...

PAIR1

PAIR2

PAIR3

PAIRN

...

Figure 5.9: General scheme for a group of tasks that generate an unfeasible
sequence.
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5.5. Solution approaches

The proposed algorithm (figure 5.10) detects all those groups of tasks that
may result in an unfeasible sequence. The algorithm considers a set of products
p, their batches i, and each product is processed in consecutive stages s; so, a
task is defined by the product, its batch and stage: (p, i, s). CPAR is a set
that contains a list of pairs PAIR (CPAR = PAIR1...PAIRN). Each pair
PAIR in the list is defined by two consecutive tasks (p, i, s) and (p, i, s + 1)
as well as their corresponding units u and u′, respectively. The set of pairs
CPAR must contain as many different units as pairs of tasks. If a given group
of pairs of tasks stored in CPAR constitutes an unfeasible sequence, then it is
stored in the set SUNF . An iterative search algorithm that looks through all
the pairs of consecutive tasks (PAIR(npair), npair = 1...lastpair) identifies
the potential pairs that can create an unfeasible sequence, CPAR, and finally
it determines whether a given pair of tasks closes the unfeasible sequence,
SUNF . This algorithm can also be classified as recursive since it is repeated
as many times as necessary in order to increase the group with an additional
pair of tasks until an unfeasible sequence is found, and so the number of orders
included in a given sequence is represented by nlevel2.

Is unit(PAIR2(p’,i’,s’)) =
unit(PAIR(p,i,s+1)) ?

CPAR = Ø; SUNF = Ø
npair = 1; nlevel = 1

npair2 = 1; nlevel2 = nlevel+1

PAIR (npair, nlevel)
PAIR2 (npair2, nlevel2)
CPAR = CPAR U PAIR

Is unit(PAIR2(p’,i’,s’+1)) =
unit(PAIR(p,i,s)) ?

Yes

npairR(npair2) = npair
nlevelR(nlevel2) = nlevel

npair = npair2; nlevel = nlevel2
npair2 = 1;  nlevel2 = nlevel+1 

No

CPAR = CPAR U PAIR2
SUNF = SUNF U CPAR
CPAR = CPAR \ PAIR2 

Yes

NoIs npair2 = lastpair ?

Is nlevel = 1 ?

Yes

npair2 = npair2+1

No

Is npair = lastpair ?

Yes

Yes

END npair = npair+1; npair2 = 1
CPAR = Ø; 

No

CPAR = CPAR \ 
LASTPAIR(CPAR)

nlevel2 = nlevel
npair2 = npair

nlevel = nlevelR(nlevel)
npair = npairR(npair)

No

Figure 5.10: Pre-processing algorithm.

Given the information obtained from this algorithm, a number of integer
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Chapter 5. Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling issue

cuts are added as additional constraints to the original formulation in order to
exclude these potential unfeasible configurations of assignments and sequences.
Equation 5.13 expresses these integer cuts where ZERO and ONE are the sets
of tasks (p, i, s) for which Xpisp′i′s′ = 1 and Xpisp′i′s′ = 0, respectively.

∑
(pisp′i′s′)∈ONE

Xpisp′i′s′ −
∑

(pisp′i′s′)∈ZERO

Xpisp′i′s′ ≤ |ONE| − 1

∀CPAR ∈ SUNF
(5.13)

Computational effort for solving the mathematical problem is not increased
since no new variables are created and even the search space is slightly re-
duced. However, this pre-processing algorithm is restricted to sequential prod-
uct recipes, with no alternative equipment units working in parallel, and no
revisiting of equipment is allowed.

5.5.2 Two-stage formulation

The second alternative consists of a two-stage algorithm (figure 5.11) for un-
feasible schedule removal when zero transfer times are requested. In the first
step, very small transfer times are specified to achieve a synchronization which
automatically discards unfeasible configurations. Then, from the previous so-
lution, allocation and sequencing variables are fixed, and as a second step, the
problem is again solved specifying zero transfer times. In this second step,
original MILP problem becomes a LP problem in which units can be synchro-
nized by performing left or right shifting. Furthermore, computational effort
is almost negligible because all the decision binary variables are already fixed.
This makes this strategy very suitable for large problems without extra CPU
time.

First step Second step
Fix allocation

Fix sequencing

Zero transfer times

MILP with very small tranfer times LP with zero tranfer times

Figure 5.11: Two-stage algorithm.
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5.6 Case studies

Two testing case studies have been posed to be solved with the four afore-
mentioned mathematical models for batch plant scheduling. They consist of
two multipurpose batch plants with different products under different stor-
age policies and under the assumption of zero transfer times. Although the
general precedence models explicitly include transfer times, they are set to
zero in order to analyze the results obtained under this assumption. For the
sake of simplicity, the objective function consists of the minimization of the
makespan. Since optimal unfeasible solutions appear with the previous mod-
els, the two proposed solution approaches are applied and the new results are
compared to the previous ones. The mathematical models and algorithm have
been implemented in GAMS and solved using the MILP solver CPLEX 9.0.

5.6.1 Case study 1

This case study contemplates a multipurpose batch plant which manufactures
four products (A, B, C and D) in three units (U1, U2 and U3) through three
processing stages. The production recipe and suitable equipment units are
shown in table 5.1 and figure 5.12. The case study consists of producing two
batches of product A, and one batch of each of the other three products. Four
instances of the same problem have been solved using different storage policies,
namely, unlimited intermediate storage (UIS), non intermediate storage (NIS),
common intermediate storage (CIS), and zero-wait time (ZW).

Table 5.1: Production data for case study 1.
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Prods. Unit Time,h Unit Time,h Unit Time,h Batches
A U1 6 U3 9 U4 7 2
B U2 9 U3 15 U4 17 1
C U4 8 U1 14 U2 16 1
D U2 7 U3 11 U1 4 1

Optimal schedules for this case study are presented in figure 5.13 along
with their corresponding Gantt charts. The feasible solutions found using the
two proposed solution approaches have a higher makespan value compared to
the solutions given by the four MILP formulations. However, the latter solu-
tions include unfeasible operation sequences, which are avoided in the solutions
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Chapter 5. Transfer times in batch scheduling: a critical modeling issue

Figure 5.12: Product recipes for case study 1.

obtained by applying any of the two solution approaches in this chapter.

For the UIS scenario, all the formulations produce feasible solutions because
enough storage capacity is available to transfer the materials between different
units. However, these formulations result in unfeasible situations for the more
restrictive cases as NIS, CIS or ZW. When considering a CIS policy with one
available storage tank (figure 5.13b), an unfeasible situation is identified when
product A is transferred from unit U3 to the storage tank T1 at time 39 h and
simultaneously product D is transferred from T1 to U3. Looking at the Gantt
chart of the NIS solution in figure 5.13d, three simultaneous transfers take
place at time 15 hours. The second batch of product A must be transferred
from unit U1 to unit U3, the first batch of A from unit U3 to unit U4, and
product C from unit U4 to unit U1. These simultaneous transfers can not
actually be performed unless two additional storage units would be available
at this point. Similar reasoning can be applied to the solution shown in figure
5.13f using the most restrictive ZW policy. In the solution given by the four
mathematical formulations, product D and the first batch of product A must
be transferred simultaneously at time 35h, product D from unit U3 to unit U1,
and the product A from unit U1 to U3.

These unfeasible situations are avoided applying either the proposed pre-
processing algorithm plus integer cuts approach or the two-stage algorithm.
In terms of makespan, this case study is giving a maximum of 10% differ-
ence between both solutions (6 hours) for the case of NIS. Here, it is worth
remarking that this difference is quite substantial in industrial practice since
it would cause a bottleneck of 6 hours or an immediate full-rescheduling task
when unfeasible situations are observed. Significant differences in sequencing
and timing decisions can easily be observed when comparing the Gantt charts
corresponding to the feasible schedules and the unfeasible ones.
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Storage 

Policy 

Maravelias and Grossman (2003), Castro et al. 
(2004) , Janak et al. (2004) , Méndez and 

Cerdá (2003) 

Preprocessing & interger cuts / Two-stage 

algorithms  (Feasible solution) 

                          

UIS

                            (a) Makespan = 54 hours 

CIS 

(b) Makespan = 54 hours (c) Makespan = 55 hours 

NIS

(d) Makespan = 56 hours (e) Makespan = 62 hours 

ZW

(f) Makespan = 61 hours (g) Makespan = 62 hours 

Figure 13. Solution schedules for case study 1. 

Figure 5.13: Optimal schedules for case study 1.

5.6.2 Case study 2

The scheduling problem presented in case study 2 was originally proposed
by Kim et al. (2000), and later solved by Méndez and Cerdá (2003a). This
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multipurpose batch plant comprises four products which have to sequentially
undergo several processing stages (figure 5.14). One single batch of each prod-
uct is assumed to be manufactured. In the original definition of the problem
transfer times were neglected compared to the much longer processing times.
The production sequences and processing times for the recipe of each product
are stated in table 5.2. Although in the problem solved by Kim et al. (2000), a
single intermediate storage tank was available for receiving material only from
unit U3, in this work we have included alternative scenarios to the same prob-
lem in order to evaluate the performance of the different models depending on
the adopted intermediate storage policy. The alternatives contemplated are
unlimited intermediate storage (UIS), non intermediate storage (NIS), com-
mon intermediate storage tank (CIS), one common intermediate storage only
available after unit U3 (CIS-Kim) and zero-wait time (ZW).

Table 5.2: Production data for case study 2.

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
Prods. Unit Time,h Unit Time,h Unit Time,h Unit Time,h Batches

A U1 15 U3 8 U4 12 1
B U1 10 U2 20 U3 5 U4 13 1
C U3 9 U2 7 U1 20 1
D U4 5 U3 17 U2 7 1

Figure 5.15 presents the comparison between the results obtained after
applying the four MILP formulations and the results using any of the two ap-
proaches proposed in this work. MILP formulations obtain lower makespan
value because, as expected, unfeasible transfer operations within these solu-
tions are encountered.

Figure 5.14: Product recipes for case study 2.

Only in the case of UIS policy, MILP formulations lead to an optimum
feasible schedule (figure 5.15a). For the case in which one tank can be shared
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by all units (CIS), two unfeasible sequences appear in the Gantt chart of the
solution shown in figure 5.15b. The first unfeasible transfer takes place at time
16 h with two products involved, products C and B, which are simultaneously
transferred from unit U2 to the tank T1 and vice versa. At time 26 h, a second
unfeasible transfer occurs with three products involved. Product A is simulta-
neously transferred (from unit U1 to unit U3) with product C (from tank T1
to unit U1) and product D (from unit U3 to tank T1). Figure 5.15c shows the
feasible solution obtained by applying either of the two approaches proposed
in this work. For the case described by Kim et al. (2000) with one tank only
available after unit U3, an unfeasible situation appears involving three trans-
fers of products at time 30 hours (figure 5.15d). The difference between the
values of the makespan of this unfeasible solution (60 hours) and the feasible
one shown in figure 5.15e (71 hours) is almost of 20%. A similar situation cor-
responds to the NIS policy, were unfeasible sequences take place at times 23
h, 25 h and 45 h (figure 5.15f). For this case study, this configuration presents
the greatest discrepancy between the makespan values of the unfeasible and
the feasible solutions, that is, 24 hours. Finally, two unfeasible sequences arise
when adopting a ZW policy. Products B and C are transferred simultane-
ously between units U1 and U2 at time 16 hours while products B and D are
transferred between units U3 and U2 at time 36 hours (figure 5.15h).

5.7 Conclusions

Although transfer times may represent a very small percentage of time regard-
ing the whole duration of tasks in the batch processing, loading and unloading
play a crucial role in the synchronization of tasks. Most of the mathemati-
cal formulations available in the literature neglect their importance lumping
transfer times into the processing times or just assuming them as zero. These
formulations usually focus on ensuring that the material balances are feasi-
ble between consecutive stages. Therefore, by omitting the reality of trans-
fer times and their corresponding effect on the task synchronization, optimal
but actually unfeasible solutions may be reached. To avoid this situation,
two alternative solution approaches have been proposed for the general prece-
dence formulation. The first approach consists of identifying those groups of
sequenced tasks that can lead to unfeasible sequences, and then adding the
corresponding integer-cuts to the mathematical model, so that the unfeasible
sequences are avoided. A second approach consists of a two-stage algorithm,
which first assigns a small value to the transfer times, in order to force a proper
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synchronization, and secondly solves the problem fixing the previous schedule,
but assigning zero transfer-times, and assessing the new starting and finish
times of tasks. Finally, the appearance of unfeasible solutions has been proved
along a series of case studies accounting for different intermediate storage poli-
cies. These unfeasible solution schedules have been compared to the feasible
ones obtained by using either of the two solution approaches proposed in this
chapter.
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Storage 

Policy 

Maravelias and Grossman (2003), Castro et al. 
(2004) , Janak et al. (2004) , Méndez and 

Cerdá (2003) 

Preprocessing & interger cuts / Two-stage 

algorithms  (Feasible solution) 

                                  

UIS

                           (a) Makespan = 59 hours 

CIS 

(b) Makespan = 59 hours (c) Makespan = 63 hours 

CIS-KIM 

(d) Makespan = 60 hours (e) Makespan = 71 hours 

NIS

(f) Makespan = 63 hours (g) Makespan = 87 hours 

ZW

(h) Makespan = 71 hours (i) Makespan = 89 hours 

Figure 5.15: Optimal schedules for case study 2.
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Chapter 6

Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

The next two chapters (6 and 7) take advantage of the flexibility of batch
processes to address the management of scheduling under uncertainty. Both
chapters demonstrate how the performance of these processes can be enhanced
through flexible management of the production recipes.

In particular, this chapter is aimed at developing a reactive strategy that is
implemented when an uncertainty is actually unveiled. Dynamic industrial en-
vironments often need not only the cyclic revision of scheduling decisions, but
also an efficient adjustment of the production recipe to the current process con-
ditions. Therefore, the concept of flexible recipes becomes an important part
of the rescheduling framework that allows greater exploitation of the process
flexibility in batch plants.

This chapter introduces a rigorous mathematical approach that uses recipe
flexibility to address plant-wide batch rescheduling operations. The proposed
MILP-based approach is able to address the rescheduling problem of multi-
stage multipurpose batch plants involving different storage policies, non-zero
transfer times and flexible batch production recipes. The model relies on the
concept of general precedence which reduces the number of binary variables
and therefore the computational effort. Flexible recipe constraints are incorpo-
rated in this model that account for the possibility of changing the processing
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

time of some tasks by adjusting the parameters of a recipe. The cost of mod-
ifying process variables from pre-determined optimal economic conditions is
taken into account to represent how productivity is increased in rescheduling
situations despite the cost of altering the nominal plant conditions.

Different incidences such as insertion of new orders, equipment failures,
due-date changes, maintenance tasks, delay in arrivals, variations in the cost
and quality of the raw materials or products taking place throughout the
scheduling horizon are considered to evaluate the effectiveness of this approach.

6.1 Introduction

In manufacturing environments, scheduling and rescheduling activities acquire
a special importance due to the dynamic nature of highly competitive and con-
tinuously changing industrial scenarios. The aim of this chapter is to introduce
an optimization tool for the reactive scheduling of multipurpose batch plants.
This framework incorporates the concept of recipe flexibility as an additional
rescheduling action to fully exploit the inherent flexibility of batch processes.
To address this problem, a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model
is proposed.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the flexible recipe concept is in-
troduced and discussed in section 6.2. The general problem definition and the
rescheduling strategy are next outlined. Section 6.4 describes the mathemati-
cal model along with the major assumptions considered. The effectiveness of
the proposed approach as a decision-making tool is demonstrated through its
application to several scenarios of a scheduling case study presented in section
6.5. Finally, the main contributions of this chapter are summarized in section
6.6.

6.2 Recipe flexibility

The flexible recipe concept was originally introduced by Rijnsdorp (1991) as
a set of recipe items that controls the process output and can be modified to
adapt to deviations from the nominal conditions.

Theoretically, the nominal recipe for a given product represents the opti-
mal compromise between quality and costs for a given batch regardless of the
production environment where this batch will be produced. However, in reality
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recipes should be changed or modified to some extent according to the specific
features of the production scenario. For instance, in the case of a catalytic
process, deviations in the feed quality could be compensated by means of an
increase in the amount of catalyst in order to obtain a constant output. Al-
ternatively, in some reactions, an increase of the heating rate might be useful
when the production needs to be accelerated by shortening the reaction times.
A simple example can be found in the bakery industry in which the temper-
ature of the ovens can be modified to control the required residence time of
the bread inside. Currently in industry, recipes are adapted in practice, but
usually in a rather unsystematic way that relies on the experience and intuition
of the operators.

Verwater-Lukszo (1998) developed this basic idea, that recipes can be
modified, and extended the concept to begin to develop a systematic way
of adjusting control variables during the execution of production tasks. This
methodology was applied to several experiments where small modifications in
the nominal conditions were considered. The aim was to observe the process
performance under different operating conditions. Since then, several authors
have applied the same approach to optimize other chemical processes (Sel et al.,
1999; Rutten and Bertrand, 1998). However, most of the scheduling approaches
assume that batch processes are operated at nominal conditions following pre-
defined fixed production recipes. Such ideal conditions are very rare in practice
and chemical plants often operate under conditions quite different from those
considered at the design stage. This traditional way of operation, called in this
chapter fixed recipe operation, does not permit adjustments in plant resources
availability and variations either in the quality of raw materials or in the actual
process conditions.

Romero et al. (2003) carried out one of the first attempts to extend the flex-
ible recipe approach to a plant-wide scheduling problem. This work proposed
to optimize the production scheduling of a batch plant where the recipes had
some kind of flexibility. These authors integrated a linear flexible recipe model
into a multipurpose batch process scheduling formulation based on graph the-
ory (S-graph). In their work, this flexible recipe model allowed the integration
of a recipe optimization procedure at the control level and an overall batch
plant optimization strategy.
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6.3 Problem definition

Typical scheduling methods generate a priori production schedules assuming
known, stationary operating conditions and demand along the entire time hori-
zon. However, uncertain production environments force scheduling systems to
frequently revise and update the schedule while the process is in progress.
This mechanism may be executed periodically (daily or hourly) or under ex-
traordinary conditions due to the occurrence of unforeseen events or external
factors.

The main goal here is to optimize the schedule in progress by creating the
modified production schedule that most accurately accounts for the current
state of the plant. For practical reasons, every time that a rescheduling is
carried out, the system should generate updated schedules efficiently and rel-
atively quickly. This feature is highly desirable in industrial practice because
shorter reaction times saves costs. In addition, rescheduling solutions with
minimal changes to the original schedule are desired to maintain smooth plant
operation. Therefore, rather than re-optimizing all the tasks, making only lo-
cal and partial changes is allowed to reduce the impact upon the schedule in
progress. As a result, full-scale rescheduling is avoided in most cases.

This work schematically classifies different types of tasks at the point of
rescheduling in order to clearly identify the local actions that will be permitted
for each type of batch task. These different sets are as follows:

a. Executed tasks (T exec) are already processed at the rescheduling point
and are not included in the formulation since they are past events with
no influence on the remaining schedule.

b. Non-directly affected tasks (Tnda) which can be either processed when
originally were scheduled or delayed.

c. Directly affected tasks (T da) include batch tasks running at the reschedul-
ing point which are rejected due to the event and need to be transferred
to an alternative unit in order to be re-processed. This group also in-
cludes successive stages of these rejected tasks in the processing sequence
of the product.

d. New tasks (Tnew) associated with late order arrivals that need to be
inserted into the current schedule.
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6.3. Problem definition

Alternatively, processing tasks have also been classified according to the
type of recipe as:

e. Fixed recipe tasks (T fix) which can only be performed at nominal oper-
ating conditions.

f. Flexible recipe tasks (T flex) which can tolerate the modification to the
recipe parameters. Flexibility in the recipe is represented in this work as
a mathematical model which relates the process outputs with the recipe
items. Batch tasks related to flexible stages may vary their processing
times or other recipe parameters in order to optimize the global perfor-
mance of the plant.

All these different tasks are depicted in the symbolic Gantt chart shown in
figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Basic representation of task types

This figure illustrates a production scenario in which several orders of
two different products (dark grey and light grey) are manufactured. At the
rescheduling point, due to the occurrence of an unforeseen event, the first stage
of the light grey product has to wait to be transferred and reprocessed in an
alternative unit (U1). In addition, a late rush order of dark grey product has
to be manufactured.

The partial rescheduling actions allowed in each group of tasks are sum-
marized in table 6.1. Directly affected tasks (T da) may require performing
re-allocation, re-sequencing and/or re-timing actions until the originally allo-
cated processing unit is again available. Moreover, batch tasks related to new
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

orders (Tnew) also need to be simultaneously inserted into the updated sched-
ule. Tasks non-directly affected (Tnda) by the incidence are allowed to modify
their starting and finishing times (re-timing) or change their position in the
unit processing sequence (re-sequencing). In this case, reallocation actions are
not allowed for this group of tasks. Tasks following a flexible recipe (T flex) are
allowed to modify the current product recipe around a predefined flexibility re-
gion as an additional rescheduling action. In fact, the main difference between
tasks following fixed (T fix) and flexible (T flex) recipes is that the flexibility
region in fixed recipes does not exist or is too narrow to allow changes.

Table 6.1: Allowed rescheduling actions (X: No ; X: Yes)

Task type (Re)Alloc. (Re)Seq. (Re)Timing Recipe adjustment (only T flex)
T exec X X X X
Tnda X X X X
T da X X X X
Tnew X X X X

In contrast to the classic strategy that optimizes individual unit operation
conditions, here, apparently sub-optimal operating conditions may be imple-
mented in the individual operations to improve the global plant performance
because a fixed nominal recipe neglects its production environment. The idea
of this flexible recipe framework is to discard the use of traditional fixed recipes
which specifies nominal operating conditions and are optimized only for par-
ticular situations. Therefore, the approach presented in this chapter is aimed
to achieve better performance in the global plant-wide operation in spite of
working under non-nominal conditions of individual unit operations.

A detailed description of the mathematical formulation used for this novel
reactive scheduling framework using flexible recipes is presented in the next
section.

6.4 Mathematical formulation

The underlying structure of the proposed mathematical model relies on both
a continuous-time representation and the notion of general precedence. This
model considers the following general assumptions:
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6.4. Mathematical formulation

- Model parameters all are deterministic.

- Batch splitting or mixing is not allowed.

- Allowable rescheduling actions are predefined for each group of tasks as
reported in table 6.1.

- No resource constraints except equipment are considered.

- Linear flexible recipe models.

- Predefined flexibility region around nominal operating conditions.

The model is composed of the following constraints:

Processing unit allocation constraints. Constraint 6.1 enforces the as-
signment of a single processing unit u ∈ Ups to every task (p, i, s).

∑

u∈Ups

Ypisu = 1 ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da) (6.1)

This constraint allocates a processing unit u to: a) tasks of new orders
(Tnew) that need to be inserted into the current schedule, and b) directly
affected tasks (T da) that need to be reallocated to another unit after the oc-
currence of an unforeseen event. Directly affected tasks which were being
processed at the rescheduling point need to be transferred to an alternative
unit in order to be reprocessed.

It should be noted the generality of this formulation, which can be used
not only for rescheduling purposes, but also for solving short-term scheduling
arising at the beginning of the time horizon of interest. This can be done by
including all tasks into the set of new tasks (Tnew).

Flexible recipe model. A linear flexible recipe model relates the deviation
of process outputs to deviations of the main flexible recipe items. Let δpisf be
the deviation of the recipe item f in a task (p, i, s) following a flexible recipe.
The linear model presented in equation 6.2 is valid for a certain region around
nominal process conditions. Additional auxiliary models may be required for
operating conditions out of this neighborhood.
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

∑

f∈FPps

lfmodpsfδpisf = 0 ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) ∩ T flex (6.2)

Recipe flexibility region. The above linear flexible model is valid around
the given nominal conditions representing the recipe flexibility region. Con-
straint 6.3 establishes the maximum negative (fplbpsf ) and positive (fpubpsf )
deviations allowed for each recipe item.

fplbpsf ≤ δpisf ≤ fpubpsf ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) ∩ T flex, f ∈ FPps

(6.3)

As shown in these equations, the conceptual notion of flexible recipes is
translated into a parametric meaning within this MILP formulation by means
of the allowed flexibility region between fplbpsf and fpubpsf . In the case of
fixed recipes, fplbpsf and fpubpsf are zero.

Associated cost to deviations from nominal conditions. Constraint
6.4 computes the deviation cost for every recipe item in each task (p, i, s)
following a flexible recipe. Deviations from nominal operating conditions are
penalized by a cost factor (dcostpsf ). This constraint is always active because
the deviation cost (DCpis) is minimized in the objective function. If the task
is performed at the nominal operating conditions, the deviation cost is set to
zero.

DCpis =
∑

f∈FP

dcostpsfδpisf ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) ∩ T flex (6.4)

Lower bound on the starting time of the tasks. Constraint 6.5 states
that a task (p, i, s) can only be processed if both, the corresponding unit u
is ready and the task is also prepared to be executed. For the rescheduling
problem, the ready time of a unit (ruu) is the completion time of the non-
directly affected tasks (Tnda) that were running at the rescheduling point or
simply the rescheduling point if that unit was idle. The ready time (ropis) of
a task can also be employed to express when a unit is not available for any
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6.4. Mathematical formulation

reason. Ready time for new tasks, (p, i, s) ∈ Tnew, is the arrival time of these
late orders.

Tspis ≥
∑

u∈Ups

max(ruu, ropis)Ypisu ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) (6.5)

Starting time Tspis for running tasks, (p, i, s) ∈ Tnda, is not a variable in
the rescheduling formulation because it corresponds to a past event.

Duration of tasks. The following constraints 6.6 and 6.7 establish the du-
ration of a task, taking into account its processing, unit setup and transfer
time. These constraints are not applicable for the first stage of products. In
order to consider the duration of a task, a distinction is made between stages
with and without flexible recipes.

a. For stages with fixed recipe. These constraints express that the finishing
time of a task (p, i, s) can be computed based on: a) its starting time
(Tspis), b) its unit setup time (ustpu), c) its transfer time from the pre-
vious stage (ttpu′), d) its nominal processing time (nptpsu), e) a possible
waiting time (Twpis), and f) its transfer time to the next stage (ttpu).
Here, the transfer operation of a rejected batch and its re-processing
operation in an alternative unit are also considered.

Tfpis = Tspis + Twpis +
∑

u′∈Ups′
ttpu′Ypis′u′+

+
∑

u∈Ups

(nptpsu + ustpu + ttpu)Ypisu

∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) ∩ T fix : s = s′ + 1, s 6= {sf
pi}

(6.6)

b. For stages with flexible recipe. These constraints are defined for tasks
(p, i, s) following a flexible recipe. They take into account that the prede-
fined optimal processing time may be modified by a deviation (δpisDTOP )
of the nominal recipe processing time (nptpsu).

Tfpis = Tspis + Twpis +
∑

u′∈Ups′
ttpu′Ypis′u′+

+
∑

u∈Ups

(nptpsu + δpisDTOP + ustpu + ttpu)Ypisu

∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) ∩ T fix : s = s′ + 1, s 6= {sf
pi}

(6.7)
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

Duration of the first tasks. Specific constraints (6.9 and 6.9) are necessary
for the first processing stage in order to account for the initial transfer time
(ittpu).

a. For stages with fixed recipe.

Tfpis = Tspis + Twpis +
∑

u∈Ups

(nptpsu + ustpu + ttpu + ittpu)Ypisu

∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) : s = {sf
pi}

(6.8)

b. For stages with flexible recipe.

Tfpis = Tspis + Twpis+
+

∑
u∈Ups

(nptpsu + δpis,DTOP + ustpu + ttpu + ittpu)Ypisu

∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) ∩ T flex : s = {sf
pi}

(6.9)

Sequencing constraints. These constraints are used to sequence pairs of
tasks that are allocated to the same unit.

a. If task (p, i, s) precedes task (p′, i′, s′). Constraint 6.10 ensures that if
task (p, i, s) precedes task (p′, i′, s′), i.e. Xpisp′i′s′ is 1, and both tasks
are processed in the same unit u, i.e. Ypisu = 1 and Yp′i′s′u = 1, task
(p′, i′, s′) can not start until task (p, i, s) is finished and the corresponding
unit changeover time between products p and p′ is completed.

Tsp′i′s′ ≥ Tfpis + uchpp′u −M(1−Xpisp′i′s′)−M(2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u)
∀(p, i, s), (p′, i′, s′) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda), u ∈ (Ups ∩ Up′s′)
(p < p′) ∪ (p = p′, s < s′)

(6.10)

b. If task (p′, i′, s′) precedes task (p, i, s). Constraint 6.11 considers the
opposite case to constraint 6.10. If task (p, i, s) is performed after task
(p′, i′, s′), Xpisp′i′s′ is 0, and both tasks are processed in the same unit
(Ypisu = 1 and Yp′i′s′u = 1), task (p, i, s) can not be processed until task
(p′, i′, s′) is finished and the changeover time between product p′ and p
in unit u is completed.
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6.4. Mathematical formulation

Tspis ≥ Tfp′i′s′ + uchp′pu −M ·Xpisp′i′s′ −M(2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u)
∀(p, i, s), (p′, i′, s′) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda), u ∈ (Ups ∩ Up′s′)
(p < p′) ∪ (p = p′, s < s′)

(6.11)

c. Different batches of the same product at the same processing stage. This
constraint 6.12 sequences pairs of batches of the same product at the
same processing stage, establishing that batch i′ > i is always processed
after batch i and its corresponding unit-dependent changeover time. In
other words, this constraint arranges batches of the same product aiming
at reducing the inherent combinatorial complexity of the problem.

Tspi′s ≥ Tfpis+
∑

u∈Ups

uchppuYpisu ∀(p, i, i′, s) ∈ (Tnew∪T da∪Tnda) : i < i′

(6.12)

d. Consecutive processing stages of the same batch of the same product. This
constraint 6.13 synchronizes two consecutive stages, taking in account
transfer and unit setup times.

Tfpis −
∑

u∈Ups

ttpuYpisu = Tspis′ +
∑

u′∈Ups′
ustpu′Ypis′u′

∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) : s′ = s + 1, s 6= {sl
pi}

(6.13)

Tardiness and earliness. Tardiness (constraint 6.14) is defined here as the
delay in the fulfillment of the order i of product p with respect to its due date
(ddpi).

TApi ≥ Tfpis − ddpi ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) : s = {sl
pi} (6.14)

Alternatively, earliness (constraint 6.15) is the amount of time after the
completion of order (p,i) but before its due date.

EApi ≥ ddpi − Tfpis ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) : s = {sl
pi} (6.15)
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

Problem objective function. The objective of the proposed formulation
is to minimize a weighted cost function composed of earliness and tardiness
penalty costs as well as the deviation from nominal recipe costs. The level of
importance of tardiness and earliness penalties is estimated by two cost factors
tcost and ecost, respectively. In this way, orders are forced to be processed near
their respective due dates, i.e. in a just-in-time manner, minimizing inventory
cost, while taking into account allowable recipe changes. Keeping inventory
at a minimum level reduces cost, spoilage (i.e. chemicals with low stability
over time) and investment in storage tanks. This objective function can be
represented by the following expression (equation 6.16):

min TCOST =
∑

p∈P

∑

i∈Ip

(tcost · TApi + ecost · EApi) +
∑

(p,i,s)∈T flex

DCpis

(6.16)

Moreover, other performance criteria can also be incorporated, i.e. makespan,
maximum throughput or minimum number of tardy orders, together with the
cost associated with recipe modifications.

6.5 Case study and Results

The proposed rescheduling strategy under a flexible recipe framework will be
illustrated by solving a modified version of the case study proposed by Romero
et al. (2003). In this example, five products are manufactured in four processing
stages with available alternative equipment units. A flexible recipe for the
production of benzyl alcohol is introduced within this production scenario for
the second stage of product P1 at unit U2. Transfer times equal to 5% of
the processing time of each processing task have been also considered. For
each product, a set of production orders comprising a single batch of each
product with a specific due date is defined. Nominal batch processing times,
available processing units, order due dates and penalty factors for tardy orders
are tabulated in table 6.2.

The crossed-Cannizaro reaction for the batch-wise production of benzyl al-
cohol from the reduction of benzaldehyde has been studied by Keesman (1993).
This author proposed a quadratic model to predict the variation of the yield of
the reaction (δDPS) for a priori known deviations in the process inputs: tem-
perature (δDTEMP ), processing time δDTOP , amount of catalyst (δDKOH) and
amount of the excess reactant formaldehyde (δDFOR). Equation 6.17 shows a
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6.5. Case study and Results

Table 6.2: Process data for the case study.

Stage
Product P1 Product P2 Product P3 Product P4 Product P5
Unit npt, h Unit npt, h Unit npt, h Unit npt, h Unit npt, h

S1
U1 0.5 U1 1 U7 2 U2 1.5 U8 2
(Flexible stage) U2 0.75 U9 2.5 U8 2

U8 2

S2
U2 1.75 U3 2 U3 2 U3 1 U5 1
(Flexible stage) U9 2 U4 1 U9 2.5

S3
U3 2 U4 1.5 U6 1 U7 2 U2 1.25
U9 1.75 U7 2 U4 2

S4
U4 0.5 U6 1 U5 1 U5 1.5 U1 1
U7 0.75

Due dates, h
Order I1 10 10 9 10 15
Order I2 10 20* 9 22* 15
Order I3 10 15
Order I4 15 20*
Order I5 19*
Order I6 19* (*) New orders

pto, m.u 5 6 7 2 5

linearization of this model proposed by Romero et al. (2003), which has been
incorporated into the proposed MILP rescheduling formulation. This linear
model has been used in order to illustrate and validate the potential use of
flexible recipe models, therefore, non-linear models should be taken into ac-
count as a future work to obtain more accurate solutions.

δP1,i,S2,DPS = 4.4δP1,i,S2,DTEMP + 4δP1,i,S2,DTOP + 95δP1,i,S2,DKOH

+95δP1,i,S2,DFOR

∀i ∈ IP1

(6.17)

Table 6.3 shows the flexible recipe variables and the maximum negative
and positive deviations allowable for the flexible items around the nominal
operating conditions.

Additional flexibility has been considered in the first stage of product P1 at
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

Table 6.3: Recipe parameters, flexibility region and cost for deviation from
nominal conditions.

Flexibility Region
Recipe item fplbpsf fpubpsf dcostpsf

δDPS reaction yield 0 0 -
δDTEMP reaction temperature -0.7 oC 0.5 oC 3 m.u./oC
δDTOP reaction duration -0.3 h 0.1 h 2 m.u./h
δDKOH amount of KOH -27 g 8.5 g 5 m.u./g
δDFOR amount of Formaldehyde -30 g 7.5 g 4 m.u./g

unit U1 (equation 6.18). This is a pre-heating stage in which the temperature
reached is directly proportional to the duration of the task. The final temper-
ature achieved by this task corresponds to the temperature for the reaction in
next processing stage, as shown in constraint 6.19.

δP1,i,S1,DTEMP = 10δP1,i,S1,DTOP ∀i ∈ IP1 (6.18)

δP1,i,S2,DTEMP = δP1,i,S1,DPS ∀i ∈ IP1 (6.19)

Three different scenarios are addressed to demonstrate the applicability of
the proposed approach, which is implemented within the modeling language
GAMS using CPLEX version 7.5.

6.5.1 Scenario 1

Figure 6.2 shows the original schedule in progress for this scenario which has to
be updated at time 3h in order to face the unexpected breakdown of unit U7
with requires a repair time of 17 hours. In addition, new batches corresponding
to the arrival of late orders of products P2, P4 and P1 must be also inserted
in the on-going schedule (marked with stars in table 6.2). Therefore, two
unexpected events; a unit break-drown and late order arrivals, occur in the
plant simultaneously.

The selected objective function to be minimized is the total value cost as-
sociated to the order tardiness (tcost = 5 m.u./h) and earliness (ecost = 1
m.u./h), as well as the corresponding cost for manipulating the process condi-
tions shown in table 6.3.
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6.5. Case study and Results

Figure 6.2: Schedule in progress at the rescheduling point for scenario 1.

The proposed formulation for this scenario minimizes 6.16 subject to con-
straints 6.1 and 6.15.

Figure 6.3 shows a new production plan obtained by using a conventional
rescheduling strategy that does not consider recipe flexibility. This approach
allows limited re-sequencing, re-allocation and re-timing of tasks as shown in
table 6.1. Figure 6.4 depicts a rescheduled production plan that, in addition
classic rescheduling actions, has modified the production recipe of some prod-
ucts. Despite the recipe modification cost, this production plan results in a
better solution in terms of the proposed objective function.

This improvement, a 12% reduction of the objective function value, comes
not only from the recipe changes but also from several modifications of se-
quencing decisions, which can be easily observed by comparing figures 6.3 and
6.4. Although the reduction of processing times allowed by flexible recipes
involves an additional cost, it produces new opportunities and gaps permit-
ting re-allocating or re-sequencing tasks that would be otherwise disallowed.
This solution takes advantage of additional opportunities to reduce tardiness
and earliness and as a result allows obtaining better objective function val-
ues. This situation is illustrated by figure 6.4, in which, despite the increase
of the makespan, completion times are tightened to their due-dates by a set
of starting time adjustments not allowed in the rigid schedule in figure 6.3.
For example, the first batch of product P5 has been rescheduled and brought
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

Figure 6.3: Optimal rescheduling without considering recipe flexibility for sce-
nario 1 (TCOST = 139.74 m.u.).

Figure 6.4: Optimal rescheduling considering recipe flexibility for scenario 1
(TCOST = 129.93 m.u.).

forward to start just after the rescheduling point.

In this scenario, the proposed recipe modifications are shown in table 6.4.
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6.5. Case study and Results

The second stage of the first, third, fifth and sixth batch of product P1 (flexible
reaction tasks) have reduced processing times at the expense of increasing the
amount of formaldehyde. However, flexibility is not exploited in any of the
batches of P1 in the pre-heating stage (first stage). This is because flexibility
always has an associated cost and since this stage does not cause a bottleneck
in the process, no modification in this stage will improve the performance of
the plant.

Table 6.4: Recipe modifications as rescheduling actions for scenario 1.
Product, batch, stage δDTEMP , oC δDTOP , h δDKOH , g δDFOR, g

P1, I1, S2 0 -0.175 0 0.007
P1, I3, S2 0 -0.125 0 0.005

P1, (I5-I6), S2 0 -0.3 0 0.013

This example clearly reflects the great importance of recipe flexibility in
the rescheduling process of critical and hard-constrained batch operations. It
is worth noting that the computational effort for updating the current schedule
remains very low, being short reaction times highly important in real indus-
trial environments. Table 6.5 summarizes the main features of the schedules
generated with and without recipe flexibility.

Table 6.5: Comparison between fixed and flexible rescheduling for scenario 1.
Fixed recipe Flexible recipe
(Fig. 6.3) (Fig. 6.4)

Tardiness cost, m.u. 131.81 116.44
Earliness cost, m.u. 7.93 11.54
Recipe modification cost, m.u. 0 1.95
Objective function (TCOST), m.u. 139.74 129.93
Binary vars., cont. vars., rows 283, 555, 974 283, 676, 1131
CPU time, s (AMD 2.6 GHz ) 78 207

6.5.2 Scenario 2

In this second scenario, rescheduling actions are required to deal with the
breakdown of unit U3 at time 4 h with a repairing time of 20 hours. Economical
factors have changed from the previous scenario and now, the same cost (3
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

m.u./g) is assumed for deviations in KOH and formaldehyde. The rest of the
deviation costs remain the same as stated in table 6.3.

Furthermore, in this second scenario an alternative objective function is
evaluated. Now, the number of tardy orders, i.e. orders ending after their
respective due dates, in the schedule is penalized. In order to calculate the
number of tardy orders in the schedule, a new binary variable must be defined
(TOpis) which denotes whether or not the last stage of the batch i of a product
p is completed after the promised due date (TOpis = 1) as determined by
equation 6.20.

TApis − TOpisM ≤ 0 ∀(p, i, s) ∈ (Tnew ∪ T da ∪ Tnda) : s = {sl
pi} (6.20)

The objective function in equation 6.21 includes the deviation cost from
the nominal recipe and a parameter pto which defines the product-dependent
penalty cost for tardy orders (see table 6.1).

min TCOST =
∑

p∈P

∑

i∈Ip

∑

s=sl
pi

(TOpis · ptop) +
∑

(p,i,s)∈T flex

DCpis (6.21)

In this scenario, the objective function (6.21) is then minimized subject to
constraints 6.1, 6.15 and 6.20.

Next, figure 6.5 illustrates the original production plan, figure 6.6 the
rescheduling solution considering fixed recipes and finally, figure 6.7 the reschedul-
ing proposed solution using flexible recipes.

Similar to the previous scenario, table 6.6 shows the main results for these
approaches and the computational effort which has radically decreased due
to the changed nature of the objective function. Different assignments and
sequencing of tasks are obtained by using flexible recipes, which leads to an
improved objective function.

Table 6.7 summarizes the recipe modifications executed as rescheduling
actions, i.e. the processing times of the second stage (S2) of batches I4 and
I5 of product P1 are reduced by increasing the amount of formaldehyde.
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6.5. Case study and Results

Figure 6.5: Schedule in progress at the rescheduling point for scenario 2.

Figure 6.6: Optimal rescheduling without considering recipe flexibility for sce-
nario 2 (TCOST = 20.00 m.u.).

6.5.3 Scenario 3

In this scenario, fortunately no incidence occurs, but a series of maintenance
tasks have to be performed in various equipment units. The aim of these
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

Figure 6.7: Optimal rescheduling considering recipe flexibility for scenario 2
(TCOST = 16.04 m.u.).

Table 6.6: Comparison between fixed and flexible rescheduling for scenario 2.
Fixed recipe Flexible recipe
(Fig. 6.6) (Fig. 6.7)

Number of tardy orders 5 4
Tardy orders penalty, m.u. 20 15
Recipe modification cost, m.u. 0 1.04
Objective function (TCOST), m.u. 20 16.04
Binary vars., cont. vars., rows 276, 527, 902 276, 626, 1022
CPU time, s (AMD 2.6 GHz ) 14.7 4.7

Table 6.7: Recipe modifications as rescheduling actions for scenario 2.
Product, batch, stage δDTEMP , oC δDTOP , h δDKOH , g δDFOR, g
P1, I4, S2 0 -0.300 0 0.013
P1, I5, S2 0 0.187 0 0.008

maintenance tasks is precisely to avoid the occurrence of incidences shown in
the previous scenario which led to longer unavailability intervals. This scenario
proposes a scheduling problem of maintenance tasks that have to be carried
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out within a restricted period of time.

In this situation, all the tasks previously scheduled are identified as non-
directly affected tasks (Tnda), so the rescheduling actions allowed are just re-
sequencing and recipe modifications. A new type of task is defined here as a
maintenance task (Tmaint) which is not included in the recipe of any product
but must be considered a requirement in the schedule. These maintenance
tasks can be included in the model and treated in the same way as the new
tasks (Tnew). Hence, the above mathematical formulation can be adapted to
also address maintenance management problem.

Three maintenance tasks of 2 hours are required to be executed in units
U2, U3 and U7. Additionally, it is necessary that these tasks are arranged
to be completed between hour 1 and hour 12 from the rescheduling point,
because there is a technical service that will perform the maintenance work
available within this time frame. Uniform sequence-dependent changeover
times (uchpp′u) of 0.5 h for transition between different products are also taken
into account. The objective function to be minimized is the same as the one
previously presented in scenario 1.

Figure 6.8 shows the initial on-going schedule that does not consider any
maintenance tasks. Figure 6.9 illustrates a production plan which includes the
maintenance tasks. Figure 6.10 presents the proposed scheduling accounting
for maintenance tasks and taking advantage of recipe modifications as an ad-
ditional rescheduling action. These figures point out how maintenance tasks
are sequenced differently by these two approaches.

Table 6.8 compares rescheduling using fixed and flexible recipes while ta-
ble 6.9 presents the rescheduling recipe modification actions. The CPU time
is shorter than in the previous scenarios since all assignment decisions have
already been taken and only sequencing decisions must be made to insert the
maintenance tasks.

6.6 Conclusions

This chapter has presented an efficient MILP-based rescheduling framework
that incorporates recipe flexibility as an additional opportunity to optimize
rescheduling. The approach is based on a continuous-time domain represen-
tation and the generalized notion of precedence. This rescheduling strategy
considers the on-going production schedule and the current process conditions
in order to simultaneously adapt the production recipe to the new scenario
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Chapter 6. Rescheduling using a flexible recipe framework

Figure 6.8: Schedule in progress at the rescheduling point for scenario 3.

Figure 6.9: Optimal rescheduling without considering recipe flexibility and
maintenance operations for scenario 3 (TCOST = 60.08 m.u.).

and re-optimize the schedule with regard to the batches still to be processed.
Different objective functions can be employed to regain feasibility or optimal-
ity at minimum cost. Efficiency and applicability of the proposed strategy is
demonstrated by the successful solution of a complex rescheduling problem in
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a multipurpose batch plant with reasonable computational effort.

Figure 6.10: Optimal rescheduling considering recipe flexibility and mainte-
nance operations for scenario 3 (TCOST = 50.89 m.u.).

Table 6.8: Comparison between fixed and flexible rescheduling for scenario 3.
Fixed recipe Flexible recipe
(Fig. 6.3) (Fig. 6.4)

Tardiness cost, m.u. 54.56 42.44
Earliness cost, m.u. 5.51 6.68
Recipe modification cost, m.u. 0 1.65
Objective function (TCOST), m.u. 60.08 50.89
Binary vars., cont. vars., rows 156, 472, 726 156, 555, 974
CPU time, s (AMD 2.6 GHz ) 0.3 0.3

Table 6.9: Recipe modifications as rescheduling actions for scenario 3.
Product, batch, stage δDTEMP , oC δDTOP , h δDKOH , g δDFOR, g
P1, I1, S2 0 -0.300 0 0.013
P1, I2, S2 0 -0.287 0 0.012
P1, I3, S2 0 -0.175 0 0.007
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Chapter 7

Managing risk through a flexible recipe framework

This chapter presents a proactive strategy to deal with the management of
uncertainty in batch scheduling. In the previous chapter 6, a reactive schedul-
ing was presented which may be mainly used when the level of disturbances
is important or uncertain data are known very late. However, a proactive
scheduling can be a more convenient approach when uncertainty is known or
some suspicion exits for a future trend in order to construct the production
plan.

This chapter proposes a novel approach that exploits the flexibility of the
recipes as a better way to handle the risk associated with the proactive schedul-
ing under uncertainty of batch chemical plants. The proposed solution strategy
relies on a novel two-stage stochastic mathematical formulation that explicitly
includes the trade-off between risk and profit at the decision-making level.
Management of risk is addressed by including a control measure (i.e. the
profit in the worst scenario), as an additional objective to be considered, thus
leading to a multi-objective optimization problem. To overcome the numerical
difficulties associated with such mathematical formulation, a decomposition
strategy based on the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) is introduced.

The main advantages of this approach are illustrated through a case study,
in which a set of solutions appealing to decision makers with different attitudes
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Chapter 7. Managing risk through a flexible recipe framework

toward risk are obtained. The potential benefits of considering the flexibility of
the recipes as a way of managing the risk associated with the plant operation
under demand uncertainty are highlighted through the comparison with the
conventional approach that considers nominal operating conditions. Numerical
results corroborate the advantages of exploiting the capabilities of the proposed
flexible recipe framework for risk management purposes.

7.1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to balance the trade-off between a high demand sat-
isfaction level, achieved through large stocks, and low inventory costs, which
may imply leaving part of the demand unsatisfied. In this context, the flexible
recipe framework is used to increase the production rate and thus the final
inventories. This is done through variations in the parameters of the flexible
stages of the recipe.

To address this problem, a large scale multi-objective stochastic MILP
model is presented. This model is based on the general precedence model
and explicitly includes the trade-off between risk and profit. The outcome
of such formulation consists of a set of Pareto-optimal solutions from which
the decision-maker may choose the best one according to his/her preferences.
Thus, this approach exploits the concept of flexible recipe within a risk man-
agement framework. In the resulting strategy, the detailed decisions associated
with the control recipe are calculated in conjunction with those dealing with
the scheduling tasks. This integrated way of operation increases the plant
flexibility and its capability of giving a quick response to the market changes.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the problem definition is out-
lined together with the assumptions considered, in section 7.2. Then, the pro-
posed stochastic formulation accounting for the maximization of the expected
profit is given in section 7.3. The inclusion of an explicit control measure to
manage risk is addressed in section 7.4. The effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach as a decision-making tool is next illustrated through its application to
a scheduling case study in section 7.5. Finally, some concluding remarks are
given at the end of the chapter.
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7.2 Problem statement

Several products that are given to be manufactured on a multistage multipur-
pose batch plant within a scheduling time horizon. The following data are
assumed to be known in advance:

- Set of raw materials, intermediate and final products to be manufactured,
and their costs.

- Set of production recipes with fixed batch sizes.

- Set of plant facilities, i.e. number of equipment units, their capacities
and suitabilities for the labor tasks.

- Cost functions associated with raw materials and utilities consumption,
holding inventory over a horizon and penalties for unsatisfied demand.

Sales of products are assumed to be executed at the end of the time hori-
zon. The demand associated with each product cannot be perfectly forecasted
and its uncertainty is represented by a set of scenarios with given probability
of occurrence. Decisions regarding scheduling tasks are made prior to the real-
ization of the uncertain parameter. Therefore, while the scheduling decisions
(number of tasks to be performed, batch sizes, assignment and sequencing de-
cisions) must be taken at the beginning of the time horizon, that is to say,
prior to the demand realization, sales are computed once the random events
take place at the end of it.

Therefore, the problem contemplated involves two types of decisions. Those
at the first stage, i.e. scheduling decisions and purchases of raw materials,
must be calculated bearing in mind the demand uncertainty. Those at the
second stage, i.e. sales of final products, are taken in order to react against
the uncertainty, i.e. demand realization.

The stochastic problem consists of finding the scheduling decisions that
maximize the total expected profit, which is computed over a set of demand
scenarios. The profit term is calculated from the sales revenues, operating
costs, inventory costs and unsatisfied demand costs. This overall two-stage
stochastic framework strategy is illustrated in figure 7.1.
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Chapter 7. Managing risk through a flexible recipe framework

Figure 7.1: Two-stage stochastic framework.

7.3 Mathematical formulation

The MILP formulation is next described in detail. Constraints 7.1 and 7.2
describe the flexible recipe model and its valid region, respectively. Constraint
7.3 enforces the assignment of tasks to units.

∑

f∈FPps

lfmodpsfδpisf = 0 ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ IP , s ∈ SP , (p, s) ∈ FLps (7.1)

fplbpsf ≤ δpisf ≤ fpubpsf ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ IP , s ∈ SP , (p, s) ∈ FLps, f ∈ FPps

(7.2)

∑

u∈Ups

Ypisu ≤ 1 ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ Ip, s ∈ Sp (7.3)

Equation 7.4 forces the condition for which the non-produced batches are
located at the end of the schedule, i.e. it ensures that the decision to manufac-
ture a batch of a product is only taken if its preceding batch is also produced.
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7.3. Mathematical formulation

Although this constraint is not formally needed, it helps computations. In-
deed, by fixing the position of the non-produced batches, it produces smaller
branch-and-bound trees and shorter computational times. The specific posi-
tion of these non-produced batches is absolutely meaningless and arbitrary.

∑

u∈Ups

Ypisu ≥
∑

u′∈Ups′

Ypi′s′u′ ∀p ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ IP , s, s′ ∈ SP : i′ > i (7.4)

Constraint 7.4 states that every production task must be completed within
a specified scheduling horizon of length H. Constraint 7.6 establish the dura-
tion of a task taking into account the processing times of the recipes. Con-
straints 7.7 and 7.8 sequence pairs of task allocated to the same unit. Con-
straint 7.9 sequences pairs of batches of the same product, provided that both
batches are manufactured.

Tfpis ≤ H ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ IP , s ∈ SP (7.5)

Tfpis ≥ Tspis + nptps + δpisDTOP + ttps ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ IP , s ∈ SP (7.6)

Tsp′i′s′ ≥ Tfpis −M(1−Xpisp′i′s′)−M(2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u)
∀p, p′ ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ IP , s, s′ ∈ SP , u ∈ (Ups ∩ Up′s′) : (p < p′) ∪ (p = p′, s < s′)

(7.7)

Tspis ≥ Tfp′i′s′ −M(1−Xpisp′i′s′)−M(2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u)
∀p, p′ ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ IP , s, s′ ∈ SP , u ∈ (Ups ∩ Up′s′) : (p < p′) ∪ (p = p′, s < s′)

(7.8)

Tspi′s ≥ Tfpis−M(1−Ypi′su) ∀p ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ IP , s ∈ SP , u ∈ Ups : i < i′ (7.9)

Constraint 7.10 is defined for every pair of consecutive processing stages
that must be sequentially performed for a particular product. This con-
straint is applied in conjunction with constraint 7.6 in order to describe a
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non-intermediate storage policy (NIS). Then, an equipment unit is not free
until it finishes its processing and the material is transferred to the equipment
unit assigned to the next task. In this type of general precedence models,
different storage policies may be easily adopted by changing the signs of the
corresponding inequalities.

Tfpis − ttps = Tspis′ ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ IP , s, s′ ∈ SP : s′ = s + 1 (7.10)

Equation 7.11 represents the demand constraints and states that sales can
be lower or equal to the demand. This model assumes that some of the demand
can be left unsatisfied because of limited production capacity.

SALESpe ≤ dempe ∀p ∈ P, e ∈ E (7.11)

Equation 7.12 constraints the sales to be lower or equal to the amount
produced plus the available inventory from the previous period, which is com-
puted through equation 7.13. Here, the amount of each product manufactured
in the plant is calculated from the batch sizes of the products and the binary
variables representing the existence of these batches.

SALESpe ≤ QPp + IN ini
p ∀p ∈ P, e ∈ E (7.12)

QPp =
∑

i∈IP

∑

s={sl
p}

∑

u∈Ups

bszpYpisu ∀p ∈ P (7.13)

Constraint 7.14 allows calculating the average inventory of each product.

INp =
∑

i∈IP

∑

s={sl
p}

bszp
(H − Tfpis)

H
∀p ∈ P (7.14)

The model presented here accounts for the maximization of the total ex-
pected profit (equation 7.15), which is computed by calculating the average of
profits over the entire range of scenarios.

max E[PFS] =
∑

e∈E

probe · PFSe (7.15)
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The profit values in each scenario are computed through equation 7.16.
This equation assumes that revenues are obtained through sales of final prod-
ucts, while costs are due to holding inventories, consumption of utilities and
raw materials and the under-production, i.e. leaving part of the demand un-
satisfied. An additional term accounting the cost associated to the deviation
of the recipe from its nominal parameters has been also considered in this
expression.

PFSe =
∑
p∈P

(SALESpe · spp − INp · pinvp −QPp · pcp

−udcp · (dempe − SALESpe))−
∑
p∈P

∑
i∈Ip

∑
s∈Sp

∑
f∈FPps

dcostpsfδpisf

∀e ∈ E
(7.16)

Finally, the overall stochastic model without risk management considera-
tions can be expressed as (so-STOC) the maximization of the objective function
equation 7.15 subject to constraints 7.1 to 7.16:

max E [PFS]
s.t.
constraints 7.1− 7.16

7.4 Risk Management

The previously proposed stochastic MILP model attempts to account for the
uncertainty by optimizing the expected profit without reflecting and controlling
the variability of performances associated with each specific scenario. Although
the schedules obtained could be considered more robust than the deterministic
ones based on nominal parameter values by taking a purely expected profit
maximization perspective, the model assumes that the decision maker is risk-
neutral or indifferent to profit variability. Therefore, there is no guarantee that
the process will perform better at a certain level considering the whole uncer-
tain parameters space. The only guarantee is that the average is optimized
(Samsatli et al., 1998; Suh and Lee, 2001).

The underlying idea of risk management is the incorporation of a trade-
off between economic risk and profit within the decision-making process. This
trade-off leads to a multi-objective optimization problem in which the expected
performance and a specific risk measure are the objectives considered. In this
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Chapter 7. Managing risk through a flexible recipe framework

work, the probability of meeting unfavorable scenarios is controlled by adding
the worst-case profit as an additional objective to be maximized. A major
difference with respect to other probabilistic metrics such as the financial risk
(Barbaro and Bagajewicz, 2004) or the downside risk (Eppen et al., 1989)
is that the probability information of the problem cannot be explicitly used
when manipulating the worst case. Nevertheless, this metrics has been shown
to be very effective in identifying robust schedules. Furthermore, it is easy to
implement and it leads to a good numerical performance in two-stage stochastic
models (Bonfill et al., 2004). Both issues have motivated its application to this
specific problem.

The worst case profit can be computed through equation 7.17:

WC ≤ PFSe ∀e ∈ E (7.17)

The inclusion of this term as an alternative objective to be maximized along
with the expected profit leads to the following multi-objective formulation (mo-
STOC):

max E[PFS],WC
s.t.
constraints 7.1− 7.17

(7.18)

The above presented multi-objective problem can be solved by standard
algorithms for multi-objective optimization, such as aggregation methods, the
ε-constraint or goal programming algorithms (Steuer, 1986). Moreover, the
problem can be reformulated as a multi-parametric mixed integer programming
problem (Papalexandri and Dimkou, 1998), which can then be solved using
any of the recently developed algorithms for parametric optimization (Dua
and Pistikopoulos, 2000). Specifically, this work applies an enumeration-based
approach based on the ε-constraint method (Hugo and Pistikopoulos, 2005) to
generate the efficient solutions for the multi-objective problem that accounts
for the maximization of the expected profit and the worst case profit. The
multi-parametric problem (mp-STOC) that has to be solved can be expressed
as follows (equation 7.19):
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7.4. Risk Management

max E[PFS]
s.t.
constraints 7.1− 7.17
WC ≥ θ
θ ∈ [θL, θU ]

(7.19)

where θL is given by the value of the worst case profit in the maximum
expected profit solution, that is:

θL = max[PFSe] (7.20)

Here, PFSe represents the profit value attained by the maximum expected
profit solution in each scenario. It is worth noting that this solution is obtained
by maximizing the expected profit and without considering any financial risk
control measure. Similarly, the value of θU is the optimal solution of the
following single-objective problem:

max WC
s.t.
constraints 7.1− 7.17

(7.21)

After computing the lower and upper bounds of θ, the resulting interval is
discretized into NQ sufficiently small sub-intervals and the ε-constraint method
is then applied at each parameter interval realization (Steuer, 1986). In this
case, NQ single optimization problems as the one presented above (equation
7.19) are solved. The specific values of θ are calculated from equation 7.22.

θ1 = θL; θq = θL +
θU − θL

NQ
; θNQ = θU (7.22)

Once all the NQ solutions have been computed, an additional post-process-
ing step is required for detecting efficiency based on the concept of dominance
(Hugo and Pistikopoulos, 2005). A solution A is said to be dominated by
another solution B, if the expected profit and worst case values associated with
solution B are both greater or equal to those associated with solution A, and at
least one of them is strictly greater. Thus, this last step of the algorithm has to
be included as part of the overall multi-objective optimization algorithm and
focuses on discarding those solutions which are dominated by at least one of
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Chapter 7. Managing risk through a flexible recipe framework

the others. A solution is considered to be Pareto-optimal if it is not dominated
by any other solution.

7.4.1 Decomposition strategy

The approach presented above, leads to a large-scale mo-MILP. This model
may become computationally expensive in real industrial scenarios with com-
plex plant configurations and large number of different products and produc-
tion recipes. The complexity of this formulation may be further increased by
the high number of scenarios required to capture the demand uncertainty.

Thus, in this section a decomposition strategy is introduced aiming at the
objective of overcoming the numerical difficulties associated with the approach
described in the previous section. The proposed strategy is based on the Sam-
ple Average Approximation (SAA) algorithm (Verweij et al., 2001). The un-
derlying idea consists of using a variation of this technique to approximate the
solution of the mo-MILP that accounts for the maximization of the expected
profit and worst case. Here, the SAA is used as a way of generating a set of
candidate solutions that exhibit different risk performances and whose Pareto
optimality, in terms of expected profit and worst case, must be checked based
on the concept of dominance. The proposed method to manage risk has similar
features to the one suggested by Aseeri and Bagajewicz (2004).

In general terms, the SAA is an approach for solving single objective
stochastic optimization problems by using Monte Carlo simulation (Verweij
et al., 2001). In the SAA algorithm, the expected second-stage profit (recourse
function) in the objective function is approximated by an average estimate of
NS independent random samples of the uncertain parameters, and the result-
ing problem is called approximation problem. Here, each sample corresponds
to a possible scenario. Then, the resulting approximation problem is solved
repeatedly for R different independent samples (each of size NS) as a stochas-
tic optimization problem of size NS. The average of the objective function
of the approximation problems provides an estimate of the stochastic problem
objective. Notice that this procedure may generate up to R different candi-
date solutions. To determine which of these R (or possibly less) candidates is
optimal in the original problem, the values of the first-stage variables corre-
sponding to each candidate solution are fixed and the problem is solved again
using a larger number of scenarios NS′ >> NS in order to better distinguish
between the candidates. After solving these new problems, the optimal solu-
tion of the original problem (x̂e) is determined. Therefore, x̂e is given by the
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solution of the approximate problems that yields the highest objective value
for the approximation problem with NS′ samples.

In this chapter, we apply a variation of the SAA that aims to calculate the
set of efficient solutions to the multi-objective formulation that simultaneously
accounts for the maximization of expected profit and worst case (mo-STOC).
In this approach the problem is solved deterministically for each scenario, in
other words, NS = 1; R = |E| and NS′ = |E|. This provides a set of
first-stage decision variables (i.e. schedules) that must be evaluated in the
uncertain parameters space. Thus, the second stage decision variables (sales
and inventory profiles) associated with each of these deterministic solutions are
calculated by fixing the deterministic schedules in the stochastic problem and
solving it. The stochastic problem is the original single-objective two-stage
model with |E| scenarios that maximizes the expected profit (so-STOC). In
such model, the combinatorial complexity is eliminated by fixing the scheduling
decisions. This provides, for each schedule being assessed, the expected profit
and the worst case attained under the uncertain environment. Finally, the
solutions are filtered in terms of expected profit and worst case by applying
the dominance concept. Those solutions that are dominated in terms of the
predefined criteria are discarded from the original set, whereas the set of non-
dominated schedules are stored. The latter ones constitute the approximated
solution to the original problem. For a stochastic problem of type mo-STOC
with |E| scenarios, the proposed algorithm can be summarized in figure 7.2.

This algorithm provides an approximation (lower bound) to the original
Pareto frontier of the problem. Let us note that the computational resources
associated with the proposed algorithm can be decreased by reducing the op-
timality gap as well as the maximum CPU time imposed to the so-MILPs to
be solved.

7.5 Case study and Results

The advantages of the proposed framework are illustrated by a new scenario
for the benzyl alcohol (Romero et al., 2003). Table 7.1 shows the flexible recipe
items considered for the flexible recipe model of this reaction (equation 6.17)
and the new valid flexibility region around the nominal operating conditions.
Data for this production scenario are shown in table 7.2. Transfer times have
been considered equal to the 5% of the processing times.

This case study consists of four products, P1 to P4, which must be pro-
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begin

 for e=1 to |E| do 

  solve the deterministic problem for scenario k. Let ˆe

x be the optimal  

  solution of the problem; 

  store the first stage decisions (i.e., schedules) associated with ˆe

x ;

  fix the first stage decisions in the stochastic problem with |E| scenarios  

  (so-STOC) and solve it; 

  store the expected profit and worst case associated with ˆe

x ;

 end for 

 filter the solutions ˆe

x  by applying the dominance concept; 

end

Figure 7.2: Sample Average Algorithm.

Table 7.1: Recipe parameters, flexibility region and cost for deviation from
nominal conditions.

Recipe item
Flexibility Region

dcostpsf
fplbpsf fpubpsf

δDPS reaction yield 0 0 -
δDTEMP reaction temperature -0.7 oC 0.5 oC 0.03 m.u./oC
δDTOP reaction duration -0.3 h 0.1 h 0.02 m.u./ h
δDKOH amount of KOH -27 g 8.5 g 0.05 m.u./g
δDFOR amount of Formaldehyde -30 g 7.5 g 0.04 m.u./g

cessed over a 112-hour horizon in a multistage multipurpose batch plant. Initial
inventory of final products is assumed to be inexistent at the period of time
considered. It is assumed that the demand cannot be perfectly forecasted and
its uncertainty is represented by 100 equiprobable and independent scenarios.
These scenarios are generated by applying a Monte Carlo sampling over a set of
probability functions. Specifically, the scenarios are calculated assuming that
the demand of each product follows a normal probability distribution. The
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production rates (bszp), maximum plant capacity (mpcp), selling prices (spp)
and production costs (pcp) are also given in table 7.2, as well as the market
information, namely the mean demands (mdemp), their standard deviations
(demdevp) and the unsatisfied demand costs (udcp).

Second stage of products P1 and P2 and first stage of product P4 are flex-
ible tasks that follow the flexible recipe model in equation 6.17. Furthermore,
first stage of product P1 is a preheating stage in which end-point temperature
(DTEMP ) is assumed to increase linearly with time (DTOP ) as shown in
equation 6.18 (chapter 6).

Table 7.2: Problem data.
Product P1 P2 P3 P4
Stages Unit npt, h Unit npt, h Unit npt, h Unit npt, h
1 U1 2 U3 6 U4 4 U2 7
2 U2 7 U1 6 U2 8 U1 2
3 U3 8 U2 8 U3 6 U4 6
4 U4 4 U4 8 U1 4 U3 4
bszp, kg/batch 40 55 40 35
mpcp, kg 160 110 120 105
mdemp, kg 280 110 120 120
demdevp, % 30 35 40 40
spp, m.u./batch 70 55 40 40
pcp, m.u./batch 8 7 5 8
pinvp, m.u./h 1 2 1.1 0.5
udcp, m.u./kg 4 3 2 3

The stochastic approach that maximizes expected profit and neglects risk
management is solved in first place. The model is implemented within the
modeling language GAMS and solved with the MILP solver of CPLEX version
9.0. The mathematical formulation involves 1569 constraints, 653 continuous
variables and 224 binary variables. Specifically, two models are solved, the
first one for the fixed recipe case and the second one assuming a flexible recipe
framework. The fixed recipe model leads to an expected profit of 15348.4 m.u.,
while the flexible one yields 15858.7 m.u. The schedules associated with both
solutions are shown in figure 7.3.

As can be observed, the improvement in the objective function value using
flexible recipes is achieved by producing one more batch of product P3. To do
so, the flexible recipe framework takes advantage of its capability of reducing
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Chapter 7. Managing risk through a flexible recipe framework

Figure 7.3: Gantt-charts of the stochastic solutions.

the processing times. This results in an extra recipe modification cost which
is compensated by the increase in the sales revenues, thus leading to an over-
all better solution in terms of the proposed objective function. Furthermore,
comparing both schedules, several sequencing decisions have been changed in
order to accommodate this additional batch while using the flexible recipe
framework.

The trade-off between risk, which is assessed by using the worst-case and ex-
pected profits, is next investigated by solving the multi-objective MILP model
that accounts for the maximization of both criteria. The problem is solved
in two different ways. The first one is the enumeration-based approach based
on the ε-constraint method (Hugo and Pistikopoulos, 2005), which consists
of parametrically varying the value of the lower bound imposed to the worst-
case metric. The second one is the strategy based on the SAA algorithm.
With regard to the latter, let us note that it decomposes the original two-stage
stochastic problem with 100 scenarios into 100 deterministic problems that are
solved for every scenario e in the original formulation. To increase the speed
of the algorithm, a limit of 100 CPU seconds and an optimality gap of 5 %
are imposed for every deterministic sub-problem. The results obtained in both
cases are illustrated in figure 7.4. This figure also depicts the efficient solutions
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7.5. Case study and Results

associated with the fixed recipe mode of operation.

Figure 7.4: Optimal-pareto solutions for fixed and flexible recipe frameworks.

From the set of efficient solutions of the problem, it is clear that in both
cases (i.e. fixed and flexible recipe modes of operation) a conflict exists between
both objectives (i.e. maximum expected profit and maximum worst case).
Thus, results indicate that an improvement in the worst case is only possible
if the decision-maker is willing to compromise the expected profit. Certainly,
schedules with better worst-case values will reduce the risk but at the expense
of a reduction in the value of the expected profit.

The effectiveness of introducing flexible recipes is justified by the fact that
the curve obtained using flexible recipe lies entirely above the one associated
with the fixed recipe. This implies that for any worst-case value the flexible
recipe framework always leads to a higher expected profit. Specifically, the
difference between both expected profits ranges from 2 to 6% depending on
the specific worst case value being analyzed.

In addition, the use of the flexible recipe allows attaining solutions with
higher worst-case values, which are impossible to achieve otherwise by using
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Chapter 7. Managing risk through a flexible recipe framework

fixed recipes. In fact, the maximum worst-case solution computed with the
flexible recipe formulation is equal to 9774 m.u., whereas the fixed recipe model
is not able to provide solutions with a worst case higher than 9960 m.u.

This analysis provides valuable information to the decision maker and in-
dicates that the inclusion of flexible recipes in a batch plant manufacturing
environment leads to a more effective way of managing the associated risk.

Table 7.3: Optimal-pareto solution applying SAA for the flexible recipe frame-
work.

Solutions WC, m.u.
Expected Number of batches
profit, m.u. P1 P2 P3 P4

1 8280.18 15858.74 3 3 3 3
2 9133.99 15715.05 3 3 2 3
3 9774.14 15285.79 3 3 2 2
4 9811.44 15097.96 3 3 1 3
5 9960.29 14528.82 3 3 2 1

With regard to the proposed decomposition strategy, it shows a good nu-
merical performance, as it is able to detect five out of the six Pareto-optimal
solutions identified by the rigorous approach. These solutions are summarized
in table 7.3. Figure 7.5 includes the corresponding Gantt charts which shows
how all the batches of P1 and P2 are always produced. Furthermore, in or-
der to satisfy the constraint of a minimum profit in the worst scenario, as the
value of the worst case is more demanding, solutions prefer producing fewer
amount of P3 and P4 because products P1 and P2 have a less uncertain de-
mand than P3 and P4. The whole problem was solved in approximately 3.8
h CPU time, which implies a great time reduction compared to the rigorous
solution procedure by using the ε-constraint method discretizing the space into
12 sub-intervals. This comparison can be observed in table 7.4.

Next, for each Pareto solution of the problem a cumulative probability curve
can be plotted (i.e. each efficient schedule in terms of expected profit and risk
has an associated cumulative probability function). Cumulative risk curves
provide further insights for better understanding and assessment of the trade-
off posed between risk and expected profit (Barbaro and Bagajewicz, 2004).
Figure 7.6 represents the cumulative risk curves of the solutions provided by
the fixed and flexible recipe strategies for a worst case equal to 9600 m.u.

The aforementioned curves show the level of financial risk incurred at each
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7.5. Case study and Results

Figure 7.5: Associated schedules for each solution.

profit level. Comparative analysis of the curves obtained for the fixed and
the flexible recipe frameworks shows how the flexible recipe curve lies entirely
above the fixed recipe one. Thus, the flexible recipe framework not only leads
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Table 7.4: Computational results.

Problem (recipe) Bin., cont., rows
Average Number of Total
CPU, s realizations CPU, h

Full scale (fixed) 224, 654, 1669 2600 12 8.7
Full scale (flexible) 224, 808, 1853 4300 12 14.3

SAA algorithm (flexible)
224, 311, 1653 70 100

3.8
212, 819, 1753 69 100

Figure 7.6: Cumulative risk curve for a worst-case value of 9600 m.u.

to lower probabilities of poor profits but also to higher chances of large benefits,
which makes the overall production less risky in economic terms. Hence, the
flexible recipe solution performs better over the entire uncertain space as can
be seen in the shift to the right of the risk curve. For instance, a 5% probability
of scenarios with earnings below 12000 m.u. is achieved using flexible recipes,
while this probability increases up to 10% using traditional fixed recipes. Sim-
ilarly, the use of flexible recipes yields higher probabilities of larger benefits.
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For instance, a 45% probability of earnings above 16000 m.u. is reported by
this solution compared to the very scarce probability, less than 1% using fixed
recipes.

Consequently, these results shows that considering recipe flexibility allows
an enhanced management of the financial risks.

7.6 Conclusions

This chapter has proposed a novel stochastic mathematical formulation to ad-
dress in a proactive way risk management in the scheduling problem associated
with batch chemical plants operating under demand uncertainty. The main
novelty of this work lies in the application of a flexible recipe framework as a
way of reducing the probability of meeting unfavorable scenarios in an uncer-
tain market environment. The problem has been mathematically posed as a
multi-objective multi-scenario two-stage stochastic formulation accounting for
the maximization of the profit and the worst case value. The resulting formu-
lation is based on a continuous-time domain representation and the generalized
notion of precedence. As such, the proposed model explicitly incorporates the
trade-off between risk and profit at the decision-making level. Furthermore, a
decomposition strategy based on the sampling average approximation (SAA)
has been studied as a way of overcoming the numerical difficulties associated
with the application of the proposed strategy to large scale industrial scenar-
ios. The decomposition method provides near optimal solutions and incurs in
much less CPU time than the monolithic formulation.

Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed approach as a decision-making tool
has been highlighted through a scheduling case study. Results indicate that for
a given level of risk, higher benefits can be obtained by using flexible recipes.
Furthermore, using flexible recipes allows attaining conservative solutions that
would be impossible to obtain by applying the conventional approach.

Therefore, the consideration of the flexibility in the batch recipes has been
shown to be a highly valuable risk management instrument to support the
decision making process in an uncertain market environment.
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On pipeless plants
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Chapter 8

Short-term scheduling of pipeless batch plants

Significant increase in flexibility of a batch production environment can be
achieved by using the pipeless plant concept. In a pipeless plant, intercon-
nected vessels by fixed network of pipes no longer exist. Instead, moveable
units are used to transport material from processing station to station.

This chapter presents a contribution for the optimal management of pipe-
less plants presenting an alternative MILP mathematical formulation for solv-
ing the short-term scheduling problem. In order to show the applicability and
performance of the proposed approach, an example taken from the literature
is examined and compared to others approaches of other authors.

8.1 Introduction

Batch pipeless plants are a very attractive alternative to manufacture spe-
cialty, low volume and high added value pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, polymers
or biochemical products. Its inherent flexibility is capable of easily accom-
modating a diverse range of products in order to quickly react against highly
dynamic market conditions. However, as a consequence of this greater flexibil-
ity, the scheduling of pipeless batch plants present also a higher combinatorial
complexity.
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Chapter 8. Short-term scheduling of pipeless batch plants

The scheduling model presented in this chapter for the scheduling of pipe-
less plants is based on a continuous-time representation that relies on the
general precedence notion. Besides of the intrinsic characteristics of a pipe-
less plant, this model considers the moveable vessels as an additional resource
that has to be allocated and sequenced. This fact allows proposing a strategy
consisting of a sequential treatment of the resources in order to reduce the
complexity of the problem. First, the most critical resources are identified be-
tween the processing units and the available moveable vessels. Therefore, the
problem is solved assuming that infinite amount of resources exists and only
the most critical resources are constrained. Afterwards, the characteristics of
the general precedence model allow setting this first-step decision variables as-
sociated to the critical resource, in order to next solve again the model just
estimating the rest of decision variables related to the other resources. This
strategy dramatically reduces the computational burden of the optimization
problem and is able to obtain satisfactory solutions for a fast industrial envi-
ronment.

This chapter is structured as follows. After this introduction, the problem
is briefly defined in section 8.2 and next, the mathematical formulation is
described in section 8.3. A motivating example taken from the literature is
described in section 8.4 and solved in section 8.5. Later on, the problem size of
this example is increased for discussing how to address this problem in order
to obtain efficient solutions in reasonable time. Finally, this chapter ends up
with some conclusions in section 8.6.

8.2 Problem statement

Given are a set of products p and a set of batches i of each product that have
to be manufactured in a series of s consecutive processing stations. A suitable
moveable vessel k carries the material between every station where at least one
processing unit u exists.

The following list contains the main assumptions of the proposed model:

- The process layout for processing units is fixed.

- The number of moving vessels is fixed.

- Model parameters all are deterministic.

- Batch splitting or mixing is not allowed.
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- Sufficient raw materials are always available.

- One batch is required of each product.

The goal of this problem is the minimization of makespan.

8.3 Mathematical model

Constraint 8.1 enforces the allocation of a suitable processing unit u to ev-
ery task (p, i, s). Constraint 8.2 guarantees that if task (p, i, s) precedes task
(p′, i′, s′) and both tasks are processed in the same unit u, task (p′, i′, s′) can
not start until task (p, i, s) is finished. Alternatively, constraint 8.3 considers
the opposite case of the aforementioned constraint 8.2, that is, task (p′, i′, s′)
precedes task (p, i, s). Constraint 8.4 synchronizes pair of tasks performed in
two consecutive stages and constraint 8.5 sequences two batches of the same
product executed in the same processing unit.

∑

u∈Ups

Ypisu = 1 ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ Ip, s ∈ Sp (8.1)

Tsp′i′s′ ≥ Tfpis −M · (1−Xpisp′i′s′)−M
(
2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u

)
∀p, p′ ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ Ip, s, s

′ ∈ Sp, u ∈ (Ups ∩ Up′s′) : p < p′ ∩ (p = p′, s < s′)
(8.2)

Tspis ≥ Tfp′i′s′ −M ·Xpisp′i′s′ −M
(
2− Ypisu − Yp′i′s′u

)
∀p, p′ ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ Ip, s, s

′ ∈ Sp, u ∈ (Ups ∩ Up′s′) : p < p′ ∩ (p = p′, s < s′)
(8.3)

Tspis′ ≥ Tfpis + ttps′ ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ Ip, s, s
′ ∈ Sp : s′ = s + 1 (8.4)

Tspi′s ≥ Tfpis−M(2− Ypisu − Ypi′su) ∀p ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ Ip, s ∈ Sp, u ∈ Ups : i′ > i
(8.5)

The set of available moveable vessels is an additional limiting resource that
has to be considered in this model. Likewise, as it was done for the processing
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Chapter 8. Short-term scheduling of pipeless batch plants

units, constraint 8.6 assigns a suitable moveable vessel (k ∈ Kp) by using a
decision variable, Zpik, equal to 1 if that batch is assigned to that moveable
vessel. Special vessels might be needed to transport a particular product in
case of, for example, corrosive products or products with special preservation
requirements as perishable foods.

∑

k∈Kp

Zpik = 1 ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ Ip (8.6)

Similarly to constraints 8.2 and 8.3, constraints 8.7 and 8.8 sequence two
tasks of different products but assigned to the same moveable vessel.

Tsp′i′s′ ≥ Tfpis + ttp′s′ −M(1−Xpis′p′i′s′)−M(2− Zpik − Zp′i′k

∀p, p′ ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ Ip, s, s
′ ∈ Sp, k ∈ (Kp ∩Kp′) : p < p′, s =

{
sf
pi

}
, s′ =

{
sl
p′i′

}

(8.7)

Tspis ≥ Tfp′i′s′ + ttps −M · (1−Xpisp′i′s′)−M
(
2− Zpik − Zp′i′k

)

∀p, p′ ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ Ip, s, s
′ ∈ Sp, k ∈ (Kp ∩Kp′) : p < p′, s =

{
sf
pi

}
, s′ =

{
sl
p′i′

}

(8.8)

Constraint 8.9 sequences tasks sharing the same moveable vessel to make
them not simultaneous in time.

Tspi′s′ ≥ Tfpis + ttps′ −M
(
2− Zpik − Zpi′k

)

∀p ∈ P, i, i′ ∈ Ip, s, s
′ ∈ Sp, k ∈ Kp : i′ < i, s =

{
sl
pi

}
, s′ =

{
sf
p′i′

} (8.9)

Constraint 8.10 establishes the initial transfer time for the first task of the
batch manufactured.

Tspis ≥ ttps ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ Ip, s ∈ Sp : s =
{

sf
pi

}
(8.10)

Constraint 8.11 establishes the duration of a task.

Tfpis ≥ Tspis +
∑

u∈Ups

ptpuYpisu ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ Ip, s ∈ Sp (8.11)
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8.4. Case study

Alternative objective functions may be evaluated using this formulation.
In this case makespan has been considered for simplicity (equation 8.12).

min MK ≥ Tfpis ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ Ip, s ∈ Sp : s =
{

sl
pi

}
(8.12)

8.4 Case study

The case study addressed was firstly introduced by Bok and Park (1998).
Figure 8.1 depicts the layout of this multistage pipeless plant with parallel
available units for each station (table 8.1).

Figure 8.1: Layout of the pipeless plant.

Table 8.1: Processing stations and parallel units.
Station Task Processing units

S1 Charging A U1
S2 Charging B U2
S3 Blending U3 , U4
S4 Reaction U5 , U6
S5 Blending U3 , U4
S6 Discharging U7
S7 Cleaning U8

This plant is designed to manufacture three batches of different products
following the same production sequence. The vehicle to which a vessel is at-
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Chapter 8. Short-term scheduling of pipeless batch plants

tached moves on the rail and drops by each station to carry out unit operations.
Figure 8.2 represents the state-task network for this plant. Table 8.2 shows the
seven stations that the products have to undergo and the available processing
units at every station. Transfer times from/to the stations are listed in table
8.3. Setup times are included within the transfer times.

Figure 8.2: STN representation of the case study.

Table 8.2: Processing times in hours.

Products
Units

U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6
P1 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.85 0.85 0.6
P2 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.75 0.75 0.5
P3 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.65 0.65 0.6

Table 8.3: Transfer times in hours.

Products
Stations

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7
P1, P2, P3 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.1
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8.5. Results

This formulation has been implemented within the modeling language GAMS
and solved using CPLEX version 7.5.

8.5 Results

Table 8.4 summarizes the results obtained by means of the direct application
of the proposed formulation. This table also presents a comparison with the
results reported by Bok and Park (1998).

Table 8.4: Comparative results.

K
Bok and Park, 1998 This model

MK, h
Bin., cont., rows Iters. Bin., cont., rows Iters.

2 207, 340, 442 6375 66, 43, 177 495 8.28
Unconst. 207, 340, 441 100751 60, 43, 162 200 5.54

Looking at the model size, it is remarkable the significant saving of binary
variables, continuous variables and constraints achieved by this model. This
reduction in the number of variables is directly translated into the number of
solver iterations in order to reach global optimality. An addition advantage of
the proposed formulation can be exploit when the number of moveable vessels is
equal or larger than the number of batches (unconstrained case). In this case,
by handling both resources (processing units and moveable vessels) through
different sets of constraints, the moveable vessels constraints can be discarded,
and thus reducing significantly the magnitude of the problem.

Left part of table 8.5 shows a direct application of this model to the same
problem but with an increased demand. As it was expected, the model com-
plexity increases rapidly with the number of batches to be scheduled in com-
bination with the number of available moveable vessels. In this case with two
batches of each product, six batches in total, the proposed formulation needs
an extremely high CPU time.

8.5.1 Decomposition strategy

In order to overcome the calculation complexity of this model for large-sized
problems, this formulation allows a sequential treatment of the resources by
decomposing the scheduling problem into two sub-problems. By means of
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Chapter 8. Short-term scheduling of pipeless batch plants

this decomposition strategy, every type of resource is sequenced and allocated
separately. The priority order for solving these scheduling sub-problems is
given by those resources considered as more critical. The underlying idea here
is trying to provide efficient solutions, but not necessarily optimal, when the
problem size makes the solution unaffordable in a reasonable calculation time.

Therefore, the unconstrained problem is solved first discarding the variables
and constraints related to the moveable vessels. Next, the binary allocation and
sequencing variables for the processing unit are fixed and the model is solved
again just working only in the decision variables related to the moveable vessels.
Right par of table 8.5 shows also the results obtained using this sequential
approach and its CPU times.

Table 8.5: Comparative performance using the sequential approach for large-
sized problems.

K
Full problem using this model Sequential approach

Bin.,cont.,rows Iters. CPU, s MK, h CPU, s MK, h
3 198, 85, 627 57624851 36635 9.75 27.7 + 0.1 10.07
4 204, 85, 654 12087918 9850 8.94 27.7 + 0.1 9.37
5 210, 85, 681 7.3 · 107 46633 8.28 27.7 + 0.1 8.53
Unconst. 192, 85, 546 135619 27.7 7.59 27.7 7.59

Although the optimal solution may not be found, good quality solutions are
encountered in very short computational times. This situation poses a trade-
off between obtaining optimal solutions at the expense of huge calculation time
and acceptable solutions in very small times. Figure 8.3 shows the Gantt chart
of the solution using four moveable vessels.

8.6 Conclusions

This last chapter has presented pipeless plants as the most more flexible man-
ufacturing plant configuration. An important operational issue in these plants
is the scheduling problem which involves an additional complexity compared
to the conventional batch plants.

In this chapter, a continuous-time MILP formulation is proposed to ad-
dress the scheduling of pipeless plants that achieves an important saving of
binary variables and computational effort. The use of a sequential treatment
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8.6. Conclusions

Figure 8.3: Gantt chart of the solution with four moveable vessels.

approach to find effective solutions for large-sized scheduling problems with
modest computational time has been also illustrated.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and future work

This thesis has presented new methodologies and solution approaches aimed
at providing decision support for the flexible operation of chemical plants.
The contribution of this thesis has not been providing more flexible processes,
because in fact processes already are flexible, but to identify this inherent
flexibility and to develop a set of tools to exploit it in the most convenient
way. Since flexibility in chemical processes is a very general concept, thus a very
large field of research, this thesis has focused on the operational management
of plants at the supervisory control, production planning and scheduling levels.
Furthermore, the work presented in this thesis has improved current models
to manage plant flexibility by allowing interaction between different decision
levels of the operational hierarchy.

In order to give a general overview of the research in this thesis, the in-
troductory Chapter 1 exposed the current state of the chemical industry and
emphasized the necessary role that the PSE community must play in devel-
oping novel methods and tools to help industry remain competitive. This
chapter included a comprehensive review of the different types of operation
modes, with the aim of demonstrating the intrinsic flexibility in each mode. In
order of increasing flexibility, the analyzed operation modes were continuous,
semicontinuous, batch, and batch pipeless.
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Chapter 9. Conclusions and future work

Chapter 2 laid the stepping stones for the development of this thesis. This
chapter briefly reviewed some of the approaches reported in the literature that
are oriented towards the efficient management of chemical processes by making
use of the process flexibility. A study for each individual type of operation
mode revealed a series of challenges and opportunities for improvement that
were posed as the main objectives of this thesis at the end of the chapter.

Flexibility in continuous processes has been addressed in Chapter 3 by pre-
senting a supervisory control system able to correctly manage the occurrence
of abnormal events and optimization in real time. The system proposed in this
chapter interacts with the control system by tracking its set-points in order to
adapt the plant faster to changes in operating conditions. The excellent on-line
performance showed by this system can be only achieved through the adjust-
ment of the operating conditions, which is a flexibility allowed by continuous
processes.

The scheduling of semicontinuous processes, that is continuous processes
with frequent product transition, was addressed in Chapter 4. In the schedul-
ing literature, semicontinuous processes have been considered to be operated
through production campaigns of finite duration and constant rates. The math-
ematical formulation presented in this chapter allowed transitions of the pro-
cessing rates within a campaign, resulting in more flexible operation. The
case study used to validate the applicability of the proposed formulation led to
the conclusion that more efficient production can be achieved by an optimized
management of the storage and the rates of production. In this context, in-
termediate storage was handled to buffer different upstream and downstream
production rates.

The following three chapters were devoted to the optimal management of
batch processes, which have been traditionally considered the most flexible
mode of operation.

Chapter 5 analyzed the problem of finding optimal schedules in batch
plants. The study carried out in this chapter identified the lack of consideration
for transfer operations of most of the MILP scheduling formulations reported
in the literature, which can lead to unfeasible solutions in multipurpose plants.
Therefore, the main aim of this chapter was to highlight the importance of
transfer operations for the synchronization between tasks in batch schedul-
ing. In addition, two algorithmic approaches were proposed which remove the
unfeasible transfers before the MILP model is solved.

The works presented in chapters 6 and 7 have considered uncertainty is-
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sues in batch scheduling. Both chapters relied on the use of flexible recipes
that integrate batch optimal control with short-term production scheduling
optimization as a way to deal with uncertainty. Linear models were used to
illustrate the potential use of the flexible recipe concept.

On one hand, Chapter 6 presented a rescheduling strategy to be applied
once the uncertainty is unveiled. It uses the flexibility of the batch recipes
as an extra rescheduling action. On the other hand, Chapter 7 promoted the
generation of proactive schedules which take into account information about
uncertainty before the production plan is executed in the plant. In this work,
the probability of producing unfavorable scenarios has been controlled by using
flexible recipes and a risk measurement that assesses the probability of meeting
unfavorable scenarios.

These results indicate that the concept of nominal recipes should no longer
be used to represent an isolated entity. Production recipes must allow some
flexibility in order to be considered viable in a global context, which dictates
a non-steady production environment in which nominal conditions are rarely
found.

Finally, Chapter 8 addressed the highest degree of flexibility in manufactur-
ing, that is the operational management a special type of batch plants which do
not require the use of piping to transfer materials between different processing
stages. The scheduling problem of these pipeless plants was addressed in this
chapter applying the concept of general precedence. The MILP formulation
presented in this chapter outperforms the previous approaches reported in the
literature, drastically reducing the calculation times.

9.1 Future work

The work presented in this thesis represents several substantial contributions
that can be used as the basis for future work. In order to build and enhance
this body of work, a great deal of extended research may be addressed to the
following topics:

• On continuous processes, and regarding the issues that have been treated
in this thesis, much work should be done to promote the use of Real Time
Optimization in industrial scenarios. Applications of this technology are
still scarce, and therefore robust systems, such as the one proposed in this
thesis, should be marketed to the chemical industry as an attractive way
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Chapter 9. Conclusions and future work

to gain a quantitative leap in profit. Parallelly, academic research should
continue working on the development of new algorithms and methodolo-
gies to more efficiently address the on-line optimization of plants using
dynamic models, which is the future for RTO.

• On semicontinuous processes, few publications have paid attention to
its scheduling problem in comparison to batch processes. Therefore, fu-
ture work may consider more aspects in the scheduling, such as limited
resources, more complex plant configurations or the assessment of the
convenience of using single or multiple campaigns for the productions of
a sole product. Other interesting contributions could be the development
of strategies for dealing with the uncertainty in semicontinuous processes.

• On batch processes, this thesis has pointed out the necessity of taking into
account the synchronization between transfer operations in the schedul-
ing problem. Hence, the modeling of transfer operations constitutes a
very interesting and challenging work with the aim of adapting the cur-
rent formulations while keeping reasonable computational times. An-
other important point for discussion is the use of linear flexible recipe
models. As it was previously mentioned in the corresponding chapter,
linear flexible recipe models were used in this thesis to serve only for
demonstrative purposes. Therefore, the consideration of non-linear mod-
els should be taken into account in future works in order to obtain more
accurate solutions.

• On batch pipeless plants, further work should be done, starting from the
formulation developed in this thesis to consider specific plant layouts.
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Nomenclature

Although most of the acronyms and symbols are explained in the place where
they appear, this section is a quick reference to the reader for the notation
used along this work.

Acronyms

AGV Automated Guided Vehicle.
BδB Branch and Bound.
BPN Back-Propagation Networks.
CIS Common Intermediate Storage.
CP Constraint Programming.
CPU Central Processor Unit.
CST Constraint Satisfaction Techniques.
DAE Differential Algebraic Equation.
DR Data Reconciliation.
EDD Earliest due date.
ERD Earliest Release Date.
FCFS First Come First Served.
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Nomenclature

FDS Fault Diagnosis System.
FIS Finite Intermediate Storage.
GA Genetic Algorithms.
GBD Generalized Benders Decomposition.
GDP Gross Domestic Product.
GED Gross Error Detection.
IOF Instant Objective Function.
LP Linear Programming.
LPT Longest Processing Time.
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming.
MINLP Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming.
mo Multi-objective.
MOF Mean Objective Function.
mp Multi-parametric.
MSPCA Multi-Scale Principal Component Analysis.
m.u. Monetary units.
NIS Non-Intermediate Storage.
NLP Non-Linear Programming.
OA Outer Approximation.
PCA Principal Component Analysis.
PID Proportional Integral Derivative.
PSE Process System Engineering.
RBFN Radial Basis Function Networks.
RTE Real Time Evolution.
RTN Resource-Task Network.
RTO Real Time Optimization.
SA Simulated Annealing.
SAA Sample Average Approximation.
SQP Successive Quadratic Programming.
SPE Squared Prediction Error.
SPT Shortest Processing Time.
SRTE Supervised Real Time Evolution.
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Nomenclature

STN State-Task Network.
TAHPN Timed Arc Hybrid Petri Net.
TS Tabu Search.
UIS Unlimited Intermediate Storage.
ZW Zero Wait.

Subscripts

e, e′ Scenario.
DTOP Time duration in the flexible recipe model.
DPS Reaction yield in the flexible recipe model.
DTEMP Temperature in the flexible recipe model.
DKOH Amount of KOH in the flexible recipe model.
DFOR Amount of Formaldehyde in the flexible recipe model.
f, f ′ Flexible recipe item.
i, i′ Batch or production campaign (semicontinuous processes).
j, j′ Production line.
k, k′ Moveable vessel.
p, p′ Product.
s, s′ Stage or states (semicontinuous processes).
p, i, s Production task.
t, t′ Storage tank.

Sets

E Scenarios.
FLps Stages s of product p with a flexible recipe.
FPps Recipe items of a linear recipe model for stage s of product p.
I Campaigns.
Ip Batches of product p.
I−s Campaigns that consume state s.
I+
s Campaigns that supply state s.
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Nomenclature

Ji Available production lines for campaign i.
Js Available production lines for manufacturing state s.
Kp Suitable moveable vessels for product p.
P Products.
S States.
SI Intermediate states.
SP Final states.
Sp Stages for producing product p.
TI Available tanks to store state from campaign i.
TS Available tanks to store state s.
Tu Available storage tanks after unit u.
T exec Already executed tasks.
Tnda Non directly affected tasks by the expected event.
T da Directly affected tasks by an unexpected event.
Tnew Tasks of new orders to be inserted into the schedule in progress.
T fix Tasks following a fixed recipe.
T flex Tasks following a flexible recipe.
Tmaint Maintenance tasks.
Ups Set of available units for processing product p at stage s.

Parameters

ρis Amount of state s required per unit size of supplying campaign i.
bszp Batch size of every batch of product p.
ds Minimum demand for state s.
dcostpsf Unitary deviation cost for recipe item f .
ddpi Due date for order i of product p.
dempe Demand of product p for scenario e.
demdevp Demand deviation for product p.
ecost Weighting coefficient for earliness cost penalty.
fplbpsf Maximum negative deviation for recipe item f .
fpubpsf Maximum positive deviation for recipe item f .
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Nomenclature

H Time horizon.
ittpu Transfer time of product p for the first processing stage.
lmin
sj Minimum allowed length campaign at production line j producing

state s.
lfmodpsf Model coefficient for recipe item f .
M A very large number.
M1 Equals to H + max{uchii′j}.
M2 A very large number.
M3 Equals to H + max{tchii′t}.
mpcp Maximum plant capacity for producing product p.
nptpsu Nominal processing time.
pcp Production costs of a batch of product p.
pinvp Inventory cost for product p.
probe Associated probability for scenario e.
ptpsu Processing time.
rmin
sj Minimum production rate at line j generating state s.

rmax
sj Maximum production rate at line j generating state s.

roi Release time of processing campaign i.
ropis Release time of a task.
ruj Ready time of production line j.
ruu Ready time of unit u.
sf
pi First processing stage for batch i of product p.

sl
pi Last processing stage for batch i of product p.

spp Selling price of every batch of product p.
tchii′t Changeover time between campaigns i and i′ at storage tank t.
tcost Weighting coefficient for tardiness cost penalty.
ttpu Transfer time of product p from unit u.
uchii′j Changeover time between campaigns i and i′ at production line j.
uchpp′u Product-dependent changeover time for unit u.
ustpu Setup time for unit u for processing product p.
udcp Unsatisfied demand cost for product p per unit time.
vt Volumetric capacity of storage tank t.
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Nomenclature

Continuous variables

δpisf Deviation of the flexible parameter f in task (p, i, s).
CTi Completion time of a storage task receiving material from i.
DCpis Cost of a task due to the deviation from nominal recipe parame-

ters.
E[PFS] Expect profit for a set of scenarios.
EApi Earliness of batch i of product p.
Fii′ Amount of material supplied by i and consumed by i′.
INp Inventory of product p.
IN ini

p Initial inventory of product p.
ITi Starting time of stage task receiving material from i.
Lij Length of campaign i in production line j.
MK Makespan.
PFSe Deterministic profit for scenario e.
Qi Overall production of campaign i.
QPp Produced amount of product p.
SALESpe Sales of product p in scenario e.
TApi Tardiness of batch i of product p.
Tfi Completion time of campaign i.
Tfpis Completion time of task (p, i, s).
Tspis Starting time of task (p, i, s)..
TCOST Weighted objective function.
Twpis Waiting time.
Vii′ Accumulated material consumed by i′ at the completion time of

its supplying campaign i.
WC Worst case profit.
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Nomenclature

Binary variables

ATpis Equals to 1 if material from task (p, i, s) is transferred to storage
tank t, and 0 otherwise.

TOpis Equals to 1 if task (p,i,s) is a tardy order, and 0 otherwise.

Uii′ Equals to 1 if campaign i supplies material to i′, and 0 otherwise.
Wit Equals to 1 if material from campaign i is sent to storage tank t,

and 0 otherwise.
Xii′ Equals to 1 if campaign i is run or stored before i′, and 0 other-

wise.
Xpisp′i′s′ Equals to 1 if task (p, i, s) is processed before another task

(p′, i′, s′), and 0 otherwise.
Yij Equals to 1 if campaign i is run in production line j, and 0 oth-

erwise.
Ypisu Equals to 1 if task (p, i, s) is allocated to equipment unit u, and

0 otherwise.
Zii′ Equals to 1 if campaign i supplying material to i′ starts after i

has finished, and 0 otherwise.
Zpik Equals to 1 if batch (p, i) is assigned to moveable vessel k, and 0

otherwise.
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Research work developed in the scope of this thesis has resulted in several pub-
lications either articles in scientific journals, articles in conference proceedings
and communications in congresses. Besides, there has been the opportunity to
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in this appendix.
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MILP formulations for batch scheduling

B.1 State-Task Network based continuous formula-
tion (Maravelias and Grossmann, 2003)

Assignment constraints

These constraints ensure that each task i is allocated to a single equipment
j. Binary variables denote if a task i starts (Wsin) or finishes (Wfin) at an
event point n. Constraints B.1 and B.2 impose that for each event point n
and equipment j, at most one task i can take place. Constraint B.3 obliges
all started tasks to be finished. Equation B.4 is necessary to ensure that a
task can only be started if all other previous tasks in the same equipment have
finished. Through constraints B.5 and B.6, no task can finish at t = 0, and no
task can start at the last event point.

∑

i∈Ij

Wsin ≤ 1 ∀j, n (B.1)

∑

i∈Ij

Wfin ≤ 1 ∀j, n (B.2)
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∑
n

Wsin =
∑

n

Wfin ∀i (B.3)

∑

i∈Ij

∑

n′≤n

(Wsin′ −Wfin′) ≤ 1 ∀j, n (B.4)

Wfi0 = 0 ∀i (B.5)

Wsin = 0 ∀i, n = |N | (B.6)

Timing constraints

In one hand, time event (n = 1) corresponds to zero time. On the other hand,
finishing time corresponds to the last event point (n = /N/). In between, time
points are ordered increasingly in time. These premises are enforced through
equations B.7 to B.9.

Tn=1 = 0 (B.7)

Tn=|N | = MK (B.8)

Tn+1 ≥ Tn ∀n < |N | (B.9)

This formulation allows fixed and variable time durations of tasks (equation
B.10).

Din = αiWsin + βiBsin ∀i, n (B.10)

Variables Tsin and Tfin represent respectively starting and finishing time
of a task i at time event n. Finishing time of a task starting at event point n
is defined through constraints B.11 and B.12.

Tfin ≤ Tsin + Din + M (1−Wsin) ∀i, n (B.11)
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B.1. State-Task Network based continuous formulation (Maravelias and
Grossmann, 2003)

Tfin ≥ Tsin + Din −M (1−Wsin) ∀i, n (B.12)

Constraints B.13 and B.9 define the finishing time of task i starting at
event point n equal to the finishing time at event point n− 1. Equation B.14
is aimed at reducing the search space by constraining the finishing time of a
task i at event point n to be greater or equal to the duration of the task at
event point n− 1.

Tfin − Tfin−1 ≤ M ·Wsin ∀i, n > 1 (B.13)

Tfin − Tfin−1 ≥ Din ∀i, n > 1 (B.14)

Variable Tsin can be removed from this formulation because starting times
of tasks must fit with an event point (equation B.15).

Tsin = Tn ∀i, n (B.15)

Constraints B.16 and B.17 are formulated in order to match the finishing
time of a task with its corresponding event point. In general, a task can finish
at or before an event point n. A special case corresponds to tasks following a
zero-wait time policy that are enforced to finish exactly at an event point n
through constraint B.17.

Tfin−1 ≤ Tn + M(1−Wfin) ∀i, n > 1 (B.16)

Tfin−1 ≥ Tn −M(1−Wfin) ∀i ∈ IZW , n > 1 (B.17)

Batch size constraints

Batch size of a given task must lie between upper and lower limits. This
is enforced for starting, ending and processing event points of tasks through
equations B.18 to B.20.

BMIN
i Wsin ≤ Bsin ≤ BMAX

i Wsin ∀i, n (B.18)
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BMIN
i Wfin ≤ Bfin ≤ BMAX

i Wfin ∀i, n (B.19)

BMIN
i

(
∑

n′<n

Wsin′ −
∑

n′≤n

Wfin′

)
≤ Bpin ≤

≤ BMAX
i

(
∑

n′<n

Wsin′ −
∑

n′≤n

Wfin′

)
∀i, n

(B.20)

Mass balances for batches are enforced by making the initial amount plus
the produced amount of processing task i, at time event n − 1, equal to the
produced and final amount at event point n. This is accomplished by constraint
B.21.

Bsin−1 + Bpin−1 = Bpin + Bfin ∀i, n (B.21)

Produced and consumed amounts of state s by a processing task i at event
point n are computed through constraints B.22 to B.25. Constraints B.22 and
B.23 are aimed at input states of the processing tasks, whereas B.24 and B.25
constraint output states. Under no circumstances, processed tasks are allowed
to exceed the maximum quantity allowed (B.23 and B.25).

BI
isn = ρisBsin ∀i, n, s ∈ SIi (B.22)

BI
isn ≤ ρisB

MAX
i Wsin ∀i, n, s ∈ SIi (B.23)

BO
isn = ρisBfin ∀i, n, s ∈ SOi (B.24)

BO
isn ≤ ρisWfinBMAX

i ∀i, n, s ∈ SOi (B.25)

Mass balance/storage constraints

Constraint B.26 imposes that available amount of material at time point n plus
the amount sold (SSsn) is equal to the available amount from previous period
n − 1 adjusted by the amount produced and consumed during the current
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B.1. State-Task Network based continuous formulation (Maravelias and
Grossmann, 2003)

period.

Ssn + SSsn = Ssn−1 +
∑

i∈Ip
s

BO
isn −

∑

i∈Ic
s

BI
isn ∀s, n > 1 (B.26)

Constraint B.27 ensures that available amount of state s does not exceed
its maximum capacity. This constraint may be used in order to define different
storage policies.

Ssn ≤ Cs ∀s, n (B.27)

Binary variable Vjsn establishes if unit j performs as a shared storage tank
for state s. By using this variable, it is possible to enforce that at most one state
is stored in that tank at a time and tank capacity is not exceeded (constraints
B.28 and B.29).

∑

s∈S(j)

Vjsn ≤ 1 ∀n, j ∈ JT (B.28)

Ssn ≤ Cj · Vjsn ∀n, j ∈ JT, s ∈ Sj (B.29)

Demand constraints

By means of constraint B.30, demand satisfaction is ensured for every product
(final state).

∑
n

SSsn ≥ ds ∀s (B.30)

Tightening constraints

In order to avoid weak relaxations in the solution of this formulation, the
following tightening constraints B.31, B.32 and B.33 are used.

∑

i∈Ij

∑
n

Din ≤ M ∀j (B.31)
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∑

i∈Ij

∑

n′≥n

Din′ ≤ M − Tn ∀j, n (B.32)

∑

i∈Ij

∑

n′≥n

(αiWfin′ + βiBfin′) ≤ M − Tn ∀j, n (B.33)

B.2 Resource-Task-Network based continuous formu-
lation (Castro et al., 2004)

Timing constraints

A set of global time points is predefined in which the first time point takes
place at the beginning whereas the last one is located at the end of the time
horizon. This feature is represented by constraints B.34 and B.35.

T1 = 0 (B.34)

T|N | = MK (B.35)

Timing constraint B.36 enforces time between any two event points (n and
n′) is either equal or greater than the processing time of all tasks starting and
ending at these event points. As only one task can be executed in an equipment
unit at a certain time, all tasks taking place in the same equipment resource
(r ∈ REQ) must be considered here.

Tn′ − Tn ≥
∑

i∈Ib

µr,i

(
αiN̄i,n,n′

) ∀r ∈ REQ, n, n′, n < n′ ≤ ∆n + n, n 6= |N |

(B.36)

If a zero-wait policy is adopted, constraint B.37 ensures that the difference
between starting and finishing times is exactly equal to the processing time.
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Tn′ − Tn ≤ H

(
1− ∑

i∈Ib,i∈IZW

µr,iN̄i,n,n′

)
+

∑
i∈Ib,i∈IZW

µr,i

(
αiN̄i,n,n′

)

∀r ∈ REQ, n, n′, n < n′ ≤ ∆n + n, n 6= |N |
(B.37)

Balance constraints

Amount of resource consumed or produced at the beginning and at the end of
a task is assumed to be proportional to the extent of that task. Total amount
of a resource r consumed at the beginning of a task i at event point n and
finishing at event point n′ is proportional to N̄inn′ by µri. In addition, amount
produced at its completion is proportional to µri. Constraint B.38 represents
the excess resource balance. Here, amount of resource r at time period n is
equal to the amount at the previous period n − 1, plus the amount produced
or consumed by tasks ending or starting at time period n.

Rrn = R0
r

∣∣
n=1

+ R0
rn−1

∣∣
n>1

+
∑
i∈Ib

[
∑

n≤n′≤∆n+n

µriN inn′+
∑

n−∆n≤n′≤n

µriN inn′ ]+

+
∑
i∈Is

[µriN inn+1+µriN in−1n] ∀n, r ∈ R

(B.38)

Storage constraints

Constraint B.39 ensures that for an excess amount of material resource r,
storage task i ∈ IS is activated.

V MIN
i N̄inn+1 ≤

∑

r∈Is
r

Rrn ≤ V MAX
i N̄inn+1 ∀i ∈ Is, n 6= |N | (B.39)

Capacity constraints

Excess amount for any resource at any time period must lie between its prede-
fined minimum and maximum capacities. This is accomplished through con-
straint B.40, which is also used to define different storage policies. Namely, a
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zero value assigned to material resources corresponds to a NIS policy, whereas
a big value corresponds to an UIS policy. A limited intermediate storage may
be represented by assigning a finite value to RMAX

r , which stands for the max-
imum storage capacity for material resource r.

RMIN
r ≤ Rrn ≤ RMAX

r ∀n, r ∈ R (B.40)

Demand constraints

Constraint B.41 states that the amount of final products at the end of the time
horizon must be equal to or greater than the demand.

∑
n

Rrn ≥ dr ∀r ∈ Rfinal (B.41)

B.3 Unit-Specific Time Event formulation (Janak et al.,
2004)

Allocation constraints

This model contemplates a set of continuous variables (Win) in order to estab-
lish whether a task i is active at an point event n. Constraint B.42 states that
at most one task can be active at each event point.

∑

i∈Ij

Win ≤ 1 ∀j, n (B.42)

Binary variables Wsin and Wfin are related to Win by constraint B.43.

∑

n′≤n

Wsin′ −
∑

n′<n

Wfin′ = Win ∀i, n (B.43)

Constraint B.44 that every task starts and finishes during the time horizon.

∑
n

Wsin =
∑

n

Wfin ∀i (B.44)
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B.3. Unit-Specific Time Event formulation (Janak et al., 2004)

Constraint B.45 guarantees that a task i may start at an event point n
if all tasks i beginning earlier have already finished. Alternatively, constraint
B.46 expresses that a task i may finish at an event point n if it has started at
a previous event point n′ and has not finished yet.

Wsin ≤ 1−
∑

n′<n

Wsin′+
∑

n′<n

Wfin′ ∀i, n (B.45)

Wfin ≤
∑

n′<n

Wsin′ −
∑

n′<n

Wfin′ ∀i, n (B.46)

Batch size constraints

Equation B.47 establishes maximum and minimum allowable batch sizes, and
equation B.48 gives the maximum available storage capacity for the storage
tasks.

BMIN
i Win ≤ Bin ≤ BMAX

i Win ∀i, n (B.47)

Bst
i nst ≤ V stMAX

i ∀ist, n (B.48)

Constraints B.49 and B.50 define the batch sizes of the tasks that take
more than one time period to be accomplished.

Bin ≤ Bin−1 + BMAX
i (1−Win−1 + Wfin−1) ∀i, n > 1 (B.49)

Bin ≥ Bin−1 −BMAX
i (1−Win−1 + Wfin−1) ∀i, n > 1 (B.50)

Initial and final batch sizes are defined in constraints B.51 to B.56 in order
to accurately perform the mass balances.

Bsin ≤ Bin ∀i, n (B.51)
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Bsin ≥ Bin −BMAX
i (1−Wsin) ∀i, n (B.52)

Bsin ≤ BMAX
i Wsin ∀i, n (B.53)

Bf in ≤ Bin ∀i, n (B.54)

Bfin ≥ Bin −BMAX
i (1−Wfin) ∀i, n (B.55)

Bfin ≤ BMAX
i Wfin ∀i, n (B.56)

Mass balance constraints

Constraint B.57 states that the available amount of state s at event point n
is equal to the amount of material corresponding to the previous time point,
minus the quantity sold at the current time period, plus the difference in stor-
ages, and the quantities produced and consumed for that state at the previous
and current time points.

Ssn = Ssn−1 − Ssn +
∑

i∈Ip
s

ρisBfin−1 −
∑
i∈Ic

s

ρisBsin +
∑

ist∈Ist
s

Bf st
in−1 −

∑
ist∈Ist

s

Bst
in

∀s, n > 1
(B.57)

Demand requirements are expressed by constraint B.58.

∑
n

SSsn ≥ ds ∀s (B.58)

Timing constraints

Finishing time of a task i has to be greater than or equal to the starting time
at time event n (constraint B.59).
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B.3. Unit-Specific Time Event formulation (Janak et al., 2004)

Tfin ≥ Tsin ∀i, n (B.59)

Alternatively, constraint B.60 makes equal the starting and finishing time
of a task i, if it does not take place at event point n. Otherwise, this constraint
is relaxed.

Tfin ≤ Tsin + M ·Win ∀i, n (B.60)

Combination of constraint B.61 with B.62 and B.63 ensures that finish
time at n− 1 is equal to the starting time at n if task i is active and must be
extended to the following event n. Otherwise, these constraints are relaxed.

Tsin ≤ Tfi(n−1) + M(1−Wi(n−1) + Wfi(n−1)) ∀i, n > 1 (B.61)

Constraint B.62 works together with constraint B.63 relating the starting
time of a task i at event point n with the finishing time of this task at event
point n′. Equation B.63 just constrains tasks that can not both process and
store material.

Tfin′ − Tsin ≥ ptiWsin −M (1−Wsin)−M (1−Wfin′)−M

(
∑

n≤n′′≤n′
Wfin′′

)

∀i, n ≤ n′

(B.62)

Tfin′ − Tsin ≤ ptiWsin + M (1−Wsin) + M (1−Wfin′) + M

(
∑

n≤n′′≤n′
Wfin′′

)

∀i /∈ Ips, n ≤ n′

(B.63)

Constraint B.64 is applied to tasks performing storage functions.

Tf st
istn ≥ Tsst

istn ∀ist, n (B.64)
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Sequencing constraint

Constraints B.65, B.66 and B.67 sequence, in this order, the same task in the
same unit, different tasks in the same unit and different tasks in different units.

Tsin ≥ Tfin−1 ∀i, n > 1 (B.65)

Tsin ≥ Tfi′n−1 −M(1−Wi′n−1) ∀i 6= i′, j, n > 1 (B.66)

Tsin ≥ Tfi′n−1 −M(1−Wfi′n−1)
∀s, i ∈ Ic

s , i
′ ∈ Ip

s , j 6= j′, n > 1
(B.67)

Consecutive tasks i and i′ under zero-wait transfer policy are sequenced by
constraint B.68.

Tsin ≤ Tfi′n−1 −M(2−Wfi′n−1 −Wsin)
∀s, i ∈ Ic

s , i
′ ∈ Ip

s , j 6= j′, n > 1
(B.68)

Sequencing constraint: Storage tasks

Constraints B.69 to B.73 sequence storage tasks ist. Specific variables Tsst
istn

and Tf st
istn are used to denote the time at which a storage task ist starts and

finishes. Shared storage is modeled by specifying the set of storage tasks, so
that multiple states s are linked to each storage task.

Tsin ≥ Tfst
istn−1 ∀s, i ∈ Ic

s , i
st, n > 1 (B.69)

Tsin ≤ Tf st
istn−1 + M(1−Wsin) ∀s, i ∈ Ic

s ,∀ist ∈ Ist
s , n > 1 (B.70)

Tsst
istn ≥ Tfi′n−1 −M(1−Wfi′n−1) ∀s, i′ ∈ Ip

s , ist ∈ Ist
s , n > 1 (B.71)
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Tsst
istn ≤ Tfi′n−1 + M(1−Wfi′n−1) ∀s, i′ ∈ Ip

s , ist ∈ Ist
s , n > 1 (B.72)

Tsst
istn = Tf st

istn−1 ∀ist ∈ Ist
s , n > 1 (B.73)

Tightening constraints

Tighter relaxed solutions of this formulation can be obtained by applying the
constraints introduced by Maravelias and Grossmann (2003) and previously
reported in this appendix (section B.1).

B.4 Nomenclature

Subscripts

i, i′ Tasks
ist Storage tasks
j, j′ Equipment units
n, n′ Event points
r, r′ Resources
s, s′ States

Sets

Ij Tasks i that can be allocated in equipment unit j.
Ib Batch tasks.
Ic
s Tasks that consume state s.

Ip
s Tasks that produce state s.

Ips Processing or storing tasks.
Is Storage tasks.
Ist
s Storage tasks for state s.

IZW Tasks under zero-wait storage policy.
JT Shared storage tanks.
Sj States that can be stored in shared storage tank j.
SIi States consumed by task i.
SOi States produced by task i.
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∆n Maximum number of event points between the beginning and end-
ing of a task.

Ji Units that can perform task i.
N Total number of event points.
REQ

r Equipment resources (storage tanks are not included).
RINT

r Resources r corresponding to intermediate products.
Rfinal

r Resources r corresponding to final products.

Parameters

αi Fixed duration of a task i.
βi Variable duration of a task i.
µri Amount consumed of resource r in task i.
µ̄ri Amount produced of resource r in task i.
ρi Mass balance coefficient for consumption/production ratio of state

s in task i.
ds Demand of state s at the end of the time horizon.
Cs, Cj Storage capacity for state s / shared tank j.
pti Processing time of task i.
M A very large number.
RMIN

r Minimum availability of resource r.
RMAX

r Maximum availability of resource r.
BMIN

i Lower bound on the batch size of task i.
BMAX

i Upper bound on the batch size of task i.
V MIN

i Lower bound on storage capacity for task i.
V MAX

i Upper bound on storage capacity for task i.

Continuous variables

Din Duration of task i starting at time point n.
Tn Absolute time of time point n
Tsin Starting time of task i that starts at time point n.
Tfin Finishing time of task i that starts at time point n.
T s

ijn Time at which task i starts in unit j at time point n.
T f

ijn Time at which task i ends in unit j at time point n.
Tsst

istn Time at which storage task ist starts at time point n.
Tf st

istn Time at which storage task ist ends at time point n.
Bsin Batch size of task i starting at time point n.
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Bfin Batch size of task i finishing at or before time point n.
Bpin Batch size of task i being processed at time point n.
BI

isn Amount of state s used as input for task i at time point n.
Bsin Batch size of task i starting at time point n.
Bfin Batch size of task i finishing at or before time point n.
Bpin Batch size of task i being processed at time point n.
BI

isn Amount of state s used as input for task i at time point n.
BO

isn Amount of state s produced as output for task i at time point n.
Din Duration of task i starting at time point n.
MK Makespan. .
Rrn Excess amount of resource r at time point n.
R0

r Initial amount of resource r.
Ssn Amount of state s available at time point n.
SSsn Sales of state s at time point n.
Tn Absolute time of time point n.
Tsin Starting time of task i that starts at time point n.
Tfin Finishing time of task i that starts at time point n.
Tsst

istn Time at which storage task ist starts at time point n.
Tf st

istn Time at which storage task ist ends at time point n.
T s

ijn Time at which task i starts in unit j at time point n.
T f

ijn Time at which task i ends in unit j at time point n.

Binary variables

N̄inn′ Determines if task i starts at time point n and finishes at time
point n′.

Vjsn Determines if state s is stored in shared tank j during time point
n.

Win Determines if task i is active at time point n.
Wfin Determines if task i ends at time point n.
Wpin Determines if task i is processed at time point n.
Wsin Determines if task i starts at time point n.
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